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Author's Note 

The S.l. system of units has been used 

throughout this thesis except as mentioned below. In 

this system the units of magnetic intensity are tesla 

and 

-4 10 tesla 1 gauss. 

Wavefunctions are most normally expressed in 

atomic units 

= 

aad these have been used in the calculations of Chapter 4. 

In a' similar vein, the spin susceptibility has been 

expressed in c.g.s. "volume" units, because theorists 

usually employ this system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements in pure lead 

and in dilute binary alloys o£ lead are reported. 

(i) Heasurements o£ the 207pb linewidth and Knight 

shi£t (K) in solid and liquid lead are presented. The lin()-

width shows a narrowing at 550 K and this is interpreted in tCi~"!S 

o£ a motional narrowing phenomenon. The value obtained for the 

pseudo-dipolar contribution to the linewidth is "-/3 x 10-
It 

tesLl 

and this is shown to be consistent with estimates available in 

the literature. The values o£ (l/K)(dK/dT) £or both the solid 

and liquid phases are +6.3(±0.4} x 10-5 and -7.6(±0.9) x 10- 5 

(kelvinl- 1 respectively. The result in the solid is consistent 

with a value deduced £rom spot measurements available in the 

literature. 

The absolute value of the 207pb Knight shi£t in pure 

lead, together with the values £or 12 other pure metals, is 

discussed in terms of a zero-order pseudopotential formulation. 

Holland has recently discussed the evaluation o£ K £rom a sinF,le 

O.P.W. £ormulation with the approximation that the pseudofunction 

is constant over an ion core. This approximation is now removen 

and good agreement with experiment is obtained using interactinG 

electron spin susceptibilities (X ). 
p 

It is shown that very 

li ttle change in K is expected on melting if "X- remains cons tan t. 
P 

It is thus concluded that when K remains constant through the 

melting point the spin susceptibility, and there£ore the density 
u.~ u."'ll~ ~s 

of states, has very nearly the £ree-electron value in the solid. 



The extension of the Holland theory introduces a 

dependence of the Knight shift on the Fermi wave vector, k F • 

The temperature dependence of K, produced by exp.ansion effec ts , 

is evaluated but in every case is an order of magnitude smaller 

than is observed. It is shown that the major temperature 

dependence arises from the term to first-order in the pseudo-

potential and this has been evaluated for 6 liquid metals from 

the expression of Faber. 

(ii) Measurements of the 207pb Knight shift in dilute 

liquid alloys of lead with Ag, Cd, In, Sb, Au, Hg, TI and Bi are . 
reported. The results for the liquid at 625K are larger in 

magnitude and of opposite sign to those on lead solid solutions 

at room temperature. The way in which these differences occur 

is inves tiea ted for the two alloys Pb - 18% Bi and Pb - 20% TI. 

The experimental results for the liquid are discussed in turn, 

in terms of the zero-order pseudopotential theory, the first-

order theory and the Friedel theory. It is deduced that a 

reasonable explanation can be obtained from the Friedel model if 

the semi-empirical choice of phase shifts, deduced by Flynn, is 

used. 

(iii) Measurements of the 207pb and 209Bi Knight shifts 

and 209Bi linewid ths in the Pb - Bi sys tem are reported. 

Experimental studies of. the concentration dependence and the 

temperature dependence are presented. The 209Bi linewidth 

versus concentration shows a maximum at approximately 50~ and 

around this maximum, the linewidth versus temperature plot shows 

a sharp minimum. This is interpreted in terms of a quadrupolar 

contribution to the linewidth. This quadrupolar relaxation is 

also observed in pure bismuth and the enhancement on alloying is 



discussed in terms of a crude dif'fusing ion model. On the 

basis of this model a qualitatively correct description of the 

alloying effects is obtained. 

Finally, in a general discussion, it is concluded 

that the nearly-free-electron picture is adequate for a description 

of Knight shifts in liquid metals and alloys if allowance for 

electron-electron interactions is included into the spin 

susceptibility. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.01 Liquid Metals 

The study of liquid metals has followed two converr,ing 

paths; studies of the electronic properties (resistivity, Hall 

effect and KniRht shift) and studies of atomic arrangements 

(theoretical models being tested using X-ray and neutron diffraction 

techniques). The development of liquid metal physics has followed, 

very closely, that of solids in that the long range periodicity 

of the solid lattice was found to produce bands of allowed and 

forbidden energies, and many authors have looked at liquids in 

an analogous fashion, hoping to obtain from a structural model an 

understanding of electronic properties. In essence the main 

question has been: 'How free-electron like are liquid metals l' 

The role of electronic studies is secondary in the sense that 

they provide a test of the predictions of a structural model; 

it is difficult to deduce structural information reliably from 

measured electronic propertie.. For instance, from the fact 

that the KniF,ht shift changed little on melting for many metal~ 

(see section 1.02.5), a microcrystalline model of a liquid was 

postulated at one stage, but this now is no longer current. 

The wide diversity of the results of investigations 

of the electronic properties of liquids makes it possible that 

one structural model will not be found to explain all the data. 

Perh~ps, in analogy to solids, various structures exist and each 

liquid metal must be considered independently. Liquid metal 
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physics is not able to provide an answer to this question at 

present and future advances still depend, to a large ext~! ~" 

upon experimental data both of atomic arrangements and, less 

directly but more importantly, of electronic properties. 

The work reported in this thesis concerns further studies 

of the electronic properties of liquid metals _ particI11Rrly the 

Kni~ht shift - and the emphasis of this introduction will thus 

be on the current experimental and theoretical situation in this 

field. This has been the subject of a number of comprehensive 

reviews and a brief discussion only will be given here. The 

situation up to 1963 was extensively reviewed by Cusack(l). 

Since then Mott (1965)(2) has given a short discussion of trans

port properties and Wilson (1965)(3) an extensive discussion 

including the thermodynamic properties of liquid metals and alloys. 

More recently, the whole field of the properties of liquid metals 

has been covered by the Proceedings of the Brookhaven Conference(4). 

1.02 Experimental situation 

The majority of the experimental results on the electronic 

properties of liquid metals supports the free-electron model. 

1.02.1 The Hall coefficient In general the Hall 

coefficient ~ of liquid metals agrees with the free-electron 

value, often needing a large change on melting to do so. The 

temperature dependence of ~ has been measured for a number of 

liquid metals and within experimental uncertainty follows that 

predicted by the free-electron model; volume changes being the 

sole effect. The tendency of ~ to revert to a free-electron 

value was first investigated by Cusack and Kendall(S) who 

attributed the change on melting to the increase of disorder. 
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As long as the electron mean free path is greater than the range 

of any order that exists then a spherical F'ermi surface resul ts 

and this is Idore than sufficient to produce a free-electron value 

the necessary conditions bein~ an ellipsoidal Fermi 

snrface and an isotropic relaxation time. When the mean free-

path becomes shorter (for instance, in polyvalent metals) RH has 

been observerl to diverp,e from the free-electron value. Howpvpr, 

the full explanation is not quite as simple as this sug~ests for, 

whereas the value of H}{ for the metals Hf,', Sn, Zn and Cd is in 

excellent agreement with the free-electron prediction, that for 

Ri, Ph, TI, In and Ga is not. From this simple discussion it 

seems surprising that any polyvalent metal exhibits a free-electron 

Hall coefficient but, certainly, the majority of liquid metals 

do conform. 

The situation in alloys is much less well documented. 

In(6) For Hg- no af,'reement with a free-electron prediction is 

obtained evpn thou~h Jig and In themselves agree reasonably well; 

for Ar; - In Dusch and Guntherodt(7) find ~I lower than, but within 

experimental uncertainty of,the free-elpctron value; and for 

(8) 
Cn - Sn, Enderby et al. suggest that bound state formation 

eliminates the possihility of free-electron behaviour. The 

situation is thus not conclusive at the present time. 

1.02.2 Optical properties Measurements of the optical 

properties support the conclusions deduced from the Hall effect 

data for pure metals. The optical data can be interpreted in 

terms of the Drude theory; both effective mass values and relax-

ation times agree with the free-electron values. Further, the 

degree of agreement seems to be independent of the valence. 
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However, recently, Rice(9) has sU~ReRt~d that in ~eneral the 

wavelength range over which measurement~ have been made is 

insufricient to provide a sensitive test of the Drude theory. 

This casts some doubt upon the reliability of the evidence from 

the optical measurements but the ~eneral a~reement of optical 

and Hall coefficient data seems indicative of free-electron 

behaviour. 

Af','ain the situr\tion for liquid alloys is less documented. 

The measurements of Schul tz (10) on H~ - In certainly aR'ree with 

those for ~ in showing that an alloy mr\y not necessr\rily be 

free-electron Jike even if the pure components r\re, but few data 

are available. 

1.02.3 Resistivity and thermopowe~ The resistivity and 

thermopower of both liquid metals and alloys has been well 

documented. The introduction of a nearly-free-electron theory, 

the pseudopotential method of Ziman et al!11) has led to, at 

least, a qualitative if not fully quantitative explanation of 

the observations. The changes of resistivity with temperature 

and on melting are explained in terms of a changing atomic radial 

distribution function (see section 1.02.7) which is a measure of 

the atomic disorder. The full theory, which will be discussed 

in more detail in section 1.03.2, must be considered as giving 

support to an almost-free-electron picture. 

1.02.4 Magnetic susc~tibility It has often been said 

that if liquid metals are free-electron like then the density 

of states at the Fermi surface;O(E
F

), and therefore the Pauli 

spin susceptibility X , must change on melting. The density 
p 
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of Rtntes in the solid is rledu~ed from values of ¥, tha electronic 

specific heat coefficient, which is unfortunately affected, 

F,enerally to an unknown extent, by electron-phonon and electron-

electron effects. Only recently has a more direct methoci of' 

ohtatninp, Xp and therefore ;o(EF ) become available. Before, it 

was necessary to estimate the ionic and conduction electron 

diamap,netic contributions to the total susceptibility, and subtract 

their sum from the measured total to get an estimate of X • p 
With 

the uncertainties of the estimates, together with the experimental 

error, the end result was little more than a reasonable guess. 

However, with the improvements of electron spin resonance 

spectrometry it is now possible to measure/( directly in a 
p 

limited number of liquid metals; Li, Na and K seem to be the 

only serious possibilities and measurements on Li only have so 

far been reported(12). The result, that (Xp)liquid/(Ap)SOlid = 
1.04(=0.05), suggests, in view of the decrease of the total 

susceptibility on melting, that the diamagnetism of the conduction 

electrons may be modified by the disorder. Further, the lack of 

any change in the Knight shift (see below) or in the soft X-ray 

data of Skinner(13) confirms the similarity between solid and 

liquid Li. Similar experiments have been performed on Na where 
.. 

ne vine and Dupree (private communication) show that, if anything, 

a small increase of X on melting occurs, (X) I(X) = p p liquid P solid 

1 • 1 ( io • 1 ) • It is concluded that in Li and Na, at least, the 

change in the electronic properties on melting is not marked; 

both Xp and the Knight shift remaining virtually unaffected by 

melting. 

1.02.5 The Kni~ht shift for pure metals The Knight 

Shift(14), the theory of which will be discussed in more detail 
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in section 1.04.2, can be written 

PTfnX P
F - P 

:3 
K = 1 • 1 

where n is th~ 8tomic volume, ann P
F 

:: < /1'(0)/2>F the prohahility 

oensity at the nucleus averaFed over all electrons on the Fermi 

surface. The Knight shift changes by less than 5% on melting 

f'or Li, Na., Rb, CR, AI, Hg, Sn, Cu, Pb, Tl and In and by a large 

amount on meltin~ for Ga, Cd, Sb and Ri. The situation with 

re~ard to the Knight shift change on melting is clearer now than 

it was at the time of Cusack's review. The large change in K 

on melting for Cri coincides with a large change in ~, and this 

is also the case for Ri and Sb. However there iR still a 

discrepancy for the cases of Pb and Sn where ~ chan~es on melting 

hut K does not. Perhaps the situation is as discussed by 

Ziman(1 5 ) who suggests that the constancy of K through the melting 

point indicates a constancy of both PF and Xp. Since in the 

liquid state the density of states seems to be free-electron like, 

whereas the value of ! in the solid appears not to be, the question 

is why Xp does not change on melting. The answer probably lies 

in the interpretation of ~. li'or Pb and Li, ¥ has been found to 

be greater than twice the free-electron value. Such large values 

have been explained by Ashcroft and Wilkins(16) as arising from 

a strong electron-phonon interaction. (For Na, Al and Pb they 

obtain effective masses, in the solid, very near to the free

electron value.) In addition, Anderson and GOld(17) have fitted 

the experimental Fermi surface of lead on the basis of 4 electrons/ 

atom and deduced that band structure effects only reduce;O(E
F

) 

The sUp'~estion is that only in a few cases does )( p 

change markedly on melting and this change is then reflected in 

the Knight shift. Since K involves an average over the Fermi 
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surf<1ce (thrOllf','h Xp P
1"

) it mt rrh t hp f'xpec tpd to bp rela ti vely 

insensitive to rlpvi<1tjons from sphericity so that a free-electlnn 

hnir-ht shift rnirht t,e obtained (e.g. for Ph) even where a 

s ip,-nif'icant Chan{>;A in other properties, such as H , are found 
H 

to occur. The anomrtlous results are thus those where a larf,'e 

chan,o:e in K occnrs on meltin!,,: and an explanation m1lst be lookf>d 

for. In the case of Bi, a semi-metal, the <ipneity of states is 

very low in the solid phase, whereas in the ljquid the Kni~ht 

shift results SllP,'f"Pst a free-electron value. A similar explan-

ation has been f'.'iven for Cd by Kasowski and Falicov(18) where 

the density of states chrtnges with temperature due to a wash-out 

of the strone pseudopotential. 

Certainly, a full ciiscll!'l~don of' the situ<1tion is more 

complicated than the ahove brief statements imply ~lt it is 

anparent that, for pure metals, the lack of any chan~e in K on 

meltin~ is not at variance with the Hall effect and optical data. 

The situation in alloys is more complex still and A. di~cllssion is 

deferred until section 1.04.3. 

1.02.6 Positron Clnnihilation and soft X-:r:..~ emission 

There are some potentially very interestinp, data being ohtained 

usin~ the technique:" of positron annihilation and soft X-ray 

spectra, In positron annihilation experiments, the aneular 

correlation of the two annihilation r-rays, for a thermalised 

positron, ~ives information on the linear momentum distribution 

of the electrons. Stewart and Kusmiss(19) have reported 

positron ann.lhilation results for 15 solid and liquid metals, 

At varying temperatllres in both phases. These can be divided 

into three groups accordin~ to whether they show a chanee on 
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meltin~, on heatine below the meltin~ point, or on heating ahove 

the mAltinR point. Tt is interestine that Sb, Ri and Ga (which 

all show lar~f' chanf",:pg inK on mpltinp;) Rhou]d f'<'lll jnto thp 

f'i. rs t r:rollp. However, Hp' and Sn also f':=I1I into thi~ {"roup and 

thus des troy any hope of a simple correspondence 'vi th Kni,o,-ht 

shi:ft chanr:es. Further exp~riments are in pror;ress and perhaps 

a hetter understandinr: of the implications of the results (possihly 

jn term"! 01 an i.nrrc;lsinr,- vacancy concentr"ttion on heatinp:) will 

hr~ome availahle. 

There sepms to have been a remArkable lack of activity 

in soft X-ray studies; the experimental results seem to be 

limited to Li(l) and AI(20). This type or experiment would 

he expected to r;ive a very good test of the free-electron picture 

in that it measures the density of' states curve. However what 

is really measnred is !'(E) multiplied by the prohahili ty. of a 

transition occurrinr; and this latter quantity is very difficult 

to calculate. Still, the assumption that it remains constant 

on meltinr: may be made(21) and a comparison of liquid and solid 

becomes useful. In both Li and Al there is little chanr;e on 

meltinp, and neither show close correlation with the free-electron 

prediction in the liquid phase. There seems to he ~ lot of' 

SCOpf' :for further investir-ations of liquid metals using both 

positron annihilation and soft X-ray emission techniques. 

1.02.7 The atomic structure The atomic structure of' 

liquid metals has been investi~ated 11sin~ both X-ray and n~utron 

rlif'fraction experiments. The pattern obtained is a series of 

diffuse, circular haloes. From the results, using a Fourier 

transformation, the pair distribution function P{r) can be 
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ohtained which represents the probability of finding an atom 

at a distance r from a chosen atom. Certain additional 

:I.nformation, disc1lssed by Furukawa(22) in his review, can l)e 

determined from P(r). For instance, the position of the first 

m:::tximum p:ives the mean inter-atomic distance, the 'width' of 

this first maximum gives the mean 'jump' distance involved in 

thermal motion, and the area beneath it the mean number of nearest 

neip,hbours (the ~oordination number). Furukawa sug~ests that 

the uncertainties in determining the coordination number from 

the experimental P(r) are large and that it is better to obtain 

a value from the density and the inter-atomic spacinp:. UsinR 

this latter technique he obtains a coordination number of - 11 

for most liquid metals. These diffraction patterns do not 

contain enou~h information to permit the derivation of a structural 

model but, of course, must be reproduced by any postulated model. 

Thp microcrystalline model proposed by Knight et al~2J) to explain 

the constan~y of K on melting, does not reproduce the diffraction 

data without excessive motional blurrin~, whereas the random 

packing model of Bernal(24) gives ~ood agreement with the observed 

diffraction patterns. 

Althou~h experimental diffraction patterns have been 

reported for many metals the list is by no means exhaustive and 

model pair distribution functions are very useful (or, more 

commonly, their Fourier transform, called the structure factor 

and denoted hy a(K». The most widely used are those of 

Ashcroft et al!25) based on the solution of the Percus-Yevick 

e<1l1ation for hard spheres. Ashcroft derived structure factors 

for varying temperatures and found values which agreed well with 

measured results up to the first maximum. Beyond this the model 
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and experimental results ~et out of phase. As will be discussed 

in Chapter 4, this has the effect of producing a marked 11n-

certainty in the predicted temperature dependence of the Knight 

shift. 

For a liquid alloy system the situation is more 

complicated. For a complete discussion of binary alloys, three 

partial structure factors are required, aoo(K), a 01 (K) and a 11 (K) 

correspondin~ to solvent-solvent, solvent-solute and solllte-solute 

d~Rtributions. Ap'ain model factors are available based on a 

hard sphere model with two different sized spheres; and in 

addition there exists a limited number of measured results that 

hnve heen derlucerl from a three-radiation experiment(26). The 

precifJion of these partial structure factors is not yet fmfficj ent 

to warrant the extra complication involved in their use (~ompared 

with the approximation of using merely the a(K) for the pure metal) 

for the calculation of Kni~ht shifts in dilute alloys. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that, X-ray measurements 

in some liquid alloys have been interpreted as showing the 

retention of' solid-like structure above the liquidus (for instance, 

in InBi and In
2
Bi(27) ) and as showing changes in coordination 

number (for instance, in Pb - Ri (28) ) across the concentration 

range. The possibility of' observing the influence of such 

ef'f'ects on the electronic properties is discussed in Chapter 6. 

1.03 Theoretical situation 

1.03.1 The electronic states in a liquid metal The 

most extensive treatment of the electronic states in a liquid 

metal is that of Edwards(21,29). He defines a quantitY;o(E,~) 
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which ~ives the probability that an electron of enerRY E has a 

Fourier component of wave number ~ in its wave function. 

I':dward~ evaluates 2-D expression for r(F,,~) in a l:i.quid hy a 

~omp]icated perturbntion procedure expressed in terms of Greens 

i'unc tion!'> • The writer does not intend to suggest that he under-

stands the Edwards formalism completely hllt the re~ult~ may be 

vi~ualised as follows. The f'(E,~) gives the heieht of a surface 

ahove the E - h plane, which for a simple free-electron case 

degenerates into a line whose projection is the normal parabola. 

For complete disorder the surface is humped around. the f'ree-electron 

line, correspondin~ to a spectrum of possible ~ - values for any 

given energy E. For a more realistic structure factor the 

rP-Bul ting E - ~ curves are blurred and kinked. Near to the 

ori~fn the Cl1rves are fr~e-e1ectron like but at particular hieher 

energy regions (which will be occupied in polyvalent metals) the 

kinks occur and CFlllRP. deviations from free-E:1ectron behaviour. 

The extent of the kinks depends on the ratio of the electron 

mean free path to the ran~e of order, for a mean free path » 

the range of order, free-electron ideas are valid. This approach 

is very general and the case for each metal must be considered in 

more detail before a full explanation (for instance of the different 

value of RH in Pb and Sn) is available. 

The theory of F-rlwards is complicated and not amenable 

to calculations. cusack(l) has shown that the nearly-free-

electron theories are special cases of the Edwards formalism 

and calculations based on free-electron ideas will be used to 

discuss the experimental results in this thesis. There is still 

no theoretical justification of this for polyvalent metals. 
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1.0).2 Nearly-free-electron mode~ The earliest ~ttempts 

to apply this method to the liquid st~te()O) failed for two 

i'trstly, the structure l'actor of the liquid, a(K), was 

inSllrficiently well kno~n, and secondly, little was known about 

the Hcatterin~ potential. Only when Ziman(ll) considered the 

problem,was full attention given to the n~ture of the scattering 

potenti~l. 

lTsinp,' a perturbation method startin~ from a plane wave 

description, and thus en3urtn~ a l'ree-electron value of RH And 

a~reement with the optir.~l result8, Ziman wanted to see if the 

resistivity, and its change with temperature, could be explained. 

To do this he used the concept of the pseudopotential()l). 

Usin~ this as a weak perturbing potential he justified the plane 

wave approximation via the smoothness of the pseudowavefunction. 

As model potentials became available(J2) extensive calculations 

of the resistivity and thermopower of pure metals were made())) 

using the Ziman formalism. The agreement with experiment was 

good considering the uncertainties in the Fourier transform of 

the pseudopotential U(K) and in the structure factor a(K). 

Improved agreement was obtained when corrections were made by 

Animalu for spin-orbit cOUPling()4) and non-local screening()5). 

The temperature coefficient of the resistivity, which arose 

mainly fronl that of a(K), was evaluated and ap'~in the agreement 

was very reasonable. In addition, it is of interest, that for 

solid Pb the agreement between the Animalu potential and the 

matrix elements determining the Fermi surface as measured by 

Anderson and Gold(17) is excellent. This adds. support to the 

applicability of the approach but also introduces a need for 

caution because temperature and melting effects might appreciably 
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morli~y the potp-ntial so that the morlel potential of Animalu 

mi~ht not be so ~ood for the liquid phase. However, the over-

all a~reement between experiment and theory for the resistivity, 

Rnrl the smallness of the pseudopotential at present in use, 

sUp'~ests that the potentials are fairly reliable and in ~act 

the Animalll potf'ntials have been uAerl in the present work to 

de8cribe a number of liquid polyvalent metals. 

1.04 Nuclear maenetic resonance 

The phenomenon of nuclear ma~netic resonance (n.m.r.) 

was ~irst observerl in 1945(36 ,37) and since has been the subject 

O &> a numher of' text bookS(38 ,J9,40). Th d i ti i ~ e escr p on g ven 

here will there~ore be brief, emphasis being placed on those 

facets of n.m.r. that are particularly relevant to the study of 

electrons in metals. 

1 .04. 1 Basic theory It is known that a nucleus with 

spin I (in units of fi, where h is Planck's constant) greater 

than zero can possess a magnetic moment ~. The application of 

a steady magnetic field ~O to an isolated nucleus gives rise to 

an interaction enerF,Y -~,~O' If the steady field is along the 

z-direction the Hamiltonian can be written 

where rniS the 'p,yromagnetic ratio' (i.e. the ratio of the 

magnetic moment to the spin angular momentum) and I is the z 

1 .2 

z-component of the spin. The allowed energies form 21 + 1 z 

pC]ually spaced 'Zeeman' levels separated in energy by ~fi BO" 

Transitions betwe~ these levels can be induced by supplying 

electromagnetic radiation of angular frequency U given by 
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w the 'resonance condition'. 

Tt ~an readily be shown that the external radiation must he 

cirCll1::trly polarised with its magnetic vector B1 in a plane 

perpendicular to BO. However, if the populations or ~djacent 

levels do not differ (for instance, by the Boltzmann ractor 

exp(~t RO/kT) which obtains when the system is in thermal 

Mlui 1 ; bri urn), no net ah~orption of enerRY will be observed 

hecause llpward and downward transitions have the same probability. 

An assembly of spins achieves internal thermal 

equilibrium by various spin-spin interactions, the approach to 

equlibrium being characterised by a relaxation time T
2

• The 

Rpin-~pin interactions hro::trlen the absorption line through two 

processes; (i) the spread in local z-fie1ds produced at a 

nncleus by its neighbonrs (ii) the component of the local 

field. at the resonant frequency which causes mutual rlipping of 

pairs of identical spins and thus limits the lifetime of any spin 

state. By virtue of the uncertainty prinCiple this lifetime 

limiting process broadens the line and T
2

, which is the time 

for two spins initially precessing in phase to ~et out of phase 

by one radian, is related to the width by 

= .1 g(Y)max 
2 

where ~(~) is the lineshape function. 

The spin system achieves thermal equilibrium with the 

lattice throueh spin-lattice interactions and the coupling is 

characterised by a relaxation time T1 , Spin-lattice relaxation 

is effected by local magnetic fields that have a component 

fluctuating at the resonant frequency. There are a variety of 

mechanisms that can produce such fields, the dominant effect in 
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mptals almoRt always bein~ the contact interaction with 

conduction electrons. 

At low temperatures the width or the absorption line 

is dominated by the spread in local z-rields. At sufficiently 

hi~h tpmperatllrps the increa~ed thermal motion causes all local 

fields to be averaF,ed to zero and 'motional narrowin~' occurs. 

The linewidth is then determined hy lifetime limiting proce~ses, 

the width,~~, from absorption derivative extrema is ~iven by 

= 1 • J 

and T, = T 2 • A more detailed discussion of the various 

contributions to the linewidth of 207pb in the solid metallic 

state is ~iven in Chapter 4. 

, .04.2 N.N.H. in metals 
(41 ) 

The addition of a con-

duction electron sea to an assembly of nuclei has two major 

effects: firstly, the frequency of the resonance absorption in 

the applied field ~O is shifted, and secondly, the conduction 

elp~trons dominate the spin-lattice relaxation processes. 

For a nucleus interacting with an electron the simple 

Hamiltonian of eqn. '.2 must be replaced by a more extensive 

expression 

f(= -Yn"tflo · I + ¥e~nti2!.[83ff!! !(!:) + {J!: (~.r) - !!j}+~] 
r r r 

, .4 

where 8 and 1 are the electronic spin and orbital aneular 

moment a and r is the radius vector from the nucleus to an 

electron. 
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(i) The Knieht Rhift This is the shift in resonance 

position in a metal with re~erence to a non-conductin~ compoup~. 

The most important contrihution to this shift is contained in the 

second term of eqn. 1.4 which represents the hyperfine contact 

interaction with a conduction electron. The extern~l magnetic 

~ield polarises the conduction electrons through their para-

maP."n~tic ~llRceptibility. The effect of this polarisation is to 

produce a small extra field ~!!o at the nucleus and the effective 

fi elo experienceo by the nucleus becomes ~o + ~.!}O' The Zeeman 

interaction enerr,-y -}!,~ must now he expressed as -)!, (nO + ~!!o) 

and, for R piven ~reql1ency, the reRonance ahsorption occurs at 

a lower applied field than is the case in an insulator. The 

incremental field is proportional to the applied field and the 

fractional shift is F,enerally written 

1.5 

where the parameters are as defined in section 1.02.5 

A further contribut:ton, K to the shift can occur cp' 

from the contact interaction with core electron~ polarised by 

interaction with conduction electrons. The spin-up and spin-

clown core electrons feel a different exchange force and this 

alters their spatial wavefunctions in different ways. The 

resultinF, imhalance of core spin density at the nucleus can 

r:ive either positive or negative contributions to the shift. 

For example, Das et al!42) found that the s-character of the 

conduction electrons in Al induced a positive contri~ltion from 

both le and 2s core states, the p-character induced a negative 

contrihution from ls and a positive contribution from 2s, and 

the d-character a positive contribution from ls and a negative 
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Thp- calculated total effect was K ~ -K /12 a value cp ~ 
from 2s. 

that mip,ht be expected to increase for heavy metals. 

The third term in eqn. 1.4 is thE' spin-rif nolar tE'rm. 

Jt'or cuhic metals, symmetry ensures that th", eff'ect of this term 

is zero. For non-cuhic crystals this contrihution, which arjses 

from the non s-character of the conduction electrons, produces an 

orientation-dependent shi~t. In view of the fact that liquids 

are isotropic, this contribution averaF,es to zero for liquid 

metals; it will not be considered further. 

The last term in eqn. 1.4 is the orbital hyperfine 

term and reRlllta in a contrihution K to the measured shift. 
o 

J)iCkson(4J) has u~ed a simple expres~ion (see Chapter 6) for 

this term and has deduced that in Sn and Cd the effect is not 

ner.-lie:ible. BecRuse it is not usually possible to separate 

the core polarisation and orbital contributions the nomenclature 

of Dickson will be adopted: 

K expt. = K + K + K s cp 0 = K + K s other. 

(ii) The relaxation rate and the Korringa produc£ In 

liquid metals spin-lattice relaxation is usually dominated by 

the contact hyperfine interaction. The energy exchange can be 

considered as a scattering process, the incident electron being 

acattAred by the hyperfine potential into some final state with 

a change in ener~ of both the nucleus and the electron. 

Slichter(39) shows that the relaxation rate arising from the 

second term in eqn. 1.4 is given by 

1.6 

where k is Boltzmannts constant. 
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The relation between the Knip;ht Rhift one to the contact 

interaction and T1 was first r,iven by KOrringa(44) as 

T1 T(KJ = .~~;>]2 Tr~ ~:~~2 t,3 1.7 

Cl result tha.t can be simplified for a non-interacting- g-as of 

electrons to 

= 1 .8 
4ltk 

It should be emphasised that Tl and Ks refer only to those pa.rts 

of the ohserved value~ that are one to the contact interaction; 

as this is generally the dominant contribution to both quantities 

eqn. 1.8 is expected to give a reasonable fit to the experimental 

data. However it was found that the measured Knight shift 

predicted values of Tl that were consistently shorter than those 

obRerved; the measured Korringa product was enhanced. It was 

realised that this discrepancy was due to the effect of electron-

electron interactions on both Xp and;O. 

SilverRtein(46) obtained an expression 

Hence Pines (lIS) and 

11 {'612 [X O(E)J 2 _ ~ ~I!. F 

4fYk ~ X ° ,o( E ) 
n p I F 

where the superscript '0' refers to the non-interacting case. 

The Knip;ht shift depends on the static su~ceptibility )(p(O,O) 

and iA affected by electron-electron interactions giving 

K = KO(l_o<)-l where oC is a measure of the screened inter-

electronic potential. 

In addition to this modification MOriya(47) realised 

that Tl responds not toXp(O,O) but to the dynamic susceptibility 
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X (2,w) p.valuated at the nuclear resonance :frequency and p 

appropriately averaged over all q's connecting states on the 

]<'prmi surface. Bquation 1.9 can then be expressed 

= 1 .10 

A typical v;"tlue o:f f[ (0<) (see 

Ch~pter 6) hRS been ~ound to be 0.75 :for liquid metals. For 

a ~omplete disCllssion o~ pl~ctron-electron inter;"tction~ in n.m.r. 

the reader is referrerl to Narath(48). The erfect or K th on 
o er 

thp. Korringa product is discussed in Chapter 6. 

1.04.J N.M.H. in U_'l.uid metals and alloys Because K 

is detp.rmined hy the conduction electron-nuclear interaction 

n.m.r. is a useful tool for the investigation of the electronic 

strllcture of' liquid mp.tals. Hitherto, m08t of the experimental 

work has concerned the Knight shift change on melting and, indeed, 

an understanrlin~ of' the rp.lative constancy of K with temperature 

ha~ been the most important single contri~ltion that n.m.r. has 

made to liquid metal physics. Nevertheless, small chan~es in 

K with temperature are detectable. At the time when this work 

was hegun a theoretical expression (Watabe and Tanaka(49), 

Faher, private communication) for the temperature dependence 

of the KniF,ht shift had appeared. This was expressed in terms 

of the FOllrier transform of the pseudopotential U(K) and the 

structure factor a(K), the main change with temperature being the 

dependence of the structure factor. However, this theory had 

not been seriously tested by comparison with experiment; a 

rough comparison .:for sodium was all that had been attempted. 

In view of this, one metal, pure lead, has been fully investigated 
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experimentally as a function of tem~Aratl1re (the results are 

di~cussed in Chapter 4) and a comparison with the theory made, 

hoth for lead and for a ~prip~ of othpr Ul1llid metals :for which 

rcslllts are availa"h]e in the literature. 

It was also apparent from the literature that, if 

~ttention was paid to precise values, K was sensitive to the 

local order of systems more complex than pure metals; for 

instance, Knight shift chan~es had been used to observe phase 

chan~es in the solid(50 ), liquidl1S-solidus effects(5 1 ) and, in 

one case, non-random atomic associations in the liQuid(5 2 ). 

An investigation of the Pb - Ri system is reported in Chapter 6 

with a vif"w to finding how useful the Knight shift is as a 

probe for structural effects in the liquid state. It was 

hoped that such investigations might cast light on the state of 

local order and lead to a better understanding of liquid structure. 

A number of inv~stigations of changes of solvent shifts 

had been reported. It had been shown that a simple change in 

the density of states, deduced from a free-electron model, with 

no change in PF , could no: explain the observed Knight shift 

chanr,es in alloys. However, the nearly-free-electron theory 

of Friedel et al!5J) which considers that PF chanFPs associated 

with screening clouds round solute ions are the most important 

effect, had been reasonably successful for liquid alloys based 

on monovalent solvents. When the same theory was applied to 

polyvalent-base liquid allOys(,4) no agreement with experiment 

was obtained. However Flynn(55) proposed an alternative, semi-

empirical method of characterising the screening charge and 

ohtained qualitative, but not quantitative, agreement with 

almost all the experimental results then available. These 
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predictions were only seriously in error for the solvpnt lean 

where theory was of opposite sign to and an order of magnitude 

( .- 6) 
bi~Rer than th~ pxperimental values of Snorlerass and nennett J 

on l~ad solid solutions. 

~ 11 i fl; in Ft 8 pri ~8 of' Ph-hasf) liquid al.loYR i R d i ~C\lS ~('d in 

Cllapter 5 of this th~sis. These were undertaken to find whethp.r 

the discrepanr-y mip,ht he associated with the band structure in 

the solid, which would be expected to disappear on meltinp,. 

Thp. situation had arisen where the temperature 

dependence of K had been discussed in terms of a pseudopotential 

whereas the concentration dependence in alloys had been descrihed 

in t~rms of the apparently dif~erent formulation of Friedel and 

later workers. This is clearly unsatis~actory. Tn fact a 

few authors had attempted to use the pseudopotential method to 

account for concentration dependences in liquid alloys. For 

dilute alloys of sodium the attempt was reasonably successful(S7). 

On the other hand, Moulson(58 ) had less succes~ for alloys of 

polyvalent metals - for instance, the predicted dependence of 

the Knight shift of' 1151n in In - Sn and In - Pb is very similar 

but the experimental results have opposite signs - even thoueh 

the method is potentially able to take account of differinff core 

~tructures of 80lutes of the same valence (like Sn and Pb). Tt 

is clear that a further attempt to test the applicability of' this 

theoretical approach is warranted; such an attempt is made for 

the new results on Pb-base liquid alloys. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.01 Basic Experimental Arrangement 

The gyromagnetic ratio of nuclei is such that at 

typical laboratory magnetic fields (~1 tesla) the frequency 

for resonant absorption is approximately 10 MHz. The basic 

system is, therefore, a radio-frequency transmitter and receiver, 

coupled through a device that detects the nuclear signal, as the 

polarising magnetic field is varied through the resonance value 

A block diagram of the apparatus used is shown in 

fig. 2.1. This is a commercially available wide-line n.m.r. 

spectrometer and magnet made by Varian Associates Inc.. The 

V.F.16 wide-line spectrometer is suitable for measuring lines 

-6 wider than 5 x 10 tesla; in fact, when used with the Varian 

v-J600 series 12" electromagnet, field stability over long terms 

is such that lines less than 5 x 10-5 tesla wide can not be 

measured accurately. 

The heart of the spectrometer is the radio-frequency 

probe; three are available covering the frequency ranges 2 .. 4 MHz, 

4 .... 8 MHz and 8 - 16 MHz. These probes use the nuclear 

induction method of detecting the resonant condition. (For details 

of this system, references to original papers, and details of other 

detecting systems see' Andrew(l).) To briefly describe the nuclear 

inductioJ'l (crossed-coil) system it is convenient to consider the 
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vector model of a precessing magnetic moment. If BO' the 

resonant field, is along the z-axis and the r.f. field Bl parallel 

to the x-axis in the usual rotating frame co-ordinate system, 

there. will, in general, be both an x-component and ay-component 

of' the maRnetic moment. It is possible to adjust the leakage 

~lux, between two nearly orthogona1 coils, to be either in phase 

with the much smaller flux, due to M (dispersion mode of 
x 

operation), or due to M (absorption mode). 
y Each probe, then, 

contains a transmitter coil, a receiver coil and two sets of 

paddles for adjusting the leakage between the transmitter and 

receiver coils. These coils are built to be as nearly orthogonal 

as is mechanically possible and the paddles are used for final 

fine adjustment of the amplitude and phase of the leakage flux. 

Because it is at this stage that the ultimate signal-to-noise 

ratio is determined great care is taken in the construction. The 

probes are milled from a solid block of Duralumin to avoid unwanted 

microphonics. To avoid capacitive coupling between the transmitter 

and receiver, a Faraday shield is inserted, and the whole probe 

is carefully sealed to exclude any impurities. In making measure-

menta the leakage level is reduced to a minimum and a small amount 

of imbalance is then introduced by means of one paddle. 

The first stage of the amplification of the resonance 

signal is a tuned r.f. amplifier. This is followed by a broad 

band r.f. amplifier and the signal is then detected. It is 

comm?n to modulate the 'steady' polarising magnetic field at an 

audio-frequency with a small amplitude (""'10-3 tesla). The 

radio frequency carrier is then amplitude modulated when the 

'steady' field is near to the resonant value Bo' After detection 
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the audio signal passes to a phase sensitive detector. This 

is simply a synchronous switch, and allows only signals, whc~~, 

frequency and phase is close to that of a reference signal, to 

pass. It is important, in order to get maximum output from this 

switch, to adjust the switching to occur at zeros of the signal 

voltage. This correct phase can be adjusted, using resonance 

signals that are visible on the oscilloscope. The output wave-

form from the switch is similar to that from a full-wave rectifier, 

and can either be passed direct to the y-axis of an oscilloscope 

(x-axis driven by the modulation oscillator) or through an R-C 

network to a graphic recorder. 

Because of the short spin-lattice relaxation times in 

liquid metals and alloys, saturation was not a serious problem 

and high transmitter levels could be used. Typically a level of 

800pA was used with the lead samples, which at 12 MHz is equiv

-4 alent to a value of 0.2 x 10 tesla for B
l

• This meant that a 

considerable gain in the signal-to-noise ratio was oLtained, 

provided the probe balance could be stably maintained. For each 

nuclear species, a preliminary experiment was performed to deter-

mine the optimum r.f. level. 

When using the 8 -+16 MHz probe the maximum modulation 

-4 amplitude obtainable was 32 x 10 tesla peak-to-peak. Normally 

a very small modulation amplitude compared to the linewidth is 

used and an undistorted first derivative of the resonance line-

shape is recorded. However, the signal-to-noise ratio can be 

improved by increasing the modulation amplitude. The amplitude 

can be optimized but in this case the recorded linewidth must be 

corrected for modulation broadening. These optimum conditions 
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have been discussed in the literature(2, 3 & 4), including ways 

of correcting the broadening obtained. Typically, for a 

Lorentzian lineshape, the optimum peak-to-peak modulation 

amplitude is equal to the width of the line. The correction to 

-4 . a recorded width of 5 x 10 tesla, when us~ng a modulation 

amplitude (p - p) of 3.6 x 10-4 tesla, amounts to about 15%. The 

magnetic field must be swept through the linewidth in a time long 

compared to the time constant of the apparatus, or further 

distortion will occur. I -4 n practice, for a sweep of 25 x 10 

O -4 tesla, in a time of J seconds and a width of 5 x 10 tesla, a 

time constant of 0.5 seconds will avoid this distortion. In 

fact, the magnetic field stability limits the maximum sweep time 

that can be used in practice, and, consequently, the minimum 

signal strength observable. The signal-to-noise ratio can also 

be affected, to a small extent, by the modulation frequency. 

At low frequencies, 'flicker' noise is increased; at high 

frequencies 'adiabatic fast passage' produces a distortion of 

the lineshape. For metal samples the optimum frequency, of those 

available, was found to be 80Hz, and this value was used throughout 

the measurements. 

2.02 Auxiliary Apparatus 

2.02.1 The Magnet The maximum field available with the 

V-3600 12" electromagnet, with plane pole faces coned ,to 9" and 

a gap of 1l" was 1.5 tesla. With this arrangement the homogeneity 

and stability claimed by the manufacturers is fully realised; 

homogeneity of 1 part in 105 over the specimen volume, and 

stability of 1 part in 105 over one hour were obtained once 

ambient conditions had been reached. 
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The field is continuously variable from 0 __ 1.5 tesla. 

]t can be swept over several ranges, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5, 10 

x lO-h tesla, in times varying from 0.5 minutes, by simila.r 

steps, to 100 minutes. The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved 

by increasing the response time of the apparatus with a corres-

ponding increase in the sweep time. The maximum sweep time 

available on the instrument is 100 minutes and is thus a funda-

I/lental limitation to sensitivity. A further limitation on 

sweep time is the stability of the field, frequency and probe 

balance. 

2.02.2 Computer of Averaee Transients The restrictions 

of sensitivity mentioned above can be removed by the use of a 

computer of average transients (CAT). In effect, the CAT is a 

device for the summation of successive sweeps, and so, instead 

of a single sweep lasting for )0 minutes, say, with a response 

time of )0 seconds, 60 sweeps are made, with a sweep time of 

)0 seconds and a response time of 0.) seconds. The coherent 

sir,-nal adds directly as the number of sweeps, and the rando:,; 

noiso, as the square root of the number of sweeps. The signal 

is literally 'pulled out' of the background noise. The method 

has the two advantaF,es of theoretically infinite sweep time, and 

the facility for stopping the 'count', resetting all the important 

parameters and thus eliminating drift errors. 

The CAT used was a Northern NS-544 Digital Memory 

Oscilloscope. This has 1,024 channels that can be opened by 

an address advance pulse generator, in sequence, so that each 

channel stores information relating to a small section of the 

sweep. The pulse generator was run from the x-axis drive of 
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the field sweep unit. The CAT has hoth visual and graphic 

output facilities, and a Dryans 21000 series recorder unit was 

used in conjunction with it. 

2.02.3 Frequency and Field Calibration The two 

parameters essential to magnetic resonance are the r.f. frequency 

and the magnetic field. The frequency can be determined directly 

from the transmitter by means of a counter. A Venner TSA 3436 

counter was used and with this, together with a divider unit, it 

is possible to measure frequencies of 10 ~lliz to 1 part in 107 . 

To avoid interference from the counter crystal it is important 

that the counter is not operated whilst a sweep is in progress. 

To determine the magnetic field as precisely is more 

difficult. In fact, the n.m.r. signal from a heavy water sample 

is used, because the deuteron magnetic moment is precisely known, 

the Larmor precession frequency of 2H nuclei is convenient for 

fields of ~1 tesla, and the resonance is very narrow. Two 

arran~ements were used. In one mode of working, the deuterium 

sample was directly substituted for the metal sample. However, 

at high temperatures this was very inconvenient, and the deuterium 

sample was placed in a subsidiary probe. This was positioned 

immediately adjacent to the Varian probe in the magnet gap and 

fitted with its own modulation coils. The resonance was observed 

using a Watkins-Pound marginal oscillator(l) built by Styles(5). 

The deuterium sample could be racked into the position normally 

occupied by the metal sample by means of a screw mechanism, and, 

in this way, the systematic error due to field inhomogeneity 

could be avoided. (In fact this movement was not essential 

for many of the measurements to be described.) 
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2.02.4 The Furnace The Varian probe body temperature 

must not be allowed to exceed JJ8 K (6Soc). This means, that 

for workin~ at llieh temperatures, either an alternative system 

must be used, that can operate inside a furnace, or a dewar 

system (similar to that described by SChreiber(6) must be 

inserted into the probe. This latter sug~estion necessarily 

reduces the filline factor, and, in practice, the reduction was 

found to be about a factor of J. A serious attempt was made, 

tllerefore, to construct an alternative system that could operate 

with the Varian spectrometer without such a loss of filling 

factor. A radio-frequency twin-T bridge based on the deSign 

of Anderson(7) was constructed and extensively tested. Poor 

iwpedance matching of the transmitter output to the bridge input, 

and the bridge output to the receiver input meant that the full 

power of the spectrometer could not be used. The best signal-

to-noise ratio obtained was a factor of 4 poorer than that obtained 

when usine a dc,"ar furnace inserted into the Varian probe. 

The particular f'urnace used had been designed by 

G. A. Styles and I would like to acknowledge his kindness in 

allowine the use of it. During the experimental work, the 

cAntring mechanism, the sample tube design and the top cap were 

modified and the arrangement is shown in fig. 2.2. An L-shaped 

dewar, the shape being chosen to allow for differential expansion 

between the inner and outer vessels, was centred in the probe by 

means of two brass flanges. The lower one also served to suck 

air past the outside of the dewar; the upper one allowed hot air 

to be sucked past the specimen and also enabled evacuation of the 

sample tube, and the introduction of an inert atmosphere. The 

dewa.r is silvered in the conventional way, except where it fitted 
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inside Ule probe, this region beinF,' hrt tched in ,.., Jmm squrtres to 

reduce eddy current eff'ects. The dewar interspace was pumped 

continuously during operation. The heatinr,- coil was simply 

pushed into the inrler vessel, and comprised nichrome wire covered 

wi tlJ refrasil sl(~evin{~, and power was supplied by a Rohand 50 V 

lOA power supply. Air was drawn over this heater by a 

compressor, operated on the suck mode. With an air flow of 

-1 5 1 lOin , a temperature 0 f 800 K could be reached, before the 

probe body attained its maximum allowed telllperature. Because 

the metals ancl alloys investieated were of low melting point 

this maximum temperature was quite adequate. 

The sample temperature was moni tored by a Pt, 13'J; Rh- Pt 

thermocouple fixed immediately below the specimen. A control 

experiment showed that the temperature eradient across the sample 

did no t exceed 5 Kat 800 K, which compares favourably wi th that 

quoted by Schreiber(6) for his design. The temperature of' the 

probe was monitored by a chromel-alumel thermocouple, and both 

thermocouple outputs were displayed on a Sunvic pen recorder. 

2.03 Sample Preparation 

One dilficulty in the investiF,ation of n.m.r. in 

metallic samples is the radio-frequency skin effect, which 

prevents the penetration of r.f. radiation into a sample. If 

the sa~ple is lareer than the skin depth a poor filling factor 

results as only a fraction of the available spins contribute 

and, moreover, an admixture of dispersion and absorption signals 

is normally obtained, resulting in an apparent shift of the line 

centre. This distortion has been discussed by Chapman, Rhodes 

and seyrnour(B) who show, for powders of spherical particles of 
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diameter less than the r.:f. skin depth, that negligible 

distortion results. For a material with a permeability that 

is approximately unity, the skin depth is ~iven by 

where t is in crn, I' is the resistivity in pohrn cm and .y the 

frequency in MHz. In the present investi{;ation & was never 

less than 60 pill. 

All the alloys were made from 5 N pure materials 

obtained from Koch-Light laboratories. The constituents were 

care:fully weighed, melted together under an argon atmosphere 

and quenched in a copper mould. This was done using a simple 

pyrex glass crucible, with a side arm, which allowed both 

evacuation and the introduction of argon into the system. The 

neck of' the crucible fitted, with an 'ol-ring seal, into the 

heavy copper mould. The sample was heated under half an 

atmosphere of' ar~on and then held molten f'or up to 10 minutes, 

shaking continuously to ensure good mixing. The ingot was cast 

by inverting the whole apparatus. Metallographic inspection of 

the alloy, by polishin~ and etching, showed that a certain amount 

of coring did occur. 

two ways:-

Powders were produced from these ingots in 

(a) Ultrasonic dispersion. The ingots were care:fullycut 

into slices, taking a cross section of the ingot in each slice. 

It was thought that, although radial concentration gradients 

existed, longitudinal gradients were unlikely. By taking thin 

cross sections, the average concentration of the alloy was 

retained. Each slice was placed in a 6 cm by 1 cm specimen 

tube under silicone :fluid MS550. The tube was carefully heated 

and the alloy melted. The tip of an ultrasonic stirrer 
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(Ml';L 100 wa t t) was inserted into the oil. On tuning the drill 

the sample was violently agitated and, after a short time, "'lS 

dispersed in the oil. This process was not easy to perform; 

the power must be concclitrated onto the molten alloy (a round 

hottomed tube suffices) and it was found impossible to control 

the particle size. After washing with carbon tetrachloride and 

diethyl ether the powder was passed through a SOpm sieve. Any 

not passine through was, if necessary, reprocessed. All the 

early lead alloys were prepared in this manner. The particles 

were spherical and about Spm diameter, comfortably less ihan the 

skin depth. To ensure electrical insulation at high temperatures, 

the powder was mixed with an equal volume of Polishing Alumina. 

In certain alloys a higheT proportion of Alumina was required to 

cnAure good liquid encapsulation, and thus good probe balancing. 

(b) Aerosol technique. Again the ingot was cut, but all 

of it was placed into a glass crucible (see fig. 2.3). The 

crucible was evacuated, flushed with argon and the alloy melted. 

A small overpressure of argon was applied and, on openinF, the 

ground glass valve, the molten alloy was shot from a fine nozzle 

into a high pressure nitrogen gas stream. TIle jet of liquid 

alloy was immediately dispersed and condensed in the surrounding 

water bath. The resulting powder, after washing, was sieved. 

The particle size was a function of the nozzle diameter, nitrogen 

gas pressure and argon overpressure. For a nozzle diameter 

0.2 mm, a nitrogen pressure of 30 p.s.i. and an argon overpressure 

of 6 cmHg, particles of approximately 40 pm diameter were produced. 

All the Pb-Bi alloys discussed in Chapter 6 were prepared in this 

way. 
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2.04 Measurine Technique 

As a preliminary to any measurements the homoeell(::i ty 

and stability of the magnetic field were checked. A heavy water 

sample was used, and the width of the observed resonance tal(pn 

as a measure of the homogeneity. Over the volun1t .. ~ occupied by 

_ll 
the sample the deuterium linewidth was 0.1 x 10 tesla, and tilis 

was taken as an upper limit of the line broadening, due to field 

inhomogeneity. The stability was checked by observing the 

deuterium resonance as a function of time. In all experimental 

measurements a period of two hours was allowed for the apparatus 

to reach a working equilibrium. 

Decause of the good homogeneity, the deuterium 

resonance was visible fron the subsidiary probe, even when the 

metal sample was in the centre of the pole face. Since all 

measurements to be made were of relative changes in the resonance 

position, any fixed small difference between the measured field 

and the actual field is immaterial. There was, thus, no need to 

rack in the deuterium probe. When field dependence measurements 

were performed this no longer held, and the probes were placed 

successively in the centre of the poles. 

The modulation amplitude, transmitter level, sweep 

range and sweep time were optimised, for any given nucleus, 

before detailed measurements were made. The modulation 

amplitude (p - p) was easily determined by noting the field 

shift required to move a deuterium resonance from edge to edge 

of the oscilloscope trace. The resonance was located, and the 

centre of the magnetic field sweep carefully set and determined, 

using the deuterium probe. The sweep was begun; at periods of 
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f'll'tccn minutes it was stopped and the f'rcquency, control f'i€>ld 

and probe balance carefully reset. When a satisfactory sienal-

to-noise ratio had been obtained on the CAT, the resonance was 

rl'corded. IJsinr; the deu teriurn probe, two subsicliary rcsonanc(;s 

wf're put onto the ~ecorded trace and their frequencies carefully 

noted. Vrom these the field axis of the trace was calibratAd 

and the position and width of the line determined. The 'equal 

heights' construction of fig. 2.4 was used because the lines were 

in general Lorentzian in shape, and had long tails. To include 

the whole of these tails would have meant a large increase in 

sweep ranrre, and a corresponding loss of intensity for a given 

number of sweeps. 

All observations were repeated an equal number of 

times on the incrt:'ase and decrease modes of the s,~eep. Hean 

values of' position (and width where signal strength allowed) 

wpre detArmined for each mode. These means were significantly 

different (for the value of the position) due to a small delay 

callsed by the output time constant. By taking a final average 

of the two means, the small systAmatic error involved was 

eliminated. 

./ 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.01 Introduction 

To evaluate the Knight shift K, the ratio of the 

resonance field in the metal, and in one of its salts, may be 

measured for a constant radio-frequency. 

K = 
AB 

B 
= 

where n is the field required for resonance in the reference r 

compound, and Bm is the field required for resonance in the 

metal, at the same radio-frequency V. 
Thus K can be written 

K = (n/»)r - (B/V)m 

(n/v) 
m 

The measurement of K is complicated by the chemical 

shift; for instance in 207pb the experimental value of K varies 

from approximately 1.2% to 1.5% depending on the reference 

compound chosen(l). The present investigation was concerned 

only with small relative changes in K, so that the choice of 

reference compound was not of great significance. In fact, K 

was calculated from eqn. 3.2 using a value of (B/~) taken from 
r 

published data(2). Values of K in the alloys were calculated 

similarly, and compared with the value for pure lead, at the 

same temperature and magnetic field, to obtain the relative 



change .t K/K • 

= 
K 

K - K a m 
l-
A 

m 
= - 1 

where the subscript 'a' dLnotes the alloy. In an anologous 

way, the change of K with temperature for an alloy was found 

from 

= 
K 

K - K a,T a,O 

K m,O 

(B/Y)a,T - (D/Y)a,o 

(DiY)r,o - \B/Y)m,o 

where the denominator » numerator. 

The linewidths given are the separations ~B of the 

3.4 

peaks of the absorption derivatives, and have been corrected for 

broadening, due to a finite modulation amplitude, by the method 

of Smith(3), which is ideally suited to the Lorentzian lineshape, 

observed in almost all cases. An exception is the case of pure 

solid lead; a discussion of the lineshape observed in this 

case is left until Chapter 4. 

In all cases the result quoted .. COl.' the Knight shift or 

1inewidth is the mean of at least three readings with increasing 

field sweep, and three with decreasing field sweep and the un-

certainty is the mean deviation from the mean. All temperatures 

are given in kelvins and all concentrations in atomic percent. 

3.02 Pure Lead 

207pb , the only naturally occurring lead isotope with 

a magnetic moment, is 21% abundant and has spin t. The measure-

ments in pure lead were taken as a preliminary to measurements on 

the liquid lead alloy systems. The temperature dependence 
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of both the Knight shift and linewidth of 207pb was observed in 

the solid and liquid phases. The resul ts are shown in fig. " , .. 1 

and fig. 3.2. The results for K(T) in the solid were a repeat 

of work performed by Moulson(4) but no previous results for K(T) 

in the liquid phase, or for6B(T) in the solid or liquid phases, 

exist. The value of (B/Y) used in eqn. 3.2 corresponds to ~ r 

value of K at 293K of 1.192C~.OOJ)%. The accuracy of the data 

for AB in the liquid state is very poor because ot' the poor 

signals obtained, and no conclusions will be drawn for them. 

As is usual for pure metals in small particle form (Turnbull(5», 

it was possible to supercool the liquid, in this case through 40K, 

as was evident from the results for the relative change of the 

Knight shift in fig. 3.1. 

All, measurements were made at 12 MHz and approximately 

1.4 tesla. The variation of the Knight shift with temperature 

is small and linear in both the solid and liquid phases. In 

the solid between 300 K and 600 K the measured tempera :':ure 

coefficient (l/K){dK/dT) is 6.3(:tO.4) x 10-5K- 1 which comp .• res 

well with the value 7 x 10-5K-
1 

obtained by Snodgrass and 

Dennett(6} from measurements at 77 K and 300 K only. 

liquid phase the measured temperature coefficient is 

-7.6(70.9} x 10·5K- 1 • 

3.03 Liquid Alloys 

In the 

3.03.1 Concentration dependence of the Knight shift 

The measurements on a given alloy series were all made at the 

same field {1.4 tesla}, modulation amplitude (3.6 x 10-4 tesla) 

and, where possible, the same temperature (625K). The exception 

to the last condition was the Pb - 5% Ag alloy where a temperature 
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of ,..., 673 K was needed to keep the alloy mol ten. \"rhenever 

possible (Cd, In, Sb, Ui) both solvent and solute resonances 

were recorded. This was not possible in many cases because of 

lack of signal strength, due to dilution. In the reported 

resul ts the zero 'vas taken a.s the value of the Knight shift of 

the pure metal at 625K as recorded, all relative chan~es use 

this value as a reference; the case of antimony is exceptional 

b('cause at 625 Kit is still solid. 

The data are summarised in fig • .1 • .1 - rig • .1.10 where 

the relative ch:1.ne;e of the Kni~ht shift, with alloy concentration, 

is reported. The figures cover the eight alloy systems investi-

eated; additionally all the 20 7 pb data are collected in fie • .1.11 

for comparison purposes. 

:1.re that of Moulson(7).) 

tabulated in Appendix I. 

(The data for the Pb - Sn in fi~. J.l1 

All Knieht shift variations shown, are 

Typically, the measurements shown 

involved 64 sweeps, lasting .10 seconds each sweep, with a response 

time of 0.3 seconds. The plotted uncertainties are mean 

deviations from the mean. For the samples Pb - 1 O~~ Cd, .Pb - 28% 

Cd, Pb - 5% JIg and Pb - 10% lIe tlw compoBitions were checked by 

quantitative analysis for the minor constituent (Johnson and 

Hatthey Ltd.). The comparison between nominal and actual atomic 

percent which provides an estimate of the x-axis uncertainty, is 

eiven in Table 3.1: 

Table 3.1 

Nominal Analysis -
10% Cd 9.2% Cd 

28~ Cd 26.4% Cd 

5% Hg 8 • .1% Hg 

1 O~£ Hg 1J.0~ Hg 
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).0).2 Temperature dependence or the Knieht shift 

[{oom temperature measurements on several lead base solid 

solutions have hAen reported previouSly(6), and show radical 

differences from the results in the liquids reported in 3.03.1. 

For this reason the 207pb resonance has been followed throueh 

the meltinF, temperature for two of the alloys. The hlo alloys, 

1'h - 18'}b Di and Pb - 201b TI, were chosen f'or two reasons; 

firstly they form solid solutions(8), and thus it is possible 

to make measurements in the solid phase as well as the liquid, 

and, secondly, they show the largest effect (positive and neeative 

respectively) on the Knight shift in the liquid phase. 

The 207pb Knieht shif't temperature dependences for 

Ph - 18~ Di and Ph - 20% Tl are shown in fig. 3.12 and 3.13 

respectively. Figure 3.12 also contains the 209Bi Knight shif't 

results, in the liquid phase only because quadrupolar effects 

wash out the 209Ui signal in the solid. Both fig. 3.12 and 

3.13 give the temperature dependence of the 207pb shift in pure 

lead for comparison. 

207 Temperature dependence of the Pb linewidth 

The 207pb width in pure lead (fig. 3.2) shows a small but definite 

decrease at approximately 500K. The addition of the impurities 

bismuth and thallium has been shown(6), at room temperature, to 

increase the 207pb width dramatically. With this in mind, the 

207pb linewidth temperature dependences were observed in the 

Pb - 18% Bi and Pb - 20% Tl alloys. The results are shown in 

fig. 3.14 and, as before, have been corrected for finite 

modulation amplitude, using the technique of Smith(3). 
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CllAJ"flm FOUR 

DISC1J;~iS·[(jN Ov THE ()IISI~I~VATIONS FOH FtJHl~ I·:ETALS 

Introduction 

\ve hClVC seen thn. t the Knight shi f't may bp. \vri t tfm 

1
,. 
.\. = SIff Ox. l J

F·, 
- p 
J 

~lost experimental investiGations of n.m.r. in liquid metals 

4. 1 

have measured the J(nieht shift 'vi th the aim of evaluating PI" 

and of finding how it changes with changes in temperature and 

wj.th the introduction of impurities. Because the electron 

theory of metals has been most tested on monovalent metals, and 

also because X is only at all well known for the alkalis, most 
p 

experimental observations have been made on the monovalent metals. 

By contrast, this chapter considers Knight shifts for 

liquid metals of all valences. In section 4.0) K is evaluated 

from first principles by a method suggested by Holland(1); this 

involves a zero-order pseudopotential technique. In section 

4.04 the first-order pseudopotential method of Faber(2) is 

discussed, with particular reference to the evaluation of the 

temp~rature coefficient of K. Firstly, however, in section 

4.02 the 207pb linewidth in pure lead is discussed. 

4.02 207pb Linewidth 

In theory the lineshape of a n.m.r. absorption can be 

approximated (at any rate for cubic metals) by either a Gaussian, 

exp(_x2 ), or a Lorentzian function, 2 1/(1 + x ). These shapes 
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very seldom give an exact representation or experimental 

lineshapes which are in general an admixture of the two, bein~ 

composed of contributions rrom di11erent sources. However, 

at low enough temperatures many metals have Gaussian lineshapes 

(resulting from random orientations of neighbouring nuclear 

spins) whilst at high enough temperatures a Lorentzian shape 

is common (resulting from lifetime limiting processes). In 

the abscence 01 quadrupolar interactions the lineshape is 

largely composed of contributions from four sources: (a) 

Dipolar broadening (b) Spin-lattice relaxation time broadening 

(c) Pseudo-dipolar effects and (d) Pseudo-exchange effects. 

These will be brie1ly discussed. 

(a) Dipolar broadening is caused by the variation from 

one lattice site to another, in local magnetic 1ields produced 

directly byo.ther nuclei. Van Vleck ( 3 ) derived a rigorous . 
2 . 

expression 10r the second moment, ~B , of an absorption line 

due to this e1fect. To evaluate the expression a knowledge of 

the crystal structure is required; if all nuclei are ldentical, 

AD2 :: of(B - DO)2 g(B) dB 

= ( 3/5) I (I + 1)~; h 
2 L r j 6 4.2 

j 

where g(B) is the lineshape function and the sum extends over 

all internuclear distances r
j

. The relation between the second 

moment and the measured width naturally depends on the lineshape(4). 

For light metals the dipolar interaction is often the 

only important contributor to the linewidth at room temperature 

and below. (For heavier metals the indirect interactions 

become important.) However, at higher temperatures the observed 

width is often much smaller than that calculated from eqn. 4.2. 
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This discrepancy is caused by 'motional narrowing'. Atomic 

movements, such as diffusion, may causE' the local field to be 

averaged to zero, so that the dipolar broadening is removed an(1 

the residual width is that due (in flenc~al) to spin-lattice 

relaxation. Narrowine requires that the atomic correlation 

time 't' , which is the average time that an interaction betlveen c 

spins proceeds before beine disturbed by a lattice jump, shall 

he smaller than a critical value aiven by 

1 

't'c 
4.3 

The time ~ decreases as the temperature is increased and, since 
c 

2 for a diffusion process ~ = r /6D where r is the 'jump distance' c 

and D the difrusion coefficient which can be written. D = 
DO exp(-E/HT), it is possible to study diffusion over a limited 

temperature range through observation of the linewidth. 

Extensive measurements of line narrowine have been reported for 

a number of metals in the solid state(5). 

(b) Spin-lattice relaxation in metals is, in general, 

almost entirely produced by the conduction electrons at the 

Fermi surface. This contribution increases with temperature 

(the fraction of electrons available to accept small amounts of 

energy from the spins is proportional to T) until ultimately all 

linewidths in the hi~h temperature limit are determined by Tl 

broadening. Since hyperfine interactions with the conduction 

electrons generally increase in magnitude with increasing atomic 

number, this Tl broadening is greater in the heavier metals. 

(c) and (d) The indirect interaction between nuclei via 

the conduction electrons includes both pseudo-dipolar and pseudo-

exchanee broadening. The nuclear magnetic moments are coupled 
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to each other because each in turn interacts with the conduction 

electrons i.e. the orientation of one nuclear spin affects the 

energy of another. The contact term is responsible for the 

indirect exchange interaction; the existence of a non - s part 

of the conduction electron wave functions eives rise to the 

pseudo-dipolar interaction, which owes its name to the fact that 

the coupling is similar in form to that between free dipoles. 

The second moment of a line including both pseudo - and classical 

dipolar contributions becomes (again for identical nuclei) 

= 3 r(r + 1) 

5 (~11)2 
n 

4.4 

whp.re B. is the interaction constant between the j'th nucleus 
J 

and that at the origin. For identical nuclei the exchange 

interaction does not affect the second moment. 

Turning now to the specific case of lead, the second 

moment due to the direct dipolar interaction amounts to 

-0.3, x 10-4 tes1a. Froidevaux(6) has investigated the 

pseudo-dipolar coupling in lead using a technique involving spin 

o 0 echoes formed by 90 - 180 pulse sequences at helium temperatures. 

From an analysis of the echo profile in a series of lead solid 

solutions, together with the continuous-wave linewidth results, 

he derived a value of n/h = 2.2 kHz for neares t neighbours. 

This corresponds to a second moment of - 17.4- (kHz) 2 or, in 

terms of magnetic field, a linewidth of ~4-.5 x 10-
4 

tesla. 

-4-compared with an estimate of 1V:3 x 10 tesla by This is to be 

Snodgrass and Bennett(7) from the measured total linewidth for 

pure lead at room temperature. Like the classical dipolar 

interaction, the pseudo-dipolar contribution to the width 
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pro<iuc()s a Gaussian shape and since Tl broadening produces a 

Lorentzian shape, a change in shape occurs in 'motional narrowine'. 
I 

This considerably complicates the detailed description of the 

narrowing process; however for 207pb the experimental uncertainty 

does not warrant the use of the more detailed theory. 

The narr01ving observed in the 2071'b linewidth -

temperature curve at 500K, fig. 3.2, is attributed to self 

diffusion acting to remove the classical and pseudo-dipolar 

contributions to the width. The width of a Gaussian line that 

would have had to be removed by the motion to give the observed 

inl tial and final lines waS found to be #'V 3 x 10-4 tesla. 

-4 That removal of a combined contribution of ~ J x 10 tesla fi ts 

the observed narrowing was checked by numerically computing the 

-4 result of broadening a Lorentzian line of width 4.9 x 10 tesla 

(observed at 550K see fig • .3.2) with a Gaussian line of width 

-4 .3 x 10 tesla. 6 -4 The composite line had a width of .0 x 10 

tesla, quite consistent with the width expected at 550K had 

narrowing not occurred. The two effects taken together suggest 

-h a value of ~ 2.9 x 10 tesla for the pseudo-dipolar contribution 

which is in good agreement with that of Snodgrass but is smaller 

than the value given by Froidevaux above. It is also in reason-

able agreement with that predibted on the basis of the low 

temperature (77 K) Tl results of Asayama and ItOh(B). In fact, 

2 using the Korringa relation, Tl TK = constant, the predicted 
4 . 

linewidth at 550K is 4.1(±0.J) x 10- tesla, the observed value 

) -4 being 4.9(:0.3 x 10 tesla. 

From the narrowing condition, eqn. 4.3, the correlation 

time for di:f:fusive motion is "'9 x 10-5 s at 500K. Since the 

observations do not show accurately the detailed way in which 
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the narrowine proceeds, Rnd in any case the relevant measurements 

are con~ined to a very narrow tem}>ernture ranee, it is not 

possible to deduce v:J.lues o~ 1:' at other temperatures, and it is 
c 

not thercrore possihle to ~ind values o~ DO and E. However the 

value o~ the sel~-dir~usion coe~ficient D itself at the one temp-

erature 500Kis accessible and (usine r = J.q9 x 10-10m) is 

-16 2 -1 2.2 x 10 m s • This is in very good aereement with the raclio-

tracer measurements of Nachtrieb et al!9) who round precisely 

this value at 479 K. 

It is concluded that the narrowing observed at 500K is 

quite consistent with that expected ~rom a joint narrowine of the 

classical- and pseudo-dipolar contributions to the width. The 

residual width is solely relaxation time broadening and has been 

shown to be consistent with that expected on the basis of the 

available pulsed n.m.r. results. 

4.oJ Knight shi~ts in liquid metals 

4. OJ. 1 Tntroduction Little theoretical efrort has 

been applied to the problem of the evaluation of the Knight shift 

for individual liquid metals. It is safe to say that the reason 

for this has been the uncertainty in the value of ~p and therefore 

the inability to test theoretical values against experiment. 

More effort has been applied to the evaluation of· the ef~ect of 

alloying and of changes in temperature upon K and two similar, 

yet distinct, approaches have been developed. Partial wave 

analysis has been used by Friedel et al~10), and the pseudo

potential method used by Faber(2), to discuss the problem of 

electron distributions in alloys. These methods will be 
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considered in more detail in Chapter 5; the derivation of a 

temperature dependence using the pseudopotential approuch(2,11) 

will be discussed in section 4.04 of this chapter. 

The pseudopotential technique, where the real potential 

inside the ion core is replaced by a much weaker pseudo-potential, 

would not seem, at £irst sight, to be suitable for the evaluation 

of a wavefunction at the nuclear site. With this in mind, 

1I01Iand(1) set out to test the general applicability of the 

technique to the evaluation of PF for metals. In essence his 

argument is that, if the pseudopotential is small enough so that 

first-order perturbation theory will be valid, then a calculation 

to zero-order in the pseudopotential ought to give a result for K 

not more than, say, 20% different from the observed value. lIe 

performed this calculation, based on an orthoeonalised plane 

wave (O.l'.W.) and his agreement with experiment in a number of 

test cases was good. It therefore seemed that the use of a 

pseudo-potential, as a first-order perturbation, might improve 

this agreement. 

Watson and Freeman(12), in the course of a discussion 

of Knight shifts in alloys, pointed out that the emphasis in the 

current explanations of solvent shift changes on the effects of 

screening charge clouds round solute ions, might be misplaced. 

'rhey showed that a change in the Fermi wavevector (in their case 

due to alloying and evaluated on the basis of a rigid band model) 

could produce a significant change in PF even in a zero-order 

calculation. This effect was due to the change in the degree 

of constancy of the conduction electron wavefunction over an ion 

core. They calculated the concentration dependence of K in the 

alloys !a - Cd and Qu - Zn and showed that in these alloys the 
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e£fect was of considerable importance. 

Wi th these ideas in mind a simple extension, suggestc·,; 

by Holland, to the zero-order pseudopotential calculation has 

bp-en performed with a view to (i) testing the accuracy of the 

zero-order calculation in heavy polyvalent metals, and (ii) 

assessing the importance of lack of complete constancy to the 

absolute value of K, and to its change with temperature, on 

meltin~ and upon alloying. 

4.03.2 The Theory of IIolland The derivation of Holland 

will be discussed in some detail because the extension to include 

a correction for the variation of the conduction electron wave-

function over the ion core follows this derivation in a straight-

forward fashion. 

The wavefunction of a conduction electron may be 

written (in the spirit of an O.P.W. formulation) 

where ~(~) is the true wavefunction, 

~(£) the pseudowavefunction, 

"Yin(~) the n'th core state of the i'th ion, and C normalises 

~(£) in the volume of the specimen, V. If the pseudo function 

varies only slowly over an ion core, the overlap integral can 

be written 

where the integral is only non-zero for even functions. 

typical Fermi wave vector is considered the effect of this 

assumption can be estimated. In sodium kF ~ O.5(A.U.)-1; 

4.6 

If a 
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thus ).F' rv 10 A.D. which suegests that something like a 10% error 

might be incurred by neglecting any variation over an ion cor(' 

radius of ,..., 1 A. U . 

Evaluating ~(E) at a nuclear site Gives 

= c er (H. ) [1 - \b "t'. (H.)] 
-1 ~ n 1n-1 

n 

where b :: fc1 3r "f~ (r). n - 1n- This can be further compacted by 

wri ting 0( =~. (R.) and 
n 1n -1 y= 1 - ,"",b 0<: • w n n 

n 

The quantity "( 

depends only on the type of ion being considered. Then 

and 

In this expression a value fC,2 is required; the following 

derivation will use the more compact Dirac notation. 

1 = f C f 2 [ < <f I <f'> - ~ < in f cP ><~ I in> ] 
1n 

where <in I cP> == b n7(R.). n T -1 

L (inlf)(cplin) 
in 

Thus 

= Lb:bn cp* (gi) <f (Hi)· Now 
in 

4.8 

~(Ei) is the number density and thus the summation can be written 

or 

where N is the number of ions in volume V and ()the atomic volume. 

Hence 

I C 1-2 = <Cf>Iq:»[1 -n-'I:b~bn] 
n. 
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substituting into eqn. 4.8 

= 

if ~ is normalised to unity in volume V. This is the expression 

obtained by IIolland; it can readily be extended to include terms 

to first order in the pseudopotential, as follows. 

Dy writing Icp>= I ep(O» + /cp(l» and substituting 

into eqn. 4.9 

rcf- 2 = <cp(O)'r(O» + 2Re{<<p(0)/cp(1»} _ 

L {<in 1q:>(O»(cp(O) I in) + 211e (in I cp(O»<qJ n, in) } 

in 

= = 

with A(O) = 1 _ L:: <inl cp( 0 »<q/ 0 ) I in) 
in 

and A (1 ) = _ 2Re[~<inl<P(O»<cp(1), in>} 
~n 

which are the zcro- and first-order terms respectively, and 

Substituting into eqn. 4.8 the result becomes, 

after some rearrangement 

= 

+ 2~;:«bn) Re(Lltp(d(B) o/(O)(BJ)JJ 
(1 - (1- 1 L: b * b ) 

n n n 

4. 11 
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This expression, when averaged over all electrons at 

the Fermi surface, over all ions i'or a. given configuration, and 

then.ensemble averaG'cd, provides an expression :for P
F 

correct to 

first order in the pseudopotential. The !:5econd term in eqn. 1'.11 

is equivalent to the expression deduced by Watabe(11) and by 

It ,viII be shmvn in section h.o4 that, although the 

pseudopotentials currently available in the literature (for 

example, see reference(13» are sufficiently small for first-

order perturbation theory to be used, quantitative evaluation 

of the above scheme is not fully useful because of inaccuracies 

of the functions involved. The third term in eqn. 4.11, which 

has not been obtained previously, turns out to be much smaller 

than the second; as an example, for sodium lts magnitude is 

only 6~ of that of ihe second. It is not considered further. 

From the first term of eqn. 4.11 it is not only 

possible to deduce a value of K for a given metal but also to 

obtain a temperature dependence through the change in the atomic 

volume For all liquid metals that expand on heating this 

effect is such as to produce a small, negative temperature 

coefficient; for liquid sodium the value of this coefficient is 

-1.9 x 10-5 (kelvins)-1. 

4.0).3 Extension of the zero-order theory to t~(e account 

of incomplete 'constancy'. As discussed earlier, 

the assumption that the zero-order wavefunction was constant over 

an ion core was used for convenience in Holland's work and was 

introduced in eqn. 4.6. Rewriting this 

I = Jd)r"r~ (r-R.)cp(r) - ~n - -~ -

and representing~(E) as a plane wave 
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1 

= V- 2 exp(ik.,£) 

I 

which can be written by a simple change of variable 

I = V- t IdJX 'V.* (x)expSik. (r + H.)l 
- 1n - l - - -l J 

= v-~·exp(ik.H.) IdJX t\y.* (X)exIl(ik.x) 
- -1 - 1n - - -

fly expandin{,; exp( Jk.2S,) as a power series, higher order corrections 

to the constancy approximation can be introduced. 

I = + ••••• ] 

or 

where Un = f d J
2S, "r'i*n (~) 

e ~~) = fdJ~ "r:n C~.> ik.~ 
and e (2) 

nk 

The argument follows exactly as given in the previous section 

wi th (b + e( 1) + e (2» replacing b wherever it appeared. 
n nk nk n 

The resulting expression for 1\y*I\y is 

where f3 = 

= 

= <p* (ni )<PU~i) 1112 -
P 

I tl2sk _ TkSk _ 

f 
* 1 - lL:b b nn n n 

b ,,(2) e(l)*e(l)} 
+ n~nk + nk nk 

4.12 
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and Tk = 

All expressions <l.re correct to second-order tbrou~11Out. 

The expression 1~.12 can be sep:lrated into zt'ro-, 

rirst-, and second-order terms, 

=: qf (!ii )C{J(!ii) 10/2 

f3 

-rp' (~)rp(!!;l [2 ( t~ ~~ )"'\,) - <l~> 1¥12~ 2 (bn eJ~I~) l] 
p(2) 

.F' 
n 

This very conplicatect expressi.on is considerably 

simpliried by the parity or the core waverunctions. In fact, 

bn is only non-zero ror s- and ct-states, G~~) is only non-zero 

ror p-states and ~ is only non-zero for s-states. 
n 

b e (1 ) 
n nk = 0 

= 0 

Thus the equations 4.13 become 

Hence 

4.13 



['(2) 
F 
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= 

j( '> 

Cl' (li 1 )qJ(lii) I ~r 
f3 

= 0 

= 

As can be seen, eqn. h.ll~ contains contrihutions "from the ['-state 

wavef'unctions throur,-h the terms e (11 ) ,{hich involve an anr,ular 
n<: 

dependence. Because for a sphericnl Fermi surface all ciir0ct.i.OJJS 

for k are equally represented then, on averuc;ine over the Fermi 

surf'uce, the anGular f'llnctions averac;e to simple numerical i'actors. 

Equation 4.14 reduces to the form 

Cl!' = F 
1)( ,2 _ 1 [1 _ bk~ _ Ck:] 

1 - an n-a 
4. 15 

The quantities ,,,,, 2 , a, band c depend on the values of ~ , b , n n 

G( 1) and e( 2) . 
nk nk 

The evaluation of eqn. 4.15 to obtain the 

absoll! te ma{','ni tude of' K and its temp0ra ture riependE'ncc lvill now 

be discussed. 

4.03.4 CalClllation of Knight shifts correct to second-ord0r 

in the displacements. The simplest metal on wllich 

to perform a meaningf'ul test of' the zero-order pseudopotential 

calculation is sodiunl (lithium is unsuitable because there are 

no p-states in the core and there can be no p-cancellation in tIle 

pseudopotential). Holland(l) performed this calculation and 

obtained good agreement with experiment, using analytic wave-

:functions, :for which the values of' the parameters were taken :from 
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Tubis(14). The correction for 'non-constancy', ~iven in the 

preceding section, should improve the estimate and also allow 

the determination of a contribution to tIle temp0rature coefficient 

of K additional to that given at the end of section 4.03.2. 

This calculation was reported at the XV Colloque Ampere(1 5 ). 

The a~reement with the observed value of K is slightly improved 

by the 20% correction obtained. 

With this encouragement it was decided to undertake 

similar computations for a representative selection of metals: 

further alkalis and two series of group B metals. To facilitate 

the mechanics of calculating 1112, a, band c an ALGOL 60 computer 

pro{~ram was wri t ten (for de tails see Appendix I1) which evalurl ted 

the overlap integrals involved. The core state wavefunctions 

were taken from Ilerman and Skillman(16). The values of' the 

i 1""12, I t d . qunntit es 0 a, band c for the 13 metals se ec e are e1ven 

in table 4.1 and the resulting Knight shifts in table h.2. The 

atomic volumes, and kF values are given for the liqui~3 at their 

melting points. The term' represents the correction introduced 

by p!2). All values are given in terms of atomic units because 

these are the units most often used when discussing wavefunctions. 

To obtain 

The value 

K from the calculated value of PF , eqn. 4.1 

of X was taken from Silverstein(1 7 ), where 
p 

'"as used. 

values of 

the Pauli spin susceptibility for an interacting electron gas 

are given in c.g.s. volume units. The final column of table 4.2 

gives experimental values of K for comparison purposes. Wherever 

possible these refer to a temperature just above the melting point; 

for Ag and Au the values are for the solid, but, because the 

temperature dependence of K is most unlikely to be at all large, 

the temperature difference will not invalidate the comparison. 



Table 4.1 

Details of 10/ 2 , a, band c calculated for 13 elements. 

Metal I ~,2 a b c .n. 

* Na 134 2.4
5 0.11 4 0.266 270.6 

Rb 993.6 83. 14 -75'0 0.620 68 l •• 5 

Ag 653.3 19.45 -3. 6
5 

0.265 136.9 

Cd 667.8 18.6
3 -2.70 0.238 165.4 

In 599.3 16.60 -1. 97 
0.228 192.9 

Sn 623.4 14.8 
2 -1.58 0.21 1 201.5 

Sb 600.3 13. 14 -1.22 0.188 220.8 

Cs 1620.0 138 •20 -148.0 0.880 852.9 

Au 1259.6 25. 26 -5. 1
3 O. 27l~ 134.0 

Hg 1236.3 22.94 -4.04 0.255 
174.8 

Tl 1168.0 20.88 -3.30 0.242 213.8 

Pb 1125.2 19. 10 -2.98 0.228 204.9 

Bi 1100.0 17.54 -2.1 6 0.21 6 245.3 

* Atomic units were not used for sodium because the analytic 

form of the wavefunctions was used in this calculation. 



Table 4.2 

l<niCht shi:fts calculated to second-order in the displacements 

Netal Valence kl<" H.P. (l() ~(%) "X '1 K (;~ 
Sl v. cn.lc . I 

Na 1 0.4
7 

370.6 -22 0.8
5 

0.10
5 

l{h 1 0.3
5 

312.0 -6 0.58 0.52 

Ag 1 0.60 1233.0 -8 1 .1 0 0.6
3 

Cd 2 0.7 1 594.0 -3 1 .2
7 

0.78 

In 3 0. 77 
428.0 -7 1. 35 

0. 73 

Sn 4 0.8
4 

505.0 -14 1.4
7 

0.7 1 

Sb 5 0.88 903.5 -14 1.5
3 

0.70 

Cs 1 0.3
3 

303.0 -7 0.6 or 1.1
5 

0.9orl.7. 

Au 1 0.60 1336.0 -4 1.08 1. :L 
0 

JIg 2 0.70 233.0 -5 1. 24 1 .44 

'rl 3 0.7
5 

576.0 -14 1.32 
1.64 

Pb 4 0.8
3 

600.0 -14 1.46 1.30 

Bi 5 0.7
8 

544.0 -14 1.38 1.57 

(a) Knight, Berger and Heine, Ann. Phys., ~, (1959), 173. 

(b) Moulson and Seymour, Adv. Phys., 16, (1967), 449. 

(c) Seymour and Styles, Phys. Letts., .1Q, (1964), 269. 

]( ~'b expo 

0.11,('1) 
t) 

0.66 
(a) 

0. 53 
(d) 

0.7
9 

(c) 

0.80 
(a) 

0. 7 3 
(a) 

0.7') 
<-

(e) 

1.44 
(a) 

1 .6, (t') 
,~ 

2.4
5 

(a) 

1 .lJ8 
(b) 

1.4
9 

(b) 

1 .4 1 
(a) 

(d) Brun, Oeser, Staub and Telschow, Phys. Rev., .!U' (1954), 172 
(SOLID) . 

(e) Odle and Flynn, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, ~, (1965), 1685, (SOLID). 

(t') Narath, Phys. Rev., l21, (1967), 232. 
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4.03.5 Discussion The calculated results are generally 

in excellent agreement with the measured values of K. As the 

calculation is based on a free-electron picture with a pseudo-

potential that is zero, the agreement obtained is felt to be 

additional evidence that liquid metals are free-electron like. 

Further, it was shown by IIolland(1) that the same expression for 

PI<' is obtained when the zero-order pseudof'unction is chosen 

either as a single V.I'.W. or as a linear combination of plane 

waves. This shows that PF will be insensitive to melting, for 

instance, and sUbstantiates the discussion of Chapter 1 regardin~ 

the constancy of'~(EF) across the melting transition. Nevertheless. 

it must be added that the excellence of the agreement between 

experiment and theory may be fortuitous. 

Firstly, no account has been taken of contributions to 

the measured Knieht shift other than from the straiGhtforward 

s-electron density at the nuclear site. There may well be orbital 

or core-polarisation terms which can be either negative or positive. 

In fact, for the alkali metals Maha nti(18) has calculated the 

core-polarisation contributions and obtains +23%, +24% and +25% 

of K for Cs, Rb and Na respectively. 
s 

Inspection of table 4.2 

shows that, if anything, these corrections improve the agreement. 

The Knight shift of 209Bi is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and 

it is concluded there that the contact KniF,ht shift K rv 2.0% as s 

opposed to the observed 1.4~ i.e. there is another contribution 

A similar conclusion is reached for Pb from the T1 

results of Dickson (private communication, reference(19) which 

suggest that there is a substantial (~25% K ) negative core
s 

polarisation contribution to the 207pb Knight shift. Tllere seems 

little doubt, then, that the good agreement for the Cs row of the 
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Periodic table is, to a certain extent, f'ortuitous althour,-h the 

results are def'initely of the right order. 

The effect of' negative core-polarisation contributions 

in upsetting the a~reement may, to a certain degree, be offset 

by a rurther effect; the core functions of' llerman and Skillman 

are non-relativistic. This is undoubtedly important ror the 

heavy elements; Tterlikkis et al~20) have estimated the effect 

of relativistic corrections for Cs and Rb f'or which the ef'fect is 

to increase K by rvJO% and ~7% respectively. For the Hb rmof 

this ef'f'ect can most certainly be nec-lected, but it must be 

included in a rigorous calculation for metals in the Cs row. 

Thus, it seems that the results in table 4.2 for the Rb row may 

be fairly reliable (±20%) whereas the af,'reement obtained for the 

Cs row seems to be the result of' a happy accident in the balance 

of core-polarisation and relativistic effects. 

A third source of uncertainty is introduced by the use 

of Silverstein susceptibilities. Alternative values for the 

susceptibility of an interacting electron eas are available 

(Hice(21») but the differences are not significant for the present 

purpose. Throughout the calculations the values taken from 

Silverstein(17) have been used consistently, since it is thought 

that any differences between these and the true values will be 

similar f'or metals of' all valences. 

'rhe essential conclusions remain, however, and the 

cnlculated results f'or the lighter elements show good agreement 

with the observed Knight shifts. It will be shown later (table 

4.5) that the second term of eqn. 4.11 contributes only a small 

correction to the absolute value of' K; at least f'or the heavier 
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metals considered. It is concluded that the free-electron 

theory seems to be adequate to explain the magnitudes of Knieht 

shifts in metals. 

"oOl~ The temperature dependence of Knj eht shifts in liquid metals 

4.04.1 General considerations Measurements of the 

temperature coefficient of the Knight shift hRve been reported 

for a number of liquid metals (though no results are yet available 

for liquid transition metals). The results lie in the range 

-4 -4 ( )-1 +2 x 10 to -2 x 10 kelvin • After the initial invest-

igations of the tenlperature dependence of K in alkali metals it 

was reasonably supposed that the change in K was entirely due to 

the efJ'ects of volume expansion; onl' (EF ) and thus Xp through 

1<:.1'" and on P}i' throueh renormalisation. The effects on nxp 

and on P
F 

were thought to act in opposite ways,DXp increasing, 

and P
F 

decreasing as the metal expands. However, measurements 

on the pressure dependence of K (Benedek and Kushida(22» showed 

an intrinsic temperature effect for solids that was cOTl\l;~rable 

with the expansion effect. 

They subsequently proposed(2J ) a model in which the 

intrinsic temperature dependence arose from the effect of lattice 

vibrations on PFo They suggested that as the lattice vibrates, 

the electron wavefunction at each point adjusts instantaneously 

to the local strain i.e. PF is a time varying function. In 

second order the average value of PF varies linearly with the 

mean square local strain, the coefficient of the linear term 

being dependent on the form of the variation of PF with volume. 

Moulson(24) evaluated this effect assuming P
F 

to be inversely 

proportional to volume for various polyvalent metals and found 
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no correlation with experiment whatsoever, for either the solid 

or liquid phases. It will be seen later that the alternative 

method of allowing for the effect of the vibrational motion of 

atoms on PF , through the change in the structure factor with 

temperature, is more successful in accounting for observed 

temperature coef~icients in the liquid phase. 

It is easy to show that the intrinsic temperature 

dependence of X is not important. Mott and Jones(25) show that 
p 

X at constant volume may be written as p 

') 

x 
p = 

2 ... 
~2 {!;} ....... ] 

where }IB is the Bohr magneton, Ne the number of electrons per 

unit volume and TF the Fermi temperature. As TF t"V 105 kelvins 

for many of the metals being considered, this contribution to 

the temperature dependence of K is of order -0.6 x 10-7 (kelvin)-l 

at 600 kelvins. This figure is clearly negligible compared to 

the experimental values and need not be considered further. 

Similarly, the temperature dependence of j( arising from volume 
p 

changes can be evaluated for a fr~electron case. 

:from which 

1 ge 
f dT = -1 1 dO 

J .n dT 

This term has been evaluated :for the 13 metals discussed previously 

and its e:ffect is shown in table 4.3. Attention will now be 

concentrated on more recent methods of evaluating the temperature 

dependence o:f PF • 
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4.04.2 The temperature coefficient, and the change on 

melting, from the zero-order pseudopotential 

expression Equation 4.14 of section 4.03.3 g~ve 

an expression 

PI<, = p (0) 
F 

where the superscripts denote the zero-order and second-order 

terms in the displacements. Evaluation of this expression gave 

np = 
F 4. 15 

A temperature dependence of PF will therefore occur both from 

the change in atomic volume, and from the subsequent change in 

the Fermi wave vector. The latter is related to the atomic 

volume through 

2 
kF' = fn- 2 / 3 

where f 

1 

01> F 

and 

is a constant. 

d(OPF ) 

= 
djn 

= 

Thus 

(d/dO) f bf.n- 2/ 3 (.0 -

f l_bf.o- 2
/ 3 (0. -

( d/ dO) f 1 - a tl- 11 
-1 

1 - all 

a)-l + Cf.o- 2/ 3] 

r1 
a - CfA- 2/ 3 ) 

4.17 

The contribution to the temperature coefficient of 

K from this expression has been calculated for the 13 liquid 

metals listed in table 1~.2. The values of (l/fl)(dOVdT) which 
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are the volume expansion coefficients, were mostly taken from 

Smithells(26) (but for Au see Wise(27), and for Rb see Hackspill 

(28». The results, together with the contribution from the 

volume dependence of X., are ei ven in table It-. J, which also 
p 

includes a comparison with the observed temperature dependence. 

It is clear from table 4.3 that the dominant efrect is 

that due to the volume dependence of X . 
p This term is always 

negative (because the metals chosen expand on heating) and thus 

the predicted temperature coefficient is always negative. The 

calculated results have the wrong sign for Na, Rb and Cd. It 

is concluded that the zero-order pseudopotential term does not 

provide an important contribution to the temperature coefficient, 

and that the first-order pseudopotential term must provide an 

important effect. 

From eqn. 4.16 it is possible to deduce the fractional 

change of (npp) on meltine, and hence, adding a term for the chnnr;e 

in X with volume, to estimate the change of K. 
p 

The results are 

contained in table 4.4. Again the domini1.nt effect is the change 

of the spin susceptibility with volume. The agreement with the 

observed changes is not good - for In, Sn, Cs and Pb the wrong 

sign is obtained - and once more it is sug~ested that the 

contribution from the term to first-order in the pseudopotential 

is important. This term, however, has not been evaluated in the 

preseht work. The anomalously large observed changes in Cd and 

Di have been discussed in the introduction. It is concluded 

there, that free-electron based spin susceptibilities are not an 

adequate description of these metals in the solid phase. 



Table 4.3 

The tem12eratllre coef':ficient of' the Kni(3:ht shif't 

* in the 12seudo12otential 

d(np}.,) 
§ 

1 dX 1 (dK) Metal ---.E 
np dT Xp dT K dT calc. 

F 

Na +0.35 -1.06 -0.71 

Hb -0.37 -1.10 -1.47 

Ag -0.11 -0.32 -0.43 

Cd -0.10 -0.50 -0.60 

In -0.02 -0.37 -0.39 

!::in +0.02 -0.33 -0.31 

Sb +0.38 -0.31 +0.07 

Cs -0.93 -1.80 -2.73 

Au -0,21 -0.34 -0.55 

Hg -0.17 -0.62 -0.79 

Tl -0.03 -0.44 -0.47 

Pb -0.01 -0.40 -0.41 

Bi +0.03 -0.44 -0.41 

* All values are given x 104 (kelvin)-\ 

(a) Moulson(24). 

to zero-order 

1 CK) 
~ ;; obs. 

+1.60 (b) 

+1.74 (b) 

+0.50 (c) 

-1.03 
(e) 

-0.10 (a) 

+0.70 (a) 

-3.10 (b) 

-1.45 (a) 

-1.70 
(a) 

-0.67 
(d) 

-0.90 (a) 

(b) Gutowsky and NcGarvey, J. Chem. Phys., li, (1953),2114. 

(c) Styles (private communication). 

(d) Present work. 

(e) StYles(c). The value given by Flynn et al., Proc. Phys. 

Soc., 12, (1960), 301 appears to be incorrect. 



Table lJ. 4 

The chanEie in the Knight shift on meltin~ 

Metal 

Na +0.3 +1.2 + 1 .5 +2.2 

Hb +0.4 +1.2 +1.6 +1.2 

Ar; +1.1 +3.0 +4.1 (c) 

Cd 0.0 +2.3 +2.3 +33(+1) 

In 0.0 +0.1 +0.1 -4(±6) 

5n -0.1 +1.4 +1 .~3 -2.7 

5b -0.1 +0.7 +0.t6 (a) 

Cs +0.2 +0.45 +0.65 -2.1 

Au +0.20All +0.33 t:.a +0.53 t:.fl (c) 
A .n. {). 

lIB' +0.09 ~ +0.33~ +0.42Al1 -1(:2) 
.n. J'"\. :n:-

Tl +0.1 +1.35 +1.45 0(±1) 

Pb 0.0 +1.5 +1.5 -0.7(:0.4) 

Ei +0., -1 .0 -0.7 -210 (b) 

* Values taken from Drain, Met. Rev. 112, (1967). 

(a) No shift measurements are available for the solid. 

(b) Knight shift in the solid is small and negative. 

(c) No shift measurements are available for the liquid. 

§ Th.e. ~t'\.S o~ CYu.o...'1.hb:~s ~V\ ~e.se c.oL...II.'\(\<; she>l...l.lcJ.. be ChCl"(\~r~J.· 
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4.04.3 The temperature coefficient from the first-order 

pseudopotential term So far, attention has b8t:n 

concentrated on the first term of eqn. 4.11 for PI" (and its 

modification when the plane wave representine the conduction 

nlectron is not constant over the ion core). The effect of the 

second term will now be discussed. The explicit form of this 

term, involving the introduction of the pseudopotential to first 

order, was deduced by Watabe and Tanaka(11) and Faber(2). The 

derivation will be sketched. 

From first-order perturbation theory the wavefunction 

can be written(29) 

= cfJN
O 

+ ~[o VrN cpo] L E _ EO r 
r N r 

CfJ N 

where the prime means r ~ N (to avoid a singularity) and VrN = 

(rJV/N). The matrix element of the perturbing potential in 

this case can be written(30 ) 

= 

, 
where K = ~ - k and thus 

cp~ = n JdK u (IO,e (~) CP~-K 
(2~)3 - (E - E ) -k k-K 

By substituting a single plane wave for the zero-order wavefunction 

the ratio GD~ (Ei)/f~ (Ri) is obtained as 
F F 

= Cl JdK 
(2'tr') J 

u(!i) ~ (li) 

(~ - Ek - li) 

and the ratio p(l)/p(O) can be determined. 
F F 

The final expression 

is deduced by taking the principal value of the integral (to avoid 
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the singularity) over a spherical Fermi surface. The resulting 

written 

[).p 
F 

DC 

N.a(K) 

which in the formalism of Faber can be 

K InJK + 2kFld(~) h.17 2kF K - 2kF 2kF 

where h(K) = u(K)/u(O), u(K) and a(K) the Fourier transforms of 

the pseudopotential of an ion and of the atomic pair distribution 

function respectively, and Z the valence. The derivation has, 

of course, been carried through assuming that the electron wave-

function is constant over an ion core. As discussed above, this 

involves an error of approximate1y 10~ in p~o), omits a small 

temperature dependence of p~o) and also introduces a small error 

into p~l). The derivation of the exact form of p~l) has not 

been performed because the accuracy of the functions a(E) and 

u(K) does not warrant it. 

Equation 4.17 gives 

~ ({)PF ) = 6K = 6f. say, 

{)PF K 1 +( 

where f 2Z J d( ~) h(K) [a(K) - 1] K 1nl: + 2k1''' = 
2kF 2kF - 2k1., 

For first-order perturbation theory to be valid €« 1 

and thus 

1 £lli = d€ 
K dT dT 

The eqn. 4.20 has been evaluated for a number of 

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 
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liquid metals. (::>ince the labour involved is considerably 

erenter than in evaluation of the zero-order expression, the 

number of metals is less than in table h.2. Howcver at 1(' t -3 t 

one metal of' each valence from 1 ...... 5 is included.) In all caRC'S 

the pseudopotcntial used was the model paten tial o.f Beinc et al! 1 J); 

the damped i'orm being preferred. For structure factors there is 

a choice between experimental values (in some cases) and those 

calculated from the model of Ashcroft and Lekner(Jl); both were 

in fact used. In order that any effect of changing valence 

(operating through k F ) might be displayed, calculations were 

performed for Na, Cd, In, Sn and Bi using structure factors 

obtained in a consistent fashion from the model. By way of 

illustration, the calculation of the temperature coefficient for 

liquid indium will b~ detailed; the results in this case are more 

complete. 

For indium the structure factor is available experimeIlt

ally(J2) at 443 K and 923 K and eqn. 4.20 has been evaluated for 

these temperatures. In addition to a structure factor change, 

the pseudopotential was allowed to be temperature dependent 

through the chanee in scale caused by the change in k F , and this 

change was also included in the logarithmic factor. Numerical 

integration, using Simpson's rule yielded a value of -2.60 x 10 -4 

(kelvin)-l. This calculation ,V'as repeated using two Ashcroft-

Lekner structure factors at 443 K and 923 K. To do this packing 

densities of 0.45 and 0.38, and hard sphere diameters (calculated 

on the basis of the observed nearest neighbour distances(J2» of 

2.86 x 10- 10m and 2.75 x 10-10m respectively, were used. Again 

the change in kF was incorporated and a value of -1.40 x 10- 4 

(kelvin)-l was obtained. These results give an estimate of the 

uncertainty in the temperature coefficient due to lack of precise 
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knowledge o~ a(K) and 

-4 value o~ -1.03 x 10 

both compare rAnsonably with the observed 

(kelvin)-l. These estimat(>s assumed that 

eqn. 4.19 was obeyed, and this assumption was cnre:fully chcc.1~ed 

for all the calculated temperature coefficients. 

Table ~.5 contains the results for all the calculations 

and comparison with experiments made. A number of points can i)c 

deduced: :firstly, the value of € is always less than unity and 

['or In, Sn, Pb and Di considerably so. Secondly the calculated 

temperature coefficients are now of the ri~ht order, and ~enerally 

the ri~ht sien, to explain the experimental results. It is 

interestinff to note that although tllis first-order pseudopotential 

term represents only a small part of the Knight shift, at any rate 

for metals of hie-her valence, it is responsible for the Greater 

part of the temperature coefficient. Thirdly, only in the case 

of bismuth is the discrepancy between theory and experiment really 

marked. That the magnitude o:f € is still small in this case 

SUffgests that the fault may lie with the structure factor. 

Fourthly, from column 3 of table 4.5, a systematic variation of 

(1/111\ • .) (d!lPF/dT) l'iith valence seems to occur. This may well 

be due to the variation of the point h(K) = 0 with valence but 

with the present uncertainties in both u(K) and a(K) it is not 

possible to quantitatively account for this trend. Finally, 

the two results for indium emphasise how important the structure 

factor is to this calculation and suggest that, at present, 

agreement within a factor of two is perhaps all that can be 

expected. 

The expression 4.17 has been extended by Faber to 

include a term that depends on the lifetime of an electron in a 

free-electron travelling wave state. This.means that the term 



Table 4.5 

'['hA tempnrn ture coe ff'j cient of the Kn i r;'l! t shirt S to f'irs t -ord f'r 

Netal 

Na -O.47 t 

Cd -0.45 t 

* In -0.12 

In -0.17 t 

Sn -0.16 t 

* Pb -0.03 

Hi -0.09 t 

t Calculated 

* Calculated 

§ All values 

in the pseuliopotential 

d (nPF ) 

fiPF dT 

+3.30 

+1.40 

-2.60 

-1.40 

+0.1
7 

+0.1
9 

+1.0
5 

using Ashcrof't -

1 dX 
---l2 

X dT 
P 

-1 .06 

-0.4
5 

-0. 3 7 

-0. 3 7 

-0. 3 3 

-0.40 

-0.h4 

1 (dK) 
I( dT calc. 

+2.2h 

+0. 95 

-2. 9 7 

-1 .77 

-0.1 6 

-0.2 1 

+0.6
7 

Lekner a (!S.) • 

using the observed a(~) . 

quoted are x 104 (kelvin)-1. 

1 (dK) 
1\ dT ohs. 

+1.60 

+0.5~ 
) 

-1.°3 

-1·°3 

-0.1 8 

-0.6
7 

-0.90 
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In I K + 2kFI should be replaced by 

K 2k - It' 

-lln I (K + 2kF)2 + m
2
/4h

2
't"2 1(2/ 

(K _ 2kJi')2 + m2/4h2 1'2 K2 

where ~ is the lifetime. This sophistication is not warranted 

with the presently available structure factors. 

4.05 Conclusions 

The linewidth of 207pb exhibi ts a narrowing at f'V 500 K 

which has been explained by motional narrowine of the pseudo-

and classical dipolar contributions to the width. The magnitude 

of the pseudo-dipolar contribution has been shown to be consistent 

with that reported in the literature. 

It has been established that the Knight shift of both 

liquid and solid metals can be calculated by a single O.P.W. 

method with a pseudopotential that is zero. The results agree, 

within the uncertainty of the spin susceptibility and core -

polarisation Knight shift, with the observed values for light 

elements. For heavier elements, relativistic effects are 

important and good correlation between theory and experiment is 

only to be expected when relativistic core functions become 

available. The temperature coefficients calculated from this 

zero-order pseudopotential method show no agreement with the 

observed results both as regards sign and magnitude. 

The term to first-order in the pseudopotential has been 

shown (at least for the heavier elements) to produce only a small 

correction to the absolute value of K but a large contribution to 
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the temperature dependence. An exact calculation of the temp-

erature coefficient of K awaits more precise radial distributi0n 

functions for the liquid state, when first-order calculations 

should provide a ~ood description of the experimental results. 
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CHAPTEH FlV!;; 

DISCUSSION 0Ii' THT~ OBSERVATIONS yon LIqUID ALLOYS 

5.01 Introduction 

This discussion of the results :for liquid alloys 

concerns, mainly, the variation of the 207pb Knieht shi~t with 

solute concentration in a series of dilute binary liquid alloys. 

Firstly, however, the subsidiary topic of the 207pb linewidth in 

two distinct alloys -Pb - 187& Bi and Pb - 201~ Tl - will be briefly 

considered. Discussion of the temperature dependence of the 207pb 

Knight shift in these alloys (in both the solid and liquid phases) 

is left until'section 5.05, and the far more detailed investigation 

of the complete Pb - Bi system is deferred until Chapter 6. 

There are a number of contributions to the change in the 

Knight shift on alloying which must be combined to give a complete 

description. In the past, different authors have considered 

different contributions to be the dominant one. For instance, 

Young(l) has' discussed the variation of K in liquid alkali-alkali 

alloys solely in terms of changes in PF • His agreement with 

experiment was very good. On the other hand, Kaeck(2) and 

Holcomb (private communication) obtain as good agreement with 

A 

experiment in these systems by neglecting changes in PF and 

considering only changes in;o(EF ), through volume effects. 

true explanation ought only to be possible by considering both 

effects but, when this is done, poor agreement with experiment 

is obtained. The situation is not at all clear and in the 

present work both effects have been included. In Chapter 1, 
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tll0 f'ree-electron model was shown to be reasonably sllcct'ss1'111 

in describinr. the physical properties or many pure metals. This 

was f'urther substantiated in Chapter L., and it seems scnsibl(:, to 

be~in a full discussion of Knight shift" in liquid alloys using 

the free-electron approach - section 5.03.1 contains this 

discussion. The Holland (.3) scheme, extended to second-order in 

the displacements (section 4.03.3), is disctissed in section 5.03.2. 

Up to this point the calculation assumes an homogeneous ef'f'cct on 

alloyina, hereafter the local redistribution of char~e is consi<lered 

as screenine the perturbing potential. Thus, the applicability 

of' the nearly- f'ree-elec tron theory of' li'aber ( 4 ), the ['irs t-orcler 

pseudopotcntia1 model, is considered in section 5.03.3 and in 

section 5.03.4 the analogous scattering theory of Friedel et al!5, 

6,7) is discussed. For the purposes of' these discussions the 

Knight shif't will everywhere be considered to be that due solelY 

to the hyperf'ine contact interaction; it is not possible to mru<e 

quantitative estimates of' the variation of other contributions on 

alloying. In view of the fact that the core-polarisation 

contribution tO,K can contain counterbalancing parts (see section 

. 1 • Ol~. 2) it is clear that the alloy dependence of this component 

will not simply f'ollow that of the s-state contact part. Since 

the orbital contribution contains a summation over all filled and 

unfilled states in the band it is much less likely to be sensitive 

to small changes in the Fermi level. 

5.02 207pb linewidth in Pb - 18% Bi and Pb - 20% Tl 

The observations considered in this section were made 

in conjunction with the Knight shift temperature dependence and 

will be discussed only briefly. Snodgrass and Bennett(8) have 
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reported a marked increase in the 207pb linewidth with itlCrrasinff 

solute concentration for lead solid solutions at room tcmpf.'l':ll urn. 

The present ohfiervations (fir:. ,J.l't) conf'irm this e['rect. t~o 

explanation of this increase in width wafi r;iven by Snot\t7rass ;1nl! 

a qualitative explanation only is offered. An estimate, from 

the observed (l/K)(dK/dc), of inhomogeneous Knir;ht shift broad

enin~ (following Dlandin and Daniel(6» shows that this contrib-

Ittion should be quite negligible; for the solute bismuth this 
_1~ 

contribution is only 0.1 x 10 tesla. It is succested that the 

addition of impurities (particularly heavy impurities) introduces 

a large pseudo-exchanee and pseudo-dipolar interaction. As the 

temperature is increased motional narrowing of these interactions 

occurs since both depend on the magnitude of the internuclear 

vector. The observed width in the liquid is consistent, within 

experimental uncertainty, with that expected on the basis of 

spin-lattice relaxation deduced from tile Korringa relation (sce 

table 5.1). 

Table 5.1 

Comparison of the 207pb linewidths at 625K 

100% Pb Pb - 18% Ili Pb - 20% Tl 

All . 
obs. 5.0(±0.6) 4.7(±0.3) 5.3(:t0.5) 

* 4.7 4.9 4.4 ~B cnlc • 

• 

* Evaluated from the Korringa relation using the observed 

values of K for the alloys. All values are x 104 (tesla). 
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5.03 The varin. tion of' the 207 Pb Knich t shirt ,vi th solutA 

concentration 

5.0).1 Volume and electron/atom ratio ef'f'ects 1n the 

free-electron model the potential is everywhere considered to be 

constant and the well known quadratic E-k relation applies. TIle 

density of' states is then related to the Fermi energy through 

5.1 

''1here Z is the mean number of' electrons per atomic volume n. 

The Fermi energy is given by 

E . = 
F [ 

~ 2 _}2/J 31(- z 
0. . 

In this approach to alloy theory it is assumed that each atom 

eives all its valence electrons to the free-electron gas and that 

the only eff'ect of adding an impurity is to alter the volume of' 

the metal and the number of' electrons per atomic volume; i.e. 

as the concentration changes the electron/atom ratio alters 

linearly (except when solute and solvent valences are the same). 

It was stated earlier that the Knight shift due to the 

contacthyperf'ine interaction can be written 

Since P
F 

is normalised within {lthe predicted change in K arises 

only from the change in~(EF} and from eqn. 5.1 

. Thus 

1 dK 
K dc 

.K ce [~r3 

= 1 1 dZ _ .!. .!. !!!} 
3' !' de' J tl dc 

where c is the solute concentration. 
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Using Z = Zo(l - c) ~ Zlc this reduces to 

1 dK 

K dc· 
= 2.fZl - ZOJ 

J Zo 
1 1 - -J.ll. 

dO 
dc 

where Z indicates the valence and the subscripts '0' and '1' 

refer to solvent and solute respe~tively. 

Equation 5.5 has been evaluated for 207pb with various 

solutes and the results are given in table. 5.2. To do this it 

is necessary to evaluate the expression (l/n)(d.n!dc). anu as this 

has only been determined for a limited number of liquid allOys(9) 

a consistent way of calculating it has been used instead. The 

calculated result is based on the validity of Vegards law (see, 

for example, reference(9)) which relates the density of a binary 

alloy to the densities of its .pure c~mponents: 

d . 
alloy 

where do and d
1 

are the densities of the solvent and solute 

respectively. Observations of·liquid alloy densities show only 

small deviations from this law. The calculated results are 

compared with experiment in table 5.6, column. 1. What is 

calculated here is an'· effect that changes, K at. each and, every 

nucleus by the same amount. No int~insic change in PF has been 

consfdered at this·point and this must be done before any 

comparison with experiment can be made. 

·5.03.2 Changes in PF -- to zero-order in the ps~udopotentiai 

A further ef~ect·of alloying~ that is uniform over the whole of 

the sample, arises from the change in kF due to changes in volume 

and electron./atom, ratio., . These, in turn, affect the v'alues of 

' .. the overlap integrals'discussed .. in 4.oJ.3.Uslng eqn. 4.15. 
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Table 5.2 

r calculated from the free-electron model 

1 (Z - ZO) 1 1 dJ) 

Solute . Z1 
1 Total - --

3 Zo 3 n de 

• 

AI': 1 .-0.250 
+0.120 

-0.130 

Cd 2 -0.16
7 

+0.07 1 
.-0.096 

In 3 -0.08
3 

+0.0 3
7 

-0. Oll r 
(J 

Sn h 0.00
0

' +0.03 1 
+0.03 1 

Sb 5 +0.08) +0.00
7 

+0.090 

Au 1 -0.250 
+0.220 

-0.030 

He 2 -0.16
7 

+0.102 
-0.06

5 

Tl J -0.08J 
+0.02

7 
-0.056 

Ei 5 +0.08) -0.01
5 

+0.068 

2 bk
2 - Ck;] DI)l<' = 11(1 [I- F 

-1 ) ( 1 aSl 0- a 

= 
1~,2 fAJ 

-1) ( 1 - all 

it is possible to derive an expression for the change in .0.1>1" 

on alloying, if a spherical Fermi surface is assumed. By 

wri ting . 

1 . ~(n.PF) 1 = 
J}p dC 

F. 
np . F dZ. ~c 

1 

ilP F 

a (DP}<,) • d!l -
do. ~c. 

the variation ofP
F 

with alloying can he derived directly from 
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eqn. 4.15. Hence 

1 ~ (n.Pl<") 2 k 2 [ b a+cV[A} = 
-3 z! n-1l.P ;>z F 

- 1 A 
Z 0 

and 

1 J (nl>F) 1 2 
kIt, 1 a = 

Jlp 
F dn 3 .n 

[b(Sn- 2a) 

(0. _ a)2 + 2cJ;lAJ 
11. (a-

Thus 

1 

.op 
F 

-

= 

1 B 
Cl 

..2.. a Z.A + 1 ~n. B 

This expression has been evaluated for 207pb with the same 

solutes as in section 5.03.1 and the results are eiven in 

table 5.3. Again the total calculated results appear in 

table 5.6, column 2, for comparison with experiment. 

a) 

5.03.3 Chanees in PF -- to first-order in the pseudopotential 

In addition to the homogeneous effects discussed so far, must be 

added the effects of local changes in the electron density due to 

screening of solute ions. In view of the reasonable success 

obtained in explaining the temperature dependence of K in liquid 

metals using the pseudopotential as a.first~order perturbation, 

it is attractive, and logical, to apply this theory to alloying. 

Indeed, Faber(4) has shown how this scheme can be 

extended to a discussion of liquid alloys. The problems involved 

in a complete, generally applicable theory are severe, and the 

original model was only valid for "substi tutional" alloys -
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Table 5.3 

Icalculated to second-order in 

Solute Z A B _1_ aZ.A .1. ~.n. n Tot;').l 
1 

Zo ~ c n de 

Ag 1 -0.06 -0.12 +o.ohe: 
::> 

+O.Oh.J 
+O.OR H 

Cd 2 -0.08 -0.06 +0.01+0 +0.01
3 

+0.0 53 

In J -0.09 -0.01 +0.02
3 

+0.00 1 
+0.02 l, 

Sn 4 -0.11 +0.02 0.000 -0.00" 
"-

-0.0°2 

Sb .5 -0.11 +0.04 -0.028 
-0.00 1 

-0.02 9 

Au 1 -0.06 -0.20 +0.045 
+0.13 2 +0. 17 7 

JIg 2 -0.08 -0.07 +0.04 0 
+0.02 2 

+0.06.., 
....... 

Tl :3 -0.10 -0.02 +0.025 +0.0°2 +0.02 7 

Bi 5 -0.10 +0.01 -0.025 
0.000 

-0.02
5 

equi-valent and with atomic volume independent of concentratiotl. 

For most liquid alloys (even if equi-valent) the mean atomic 

'volume is not independent of concentration (see last section) 

and the substitutional model is not valid. However, small 

dilatations have been treated; initially for a discussion of the 

resistivity(10) but extension to the Knight shift was relatively 

straightforward. Equation 4.17 gave the result of the Faber 

treatment of K for a pure metal. 

K CC 1 + 2zs.!2-1*o)I[:(K) - 1] U(K) .~.lnIK + 2kFld( K ) C. ) U(O) 2kF K 2kF 2kF ' 
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For a substitutional alloy the expression f'or the chanr:e 01' 

solvent Knir:ht shif't on alloyinv, is 

= l][U1 (K) - lJO(l<)]_h_" 

Uo (0) 2kli' 

where changes in wavef'unction only have been included. 

This expression is valid for equi-valent alloys where the atomic 

volume and the structure factor are independent of solute 

concentration c. The subscri~ts '0' and '1' aeain refer to 

solvent and solute respectively. 

The extension of this scheme to include non-substitutional 

alloys has been discussed by Halder(ll). He derived an expression 

for r with dilatation eff'ects included and obtained 

r = _ 1] [Zl U;(K) _ ZOUO(K)] 

U
1

(o) uo(o) 

x 

where a '(K) = a(K) - $F(K) and U;(K) = U, (K) - UO(K){ 1'(K). 

The function F(K) was discussed by Faber(10) and is unity at 

5.8 

K = 0 falling rapidly to zero near to K = 2kF with small oscillations 

about the zero. The factor ( represents the dilatation produced 

and is defined as (V~ - V)/V where V~ is the alloy volume with 

one solute atom replacing one solvent atom, and V is the volume 

of the pure solvent. 

This attempt to generalise the Faber approach is not 

entirely satisfactory. A full generalisation would involve the 

introduction of partial structure factors (rather than merely 

using a dilatation correction) together with energy dependent 
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pseudopotentials. After all, U1{K) ou{;ht to be associated with 

a different structure factor than UO(K). In goner"l, however, 

measured partial structure factors are not r.lvailnhle alld rpstllts 

based on the calculations of Ashcroft and Lan{:rf-'th (12) would h:lve 

to be used. Since the only features of the atoms that can he 

incorporated are the hard sphere diameters, the moael may not j.e 

suf'1'iciently refined, and in view of' the importance of' the rllT)(~ t; i.on 

a(K) to the value of' the intef,'ral (see Chapter 4) nllY calculations 

of r based on approximations such as eqn. 5.8 must be viewed with 

scepticism. 

In addition, the pseudopotentia1s available in the 

literature (Animalu and lleine(13» have been shown by lIeine et 

a15 14 ) to be uncertain by up to 30<10 in the range k
F

<K<2k
F

• 

This is doubly unf'ortunate for the equi-valent systems because 

f'irstly, this region is important to the integral and secondly, 

the process of' subtraction of the solute and solvent pseudopotentials 

magnifies the resulting uncertainty. For hetero-valent systems 

the further complication of the energy dependence of tllc derived 

potentials is introduced. This diff'iculty may ar,-ain Le maf,'nified 

by the process of' subtraction. 

The calculations in alloys are thus very complicated 

in comparison to those of' pure metals, and the bases from which 

they start are considerably less certain. In fact, equations 5.7 

and 5.8 have been used to discuss liquid alloy Knight shifts, but 

at present the uncertainty in the results mw(cs the ef'forts 

involved in computation (on the basis of such a refined theory) 

of little value. This is illustrated quite markedly by the 

general lack of quantitative agreement between observed results 

and those calculated using this approach. An apparent exception 
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if; the case of sodium alloys. J~cllJ nr;ton a.nd Ti tfila.n (15) hnvc 

interpreted their results for 2JNa in dilute nlloys with Cs, IJ~, 

Cd, Tl and Pb using this method. 

('xccllcnt in that r changes si.Gn on r,-oin[,: frofl1 Cs to He and Cd 

alloys, but (lUant! tutively the discrepallcy is or ord(~r 3/2. 

They conclude Lhat tl1is is very reasoIl:.l.b.lr. agreement in view of' 

tlle approximations involved. Two points arise: firstly, no 

account was taJ>..en in the structure :factor :for deviations :from 

substi tutional behaviour and secondly, no aCC01HJ t was taken o:f 

changes in Xp. Inclusion of this latter ef'f'ect might act to 

considerably worsen the overall agreement with experiment. 

Despito these omissions, the agreement obtained for these mono-

valent base liquid alloys is considerably better than that ohtuined 

by Halder (11) and ~loulson (16) on polyvalent base systems. For 

the systems In - '1'1, Ph - Sn, Hg - In and Ga - In, Halder ohtained 

predictions that were always of' the same sign as the observed 

variations but quantitatively the agreement was very poor. In 

In - Tl the es tima ted changes were an order of magnitude too small 

whilst in Ga - In theory predicted a result :five times too large. 

In no case was the observed cu.c;,::~ iurc rcp'~0(luced. H'Julson used 

eqn. 5.7 to discuss a whole series of equi-valent alloys and again 

obtained qualitatively correct variations but, also again, 

quantitative agreement was poor. He illustrated very well the 

uncertainty involved in the use of total structure factors; by 

taking a{K) :from two different sources he obtained results that 

differed appreciably :from one another, even to the extent o:f a 

sign change. It must be concluded that for Knieht shift cal-

culations (at least :for equi-valent systems) the structure :factor 

is not sufficiently well known at the present time. 
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I·'or hetero-valent systems the most important contrihution 

to the inte~ral of cqn. 5.8 comes from the low K region. This 

means that the predicted value of r is rather less s(~nsiti\'" 

than is the case f'or equi-valent systems, to the detail of' ei ther 

U(K) or a(K). Inspection of eqn. 5.8 shows that if the value 

of the inteerand is neffli~ibly small except for K = 0 the expression 

tends to a value 

In effect, this sug~ests that the core structures are not strong 

enough to break down the valence dependence, and any period effect 

(from different rows of' the periodic table) is therefore expected 

to be sliGht. Further, because the low K region describes the 

effect of the outer core region, it sugeests that ooth the 

pseudopotential approach and the scattering approach (see section 

5.03.4) ought to give similar results. We have seen above that 

all that might be expected from the pseudopotential approach (at 

the present time) is qualitative ag-reement with experiment, and 

for this reason the admittedly coarser theory of Friedel et al~5, 
6,7) will be used to discuss the Knight shift variation in liquid 

lead base alloys. 

5.03.4 Changes in PF - the Friedel model This approach 

again uses a nearly-free-electron model to investigate the screen-

ing of impurities and has been used by a number of authors to 

discuss the change in P on alloying, particularly for monovalent 
F 

solvents. Only a brief r~sum{ of the theory will be given here. 
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¥rierlel et al~5,6t7) proposed that an impurity atom 

in an alloy could be represented by a splierj cally symPletric 

square potential well which acts to scatter conduction electrons. 

They showod that the conduction electron 1';<15 around an implll'j ty 

becomes distorted; the distortion bc_inl~ in the form of' o5cillat~ioTlCi 

of electron density. Although the maJorIty of thf! scrcfmin{; 

clLarr,-e is contained in the solute cell thesE' oscillations extend 

to lonG' ranr,-e and affect the Knight shift ai' the surrounding 

nuclei. The effect of this screellin~ of the impurity is such 

that the initial assumption of a square lvell perturbinG' potential 

is not as unreasonable as it may at :first seem. 

By analysing the incident and scattered waveDlnctions 

into spherical co~ponents (introducine the phase shift 71 of' the 

partial wave of anF,'ular momentum 1) they were able to obtain an 

expression for the relative variation of the charge density 

associated with an electron of wave number k at a point ~t due to 

a single scatterer at the origin 

= L. (21 + 1)f [ni(kr) - ji(kr)] sin27.i 

1 

5.9 

where n
l 

and jl are spherical Neumann and Bessel functions 

respectively. This is an oscillating function which at large 

2 values of r decreases as 1/r • 

It is readily shown that the change in shift of the 

j'th host nucleus (at 

AKj 

K 
= 

evaluated for k = k F " 

r = !!j) 
Ae(E.1 ) 

;0 

is given by 

To obtain the average shift for all 

5.10 
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!.;olv0nt nuclei in all alloy (eqn. 5.10 represent, a. raTlp,"! of valu~s) 

three assumptions are made: 

TIle alloy must be per:fectly disordered. (i) 

(ii) Multiple scatterinr,- of Fermi surface e>lectrons is 

completely neglected. 

(iii) The eXC0SS electron density produced at any point by 

difl'erent solute ions can be added (this is valid f'or small 

concentrations o:f impurities). 

Under these assumptions, the averar,-e chane,-e in shi:ft is 

obtained by inte~ratin~ over all possible values o:f Jl.: 
-J 

6K = 
K 

5.11 

Jiere l'(r) is the pair distribution :function of the liquid defined 

so that the probn.bility offinding a solvent atom between r and 

r + dr from a solute a tom is 411r2p (r) dr. 

Hence 
00 

r = 1 elK = [fAl sin2~1 + Bl sin 2(11 5.12 
1< dc 1=0 

where Al = (21 + 1) Jri(kr) - j i (kr il P ( r) d J £ 

and Bl = -(21 + 1 )Jn l (kr)J1 (kr)P(r) d J.!:. 

Equation 5.12 has been used by many authore; it appears 

that phase shifts derived from a spherically symmetric square 

potential well, suitably adjusted to satisfy the Friedel sum 

rule (17) , 
00 

= = ~ L (21 + 1 )~l 
1f 1=0 

are adequate to reproduce the general dependence of K on c for 

monovalent solvents, This agreement has been improved for 
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alkali-alkali alloys by Thornton and Young(l) who consider Ft 

more realistic potential. 

~t 1 (18) tt t d t . 
o y es a emp e 0 use square well potentials to 

represent solutes in polyvalent solvents. To do this he utilised 

a Friedel sum rule that was modified for volume chances by the 

method of' Blatt(19). The effective chnr~c or the impurity is 

then written 

z' = z Z 01 
'1 - o~ 

o 

which assumes thnt the atoms retain their normal volumes when in 

solution. lie was not successful in obtainine agreement with 

experiment. However, an alternative choice of phase shifts has 

been sur.-r:ested by Flynn(20,21), based on the argument that the 

s-wave content of the screening charge cannot be such as to mru(e 

the total s-electron content within a solute cell exceed 2; this 

is equivalent to 'saturation' of ~o at ~/2 for monovalent solvents. 

Similarly, for a 4-valent solvent for instance, 10 = ° and 11 = 

(1}(/6) x (Zl-Z0) for solutes of valence 2 to 6 if volume effects 

are not considered and if d- and hieh~r 0rder scatterillg are 

neglected. This relatively simple idea has led to a qualitative 

understanding of the dependence of r on solute - solvent valence 

difference, for alloys based on solvents of valence 1, J and 5. 

To obtain quantitative agreement in these cases Flynn called upon 

a scaling factor, of order 0.25 to 1 which was attributed to 

electron-electron interactions. The major quantitative discrepancy 

in this scheme occurred in the case of solid lead alloys, where 

theoretical prediction is of opposite sign to, and of much larger 

magnitude than the observations of Snodgrass and Bennett(B); the 

scaling factor required here was -O.OB. It will be shown below 

that such a factor is not required for liquid lead alloys. 
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Because of' the lack of success when usin£, square well 

potentials to represent solutes in polyvalent solvents no att~mpt 

has been made here to derive phase shifts from an assumed potential, 

Instead, tlJ(~ choice of' phase shifts based Oil the cllcmical propnrt"j (!~ 

of the atoms, sugffested by l"lynn, has been used; that is, p-wave 

scattering only for solutes of valence 2 ~ 6 and 1'or valence 1 a 

value (0 = -~/2 (equivalent to the repulsion of one s-electron) 

plus the p-wave contribution. If it is assumed that the phase 

shifts are not affected by differing core structures (except £or 

volume effects) the predictions are similar for each row of the 

periodic table. It is also necessary to calculate the constants 

Al and Dl of eqn. 5.12 and this requires a knolv-ledee of the radial 

distribution function (r.d.f.). Rather than use Flynn's crude 

approximation to the r.d.f. the values of Al and Dl have been 

calculated from the experimental r.d.f. of Kaplow et al!22). The 

values obtained are shown in table 5.4 toeether with the values 

for the f.c.c. lattice (Snodgrass, quoted by Flynn(20»). 

0.04 

liquid -0.04 

Table 5.4 

-0.24 -0.67 

-0.20 -0.23 

2.29 

n 
2 

The results for r for the liquid are Given in table 5.5, 

together with the phase shifts ~sed, and comparison is made with 

the observed values. A graph of r versus the valence of the 

impurity, for the liquid is given in fig. 5.1 
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Solute Z 1 
Z' 

~1 rc'-d c. r,,),-, . 

f\.{~ -1.G7 -(J.O] -(j. 0 1 -I ( ) • ()(; 

Cd 2 -1.23 -o.G·', -C).56 -().O(; 

In 3 -0.76 -0. /10 -O.J9 ().OD 

Sn I, -0.07 -().o.', -o.oh -+ {) • () I) 

Sb .5 +0.69 +0.3G +0.31 +0. ot~ 

Au 1 -1 .61 -0.01 -0.02 +0.1 h 

Hg 2 -1 .41 -0 • 7l~ -0.60 -0.21 

T1 3 -1.16 -0,61 -0,514- -0.2'7 

Di 5 +0,22 +0.12 +0.12 +0.1 G 

For comparison purposes only, the equivalent solid results, '.d. th 

theoretical prediction in parenthesis, are IIg: +0, 10 (- 1 • 10) , 

Tl: +0.06 (-0.77), and TIi: -0.0.5 (+0.43). 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this cc:>mparison 

are, firstly, for the Pb row of the table the aGreement between 

experiment and theory is much better for the liquid than for the 

solid. It should be pointed out that effects of changes in X 
p 

have not been included for this immediate comparison, and the 

discrepancy in the solid phase suggests that this is a far more 
in. 

important effect than the liquid. Secondly, the change in r.d.f. 

on melting is insufficient to expiain the drastic observed 

differences; the failure of the model in the solid must be 

attributed to specifically 'solid' band structure effects. 

It is tempting to refine the model for the liquid, for 

instance by including a term in ~2; owing to the large numerical 
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vrtllles or '\2 and n2 rather small values of 12 Ciln have appreci<lbl,' 

ef'f'ects. 1I0,.,..ever there seems li ttlc virtue in introducinr: 

arbi trarily ndjus table cons tan ts and no pro{~res 5 has he en mad.: 

in understanding the di:ff'ercnces in thp e:f:fects of solutos ['rorn 

dif'ferent rows of the periodic table. The method that immedlat01y 

sug~ests itself is that of adjustine,- the phase sliirts in the 

Ph - Sn sys tem to reproduce the experimental rasul t and applyinr. 

this modif'ication to all solutes in the tin row. This is possiblf' 

in two ways: (i) Allowine a contribution :from 1 = 2 or, (ii) 

lntroducine a contribution f'rom 1 = O. Neither method, if' 

applied consistently, can explain the experimental results; both 

merely introduce a constant dif'f'erence between the rows of' the 

table, across the valence range. 

1.'11e values f'or (l/nPF). (do'P1,JdC) f'rom this model arn 

again recorded in table 5.6, column J, and full compari son 'vi th 

experiment is made. It should be pointed out that this approach 

is only concerned with screening effects. The way in which the 

effects of' non-constancy of the wavef'unction over the ion core 

(section 5.03.2), and these screening ef'f'ects could be combined 

is not clear. The results in table 5.6 sueeest that improved 

agreement may be obtained if the two approaches can be ~ed but 

this has not been perf'ormed and the following section will discuss 

only the Friedel theory. 

5.04 General discussion 

A comparison of the observed values and those derived 

from the Friedel theory is given in fig. 5.2. It is apparent 

that the overall correlation between experiment and theory is 



:. 

Tahlu·6 

Values of {l,LK} (dK,Ldc) for 207pb in a number of' liguid allo:ls 
(0) p{l) 

p PF F 
Solute e/a effects 'non-constancy' FriGdel Total(1+2) Total(1+3) Expt. 

Ag -0.130 +0.088 -0.01 -0.04 -0.14 +0.06 

Cd -0.096 +0.05 3 
-0.56 -0.04 -0.66 -0.06 

In -0.046 +0.024 -0.39 ':"0.02 -0.44 0.00 

Sn +0.03 1 -0.002 -0.04 +0.03 -0.01 +0.09 

Sb +0.090 -0.02
9 

+0.31 +0.06 +0.40 +0.08 

Au -0.030 +0.177 
-0.02 +0.15 -0.05 +0.14 

Hg -0.06
5 

+0.06 2 
-0.60 -0.00 -0.67 -0.21 

Tl -0.056 +0.02
7 

-0.54 -0.03 -0.60 -0.27 

Bi +0.068 -0.02
5 

+0.12 +0.04 +0.19 +0.16 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 
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vpry reasonahle. The most c:ratifyin~ part of this agreement 

is that obtained for the solutes Bi, TI and Hr;. The preclictf~ 

values differ ~rom the experimental values only by a factor of 

approximately 2. In addition, the eeneral shapp of tlle 

tll(~oro ticnlly preliic tcd curve is in good ac:re0rnen t wi th that 0 f 

tllC observed curve. It should be pointed out, however, that tho 

minimum in the predicted results is only produced if a contri.blltion 

:from ~o is included for the monovalent solutes. lii th 10 = -"./2, 

the value of' '(1 required by the volume-modified Friedcl sum rule 

is very small and the predicted value of r is then cletermined 

solely by the value of'.AO• 

From eenernl considerations of' the Friedel theory it 

is dif'f'icult to see how such a minimum can occur; the normal 

predicted dependence would seem to be a proportionality with 

Zl - Zo0 In fact liquid polyvalent base alloys do not produce 

such linear variations of r(21) and it has only been possible to 

obtain even qualitative agreement by using the Flynn approach. 

The results of the comparison for these liquid lead base alloys 

supports this general picture and suer;ests tllat, at present, 

phase shif'ts derived by this 'chemical' technique of'f'er the best 

description. No pror;ress has been made on justifying this method 

:frofll sound physical hases. 

The similarities between the Friedel small angle scatter-

int~ theory and the pseudopotential model f'or hetero-valent systems 

were discussed earlier. It was shown that the pseudopotential 

model also predicts a tendency for the variation of r f'rom alloy 

to alloy to be determined by the valence difference. Without 

doing detailed calculations (which have been shown to be unreliable 

at present) it is not possible to say whether the minimum in the 
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valence dependence could he reproduced by this approach. In 

view of the similarities between the two approaches however, t]lere 

is reason to believe that the a(lvent of more aCCllrate potentLl.ls, 

and partial structure factors, may lead to a better description 

of alloying e.ffects on Knir.ht shifts both throueh a psewiopot(!ll tin1 

model and through the derivation of a 'correct' set of phase shifts.· 

At the present time a serious problem in the interpre-

tation of liquid alloy Knight shifts is the existence o:f core-

polarisation. and orbital contributions to the shift. lie have 

seen that the estimated size of these eff'ects for 207pb is "'-'25/:, (, 
~ 

in pure lead. The concentration dependence of these contributions 

may he larr,-e enour;h to make theoretical predic t ion bnsed on tIle 

hyperfine interaction completely at variance with experiment. 

5.05 The variation of the 207pb Knight shift with temperature 

in Pb - 18% Ri and Pb - 20% Tl 

l"ie-ures 3.12 and 3.1) contain the results of' an 

investigation of how the strikin~ differences between the alloy 

dependence of the 207pb shift in solid SOlutions(8) and in liquid 

alloys (present work) occurred. The 207pb shift was followed 

from room temperature, through the melting point, to 800 K. Two 

effects are immediately apparent: firstly, the change of sign 

of r is progressive, occurring partially as the temperature of 

the solid is increased and partially on melting. Secondly, in 

the liquid phase there is no further change in r . The observed 

temperature coefficients of the 207pb Knight shift for both phases 

of the two alloys are given in table 5.7. The liquid state, 

beine the simpler, will be discussed first. 
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Table 5.7 

Sample ( 1 /K) (dK/ dT ) s (l/K) (dK/dT) I AI\./K on 

x 105 (1<)-' x 105 (ln-' meltine 

Pb - 18i> lJi 14(:t2) -9.2(±O.7) +4~ 

Pb 6.3(±O.4) -7.6(:tO.9) o 2(J' - • ,0 
I'll - ;w'jh Tl -1.2(il.0) -9.5(±1.2) _/I(~ 

From table 5.7 it is apparent that, within experimental 

uncertainty the temperature coefficients in the liquid are all 

the same. Inspection of fig. 3.12 shows that the temperature 

coefficient of the 209ni shift, in this alloy, is also in the 

same ranee. This means that whatever changes occur with temp-

erature in the liquid must occur in the same way for all three 

samples and suggests that for the whole ranGe of dilute alloys 

of lead it is likely that r is independent of temperature. The 

temperature coefficient of K for pure lead was discussed in 

Chapter 4 and it was concluded that the explanation could be 

obtained from a first-order pseudopotential pxpr~ssion with the 

dominant temperature dependence arisine from the chanees in the 

structure factor. Thus, for these alloys, the temperature 

dependence would still appear to be dominated by the change in 

structure factor. It can therefore be deduced that such changes 

cannot be significantly different from those occurring in the 

pure metal. 

Considering table 5.7 again, the results for the solid 

phase show a remarkable spectrum; both the temperature coefficient~ 

and the changes on melting have opposite signs in the two alloys. 
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The results for pure lead lie between those for the alloys. 

We now s(~e lvh(lthpr the rlif'f'erent electron/atom ratios, in tll(" 

presonce 0 f oV0rlapping bands at the ~'ermi level, can affec t X. 
p 

and Pr sufficicntly in these alloys to ::tccount for the observf'Ci 

results. 

It is relevant to discuss :first the ullltsually large 

temperature coefficient of IT observed in solid Cd. Kasowski 

and .F'alicov(2J) have discussed this and, with the hand structure 

data and the non-local pseurlopotential available, 'vere ahle to 

explain the observed temperature dependence and chanffB of mc1tinc 

of the shift. They modified the b~nd structure and the pseudo-

potential for finite temperatures usine n Uebye-Wnller factor, 

and showed that the major contribution to tIle temperature 

dependence of K arose from the washing out of the electronic 

structural affects which were produced at T = 0 by the stronG 

pSClldopotential. They evaluated 'X. from the free-electron 
" p 

value )1~ 1'( E}i') and shOlved that the chanee in the band s truc ture 

with temperature increasedl'(EF) from a very low value at T = 0 

to the free-electron value in the liquid at the melting point. 

This required a step at T", just as observed(18). The chanee 
m 

in X produced a large part of the total predicted change; a 
p 

smaller contribution did arise from the change in the character 

of the conduction electrons with temperature. 

For simplicity, and because the above discussion sugGests 

that ?C plays the dominant role, attention will here be concentrated 
p 

on the spin susceptibility. 

differential effects arise 

Pb - 18% Bi the temperature 

It will be assumed that only small 

from PF " This requires that, in 

coefficient of X has a large positive 
p 

value, in pure lead it has a small posi ti ve value and in Pb - 20:~ Tl 



a small IH'ga ti ve value. For pure lead, measurements of' the 

( ,,' ') 
temperature (lepentience of the total susceptibility n.re n.vajlnl;jE' -~. 

Alexandrov et a1. show that X
t 

t 1 increases diarnagnetically in a 
,0 Cl 

linear fashion ,vi th clecreas inr: tempera ture. They write 

'X (1') total . = x... + ;.: 1 (1') :ton e ec. 

and in a discussion involving contributions to -X J (T) i'rom 
c ,cc. 

electron and hole groups they cone lude tha t, al thour:h it is 

possible to su~gost that increase of' the total s11scnptibility 

with temperature is due to overlapping bands, rletailed quantitave 

work is not possible with present knowledge. 

The way in which alloyine can af'fect the temperature 

chance of the susceptibility has been considered by Blcock et 

Using rectangular, open-ended, overlappinG bands, the 

total susceptibility was derived as 

'X 
total = [~JJ 

* where M represents the effective mass, PB the Bohr magneton, 

X the value of the susceptibility at T = 0, a and b the heights o 
of the lower and upper bands and the subscripts 'a' and 'b' refer 

to holes and electrons respectively. The temperature dependence 

of (~/X6) is given for various overlaps. The suggestion here is 

that changing the electron/atom rat~o, by the addition of Bi or Tl 

changes the position of the Fermi level in the area of overlap. 

As EF moves in the area of overlap the transfer of electrons from 

one band to the next changes, and the temperature dependence of 

(X/Xo) is altered. By assuming a rigid band model it is possible 
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to obtain chan~es in the susceptibility of the correct si~n to 

explain the J~ll 1(.11 t s hi ft chances. It IIlllS t hr> omphns iSf'd, 

however, that Elcock's theory relates to the total susceptihility 

and it is Hot pOSHibl(' to separate the pitralllar;nctJc first tprm 

01' cqn. 5.11, :from the total expression. In acldi tion it should 

be noted that with pr('scnt·knowled~e almost any temperature 

dependence or X. is possible for different alloys. 
p 

The problems involved in the use of susceptibility 

data can perhaps be illustrated for the case of pure lead. The 

6 -5 temperature coeff'icient of K is"'" • J x 10 ( .)-1 kelvJ.n • Thus 

a change of 41{) in K occurs on raising the temperature from 77 K 

to 600 K. The observed change in ~total over this range is 

equivalent to rv 40~;~ of the free-electron X • 
p 

Therefore either 

X is not the dominant source of the temperature dependence in 
p 

the total susceptibility o~ PF is decreasin~ with temperature. 

It could well be that the experimental 'X.total results are due 

to a decrease in the second term of" eqn • .5.14 (the diamae-netic 

part) with temperature. It is worth noting that even when the 

band structure, the non-local pseudopotential and effective 

masses are reasonably well known (e.g. Cd) the diamagnetic part ot 
the susceptibility has not been properly evaluated. 

\{hat is needed is a thorough investigation of' the· 

susceptibility of these alloys, not only as a function of alloy 

concentration but also as a f"unction of" temperature. Af"ter all, 

it was assumed that all the temperature dependence arose from ~ p 

changes due to overlapping bands. If the two bands had different 

A f'ull electron character a large effect f"rom PF may be expected. 

explanation of" the effects in these alloys is not available but 
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the overlappinr: band picture does seem to be capable of reproducinr 

the observed temperature dependences. 

5.06 Conclusions 

In this chapter an attempt has been made to assess ho'\' 

successful the nearly-free-electron theories are in explainin~ 

the Knic:ht shift in liquid polyvalent base alloys, and in particular 

the alloys with lead as solvent. The correlation between eXf'cri-

ment and theory was reasonable. The discrepancy in si(~n between 

the Friedel prediction and the experimental results on solid 

solutions has been removed now liquid state data are available. 

For all the alloys except l)b - JIg and Ph - Vd the 

concentration dependence was linear. This linearity is in 

agreement with theory. The minimum in the (1/K)(dJ\/dc) versus 

valency of the solute curve was explained (at least,qualitativ0ly) 

by means of the repulsion of one s-type electron from a monovalent 

solute cell. The quantitative discrepancies that occur have been 

discussed, briefly, in terms of (i) Electron-electron interactions 

and, (it) Core-polarisation and orbital contributions to the 

observed value of the Knight shift. For heavy elements these 

effects have been shown to amount to "'30% K ·and their concens 

tration dependence is not understood. Within the uncertainty 

imposed by these ideas the free-electron, and nearly-f'ree-electron 

theories seem to be adequate f'or a description of' polyvalent base 

liquid alloys. 

The investigation of' the variation of K with temperature 

in two dilute alloys provided essentially two points. Firstly, 

it emphasised the relative simplicity of' the liquid state. 
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Secondly, the much more difficult solid solutions were discussed 

and a description in terms of overlappine bands was considered. 

No definite conclusions are possible at this stage and there is 

a n(~ed for morc detailed studies of n.m.r. and ma~netic susccptih-

ility in le~d solid solutions. A combined study provides an 

intcrestine possibility for future work. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE LEAD - BISMUTH SYSTEM 

6.01 Introduction 

There has recently been some evidence(1,2) that n.m.r. 

in liquid metals is a useful tool for the observation of 

structural changes in that the Knight shift appears to be 

sensitive to the local atomic arrangement. Styles(l) reported 

complicated variations of the 1151n and 209Bi Knight shifts and 

209Bi linewidths, with temperature and composition in the liquid 

In-Ri system, which he explained in terms of the persistence of 

intermetallic grouping in the liquid phase. This interpretation 

is strongly supported by X-ray and viscosity data(3) which 

indicate the persistence of the groupings InBi and In2Bi into 

the liquid. Such 'structural effects' have also been reported 

in other systems, particularly in the noble metal - tin systems(4); 

evidence comes not only from direct structural observations but 

also from measurements of heats of m~xing, viscosity, diffusion 

and electrical resistivity. The evidence in these cases suggests 

that unusual effects can occur in the liquid state when an 

intermetallic compound exists in the solid up to the liquidus 

temperature. 

The phase diagram of the Pb-Bi system is shown in 

fig. 6.1; there is no intermetalliccompound in the solid. 

However, X-ray and ~eutron diffraction studies(S) have led to 

the conclusion that the number of nearest neighbours in the 

liquid phase appears to stay constant at 12 up to approximately 
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60~ Ri and then drop smoothly to about 8 in 100% Bi. This 

result prompted a n.m.r. investigation(6) of the liquid Pb-FI: 

system. The sensitivity of the apparatus then available was 

only sufficient to observe the variation of the 209Ri Knight 

~hif't with concentration. The results were of a preliminary 

nature but they did seem to show good correlation with the 

nearest neighbour change. The observations were made at two 

temperatures 453 K and 733 K, wi th samples prepared using a 

grinding technique. The data showed two very unusual features: 

firstly, in the variation of the 209Bi Knight shift with 

concentration a deviation from linearity occurred very sharply 

at 60% Ei and secondly, in this 60% Bi sample the temperature 

coefficient of the shift was unusually large and positive. At 

first sight these effects are not extraordinary but closer 

examination shows that the Knight shift cut off is too sharp to 

be accounted for by the observed nearest neighbour change. Also, 

the positive temperature coefficient observed for the 60% Bi 

sample is very unusual in that all other alloys of bi~~uth, and 

100~ Bi itself, show a small but ne~ativ~ temperature coefficient 

of the Knight shift in the liquid. 

It would be expected that such a large change in local 

order would be reflected in other physical properties of' the 

liquid system. However, measurements of' heats of mixing(6), 

density(7), and viscoSity(7) showed no anomalies and old measure

ments of the magnetic susceptibility(8) and resistivity(9) showed 

no deviations from linearity to the precision then available. 

Lambert (private,communication) has recently remeasured the 

resis ti vi ty isotherm at 625 K. His results are very precise and 

show no unusual effects. This general lack of supporting 
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evidence, together with the difficulties involved in determining 

the number of nearest neighbours accurately from experimental 

distribution functions(10), casts some doubt on the authors' 

interpretations of both the X-ray and the n.m.r. data. 

In the light of these considerations and of the 

availability of a spectrometer of increased sensitivity, a more 

complete investigation of n.m.r. in the liquid Pb-Bi system was 

undertaken. 

6.02 Experimental Results 

Samples of Pb-Bi alloys were prepared at approximately 

10% intervals across the concentration range by the spraying 

technique described in Chapter 2. The results will be presented 

in two sections: firstly, the Knight shift observations and 

secondly, observations made on the 209Bi linewidth. In the 

liquid phase, the signal strength of the 207pb resonance does 

not allow useful observations of its linewidth. 

6.02.1 Knight shifts Observations were made on the 207pb 

and 209Bi Knight shifts as a function of concentration at a fixed 

temperature of 625K and also at a temperature 1.04 x T , where m 

T is the liquidus temperature of the alloy under observation 
m 

(fig. 6.2). In each case measurements were made both at fields 

of 1.4450 tesla and 0.5750 tesla. Further, the 209Bi shift in 

100% Bi and in Pb - 60% Bi was checked for any field dependence 

over an extended range from 0.30 to 1.45 tesla. Since no field 

dependence was in fact observed fig. 6.2 is equally applicable at 

any field in this range. In addition, for reasons discussed 
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below, temperature dependences of the 209Bi shift were observed 

in 100% Bi, Pb - 80% Bi, Pb - 60% Bi and, as reported in 

chapter 3, Ph - 18% Bi (fiP.'. 6.3). The temperature dependence 

of the 207 Pb Knight shift in Pb - 60% Bi and Pb - 18% Bi is 

shown in fig. 6.4. 

It is worth noting that there is no sudden fall of 

(bK/K)Bi or (tK/K)Pb at Pb - 60% Bi and likewise there is no 

anomalous temperature dependence of the 209Bi shift in the 

Pb - 60% Bi alloy, in strong disagreement with the earlier 

results. It is found, in agreement with previous workers (see 

ror instance StYles(6»), that supercooling was possible in 100% Bi, 

to approximately 80 K below T • 
·m It was also possible to super-

cool the Pb - 60% Bi alloy (a near eutectic composition) by about 

SOK. Supercooling was however not observed for the Pb - 80% Bi 

alloy. The onset of freezing was readily deduced from a sudden 

break in the Knight shift - temperature curves (as shown in fig. 

6.3), for alloys when the solidus and liquidus did not coincide, 

the break arising from a change in concentration of the remaining 

liquid phase. 

Because the linewidth is more difficult 

to measure than the Knight shift it was not possible to record 

207 209 the Pb widths in the liquid alloys. The Bi widths were 

recorded, however, all using the same modulation amplitude, 

response and sweep times and corrections for modulation broadening 

were again made using the method of Smith(12). Measurements 

were made at two fields and at two temperatures. 

209 The variation of the Bi linewidth with concentration 

at two temperatures, 62SK and 1.04 Tm' is shown in fig. 6.5. 
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At all concentrations 625 K is a higher temperature than 1.04 T , 
m 

except for 100% Pb where the two are equal. Two features ("Ire 

of particular interest: first, there is a strong maximum at 

approximately 50% and second, around this maximum the linewirlth 

increases with decreasing temperature. Figure 6.6 shows that 

there is no measurable field dependence of the linewidth. 

Because of the unusual variation of the width with 

temperature around the maximum of fig. 6.5, more detailed 

observations of the 20 9Bi resonance in 100~ Bi, Vb - 80~ Ri and 

Pb - 60% Hi were made. Figure 6.7 contains the additional data 

on the linewidths (the additional Knight shift data were given 

in fig. 6.3). It is apparent that the width in Ph - 60~ Bi 

shows a very large temperature variation with a strong minimum 

at approximately 500 K. This feature is also definitely shown in 

the case of 100% Bi, but when supercooling was not possible (i.e. 

Pb - 80% Bi and ~b - 18% Bi) no firm conclusions on this point 

can be drawn. In view of these dramatic changes a careful field 

dependence study was performed. The width in Pb - 60% Bi and 

100% Bi was observed at six fields between 0.30 and 1.45 tesla at 

constant temperature. No measurable field dependence was obtained~ 

the results are not plotted but the data are given in Table 6.7(b) 

of Appendix I. 

6.0) Knight shifts - comparison with earlier data 

The earlier measurements(6) on this system were 

correlated with the change in local order reported by Sharrah 

et a15 4 ) but, as remarked in the introduction, careful examination 

shows that the correlation is not good and the results, particular~~ 

for Pb - 60%Bi, are disquieting. The present results of both 
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207pb and 20 913i Knight shifts show none of' the 'unusual ef'I'ects' 

observed earlier, and as Taylor's original samples were av,llul)le 

a short suhsidiary experiment was performed. 

the results (in dia~ramatic form) of a temperature dependence 

study of the absorption derivative from Taylor's Ph - 6o~ Hi 

sample. At low temperatures a single line was observed which 

corresponded exactly with the line from the freshly prepared 

Pb - 60'}6 Hi sample. At hiF,her temperatures a further line, 

characterjstic of 100~ Bi, appeared which displaced the apparent 

line centre ~iving an apparent increase in the Knivht shif't with 

increasing temperature. Thus, inhomogeneity of composition 

accounts for the reported temperature coefficient and probably 

also for the sharp change in the concentration dependence of the 

shif't. 

It can be said 

definitely that the Knight 

shifts of 207 pb and 20 9Bi 

show no dramatic changes 

around the 60% Bi region; 

there is no correlation 

between the measured shift 

and the change in local 

order reported by Sharrah 

et al •. Since there is 

now no known physical 

property which reflects 

any sudden change in local 

order, it is tempting to 

suggest that the 

'T ~T ~oo 
m 

T».,. ~oo 
rn 

k= h~G k= i·e.9 

I :f\... I I 
Y 

F'Lgu.ie G.S 
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interpretation of the X-rAY data ~ivpn hy Sharrah i~ mistaken, 

and that the coordination number chanr,-es smoothly across thp 

system. Ilow('ver, it is interes tinr: to no te tha t a 5 i ml 1 Rr 

nep,'ative result has been found by Host (private communication) 

for the liquid Au-Sn system (which h~s been renorted(4) to show 

'structure' in the liquid around the AuSn intermetallic 

composition); no anomalies in the concentration dependence of 

the 119Sn KniF,ht shift were observed. Since the interpretation 

of the X-ray data is less ambiguous in this case, it may be that 

KniFht shifts are not as sensitive to local order as had been 

suggested by earlier work. 

6.04 Discussion of the linewidth 

This discussion begins with the Korringa relation. 

Contributions to the Knight shift and relaxation time other than 

the hyperfine contact interaction are discussed with reference 

to bismuth. In particular, quadrupolar relaxation i~ discussed 

for pure metals and finally, a F,'eneral discussion of relax,3.tion 

in liquid alloys is given with reference to the Pb - Bi observations. 

6.04.1 The Korringa relation The Korringa relation in 

liquid metals has been discussed fully in section 1.04.2 part (ii) 

the relation was written(lJ) 

= 

and Pines(14) and Silverstein(15) have shown thatJt(~) is a 

function of a dimensionless parameter r . 
s 

This parameter 

describes the mean separation of electrons and is rip.fined by 

4 ~ (ao r s ) 3 /3 = l/n wi th a O the Bohr radius and n the number 
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of electrons per unit volume. Silverstein considered the effects 

of the electron-electron interactions in li€fuid alkali metals 

only and for these he findsJt(~) ~ 0.75. Rossini(10)has used 

the same scheme to discuss the relaxation rates (liT1) he observed 

in a series of polyvalent liquid metals. For gallium, rubidium. 

antimony, and indium he was able to fit his experimental results 

using the same value of j[ (0<) • In view of this agreement it 

would seem reaRonable to postulate that K(od ,-...J 0.75 quite 

ffenerally for liquid metals. As will be seen, however, this 

is not the case for pure bismuth if the observed linewidth is 

taken as a measure of (liT 1 )5. Using eqn. 6.1, the expected 

width can be calculated as a function of fi: (0<) (usinf': the measured 

Kni~ht shift to represent K ) s 

.6B = 3.8 x.f\:(o<.) (Xl0- 4 tesla) at 780 K . It was 

seen in fig. 6.7 that at 780 K the linewidth is 5.9 ( !O. 1 ) x 

tesla. There is thus a clear discrepancy sincefl(~) cannot 

exceed unity. 

There are two possible explanations: firs tly, the 

10- 4 

measured linewidth may not be purely that due to spin-lattice 

relaxation caused by the contact interaction and secondly, the 

measured Knight shift may be smaller than K due to the presence s 

of an additional (negative) contribution. In fact, as is shown 

presently, it is believed that the full explanation involves both 

these effects. In the first place it will be shown that there 

is an additional relaxation mechanism that is important at lower 

temperatures and is quadrupolar in nature. In the second case, 

it is concluded, using a value .f\:(o() "V 0.75, that 'other' 

contributions to the Knight shift amount to approximately -0.33 Ks' 

and that these 'other' contributions are important at all 
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temperatures. 

How does this 'other' !2.~~t:ive contrihution ari.<;;p ') 

R .. ( 1 (; ) • 1 t . h . 
OS~Jn1. . ha~ (Jea Wlt thlS prohlpm for hismuth 50 let jr 

Sll~~ice here to say that there are two, inseparahle, possihilities. 

(i) There can arise an orbital contribution to the ~hift that 

may be written(17) as 

K ...... 2;( b (l/r·'3).n or . 

where X b is the orbital susceptihility, <1/r1) is the avpraf~€, or . 

value of l/r> f'or an atom anrlOis the atomic volume. (ii) There 

iA also the possibility o~ a contribution from core polarisation( I~ 

Tn the caRe of bismuth both e~~ects may be expected to contribute, 

hut evaluation of their magnitudes has not yet been accomplished. 

(For a number of light metals, calculations(18) have heen made 

to determine the Kniv,ht shift contribution from core polarisation 

and the ma~nitude is approximately 0.1 K , see Chapter 4 ror 
s 

f'urther details.) Both these contributions may he temperature 

dependent, but because the temperature coefficient 0f the observpd 

shi~t is so small the effect of temperature is here n.·'.:.lected. 

As has been shown by Rossini ~or bismuth, neither of these intpr-

actions contributes importantly to the relaxation rate; ~or a 

Knight shift contribution from core polarisation of 30% K , the s 

additional relaxation rate is only 4% Tl s' and this is quite 

negligible for this discussion. Using the experimentally 

observed width at 780K, where there is reason to suppose (see 

section 6.04.2) that quadrupolar relaxation is also small so 

that the width is almost entirely due to (1/T 1)s' eqn. 6.1 yields 

Ks - 2.0% and hence Kother'" -0.67"/0. 

It must be emphasised that the above considerations 

only apply quantitatively when no quadrupolar contribution exists 
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and when.fL(o() = 0.75. Should quadrupolar relaxation he 

important orft(~) be more nearly unity the estimate of )K I 
other 

would be too big. There has been a recent prediction, as yet 

unconfirmed by experiment, that .f\:(<x) may indeed be more nearly 

unity at hiF,h temperatures for heavy metals, due to 'motional' 

reduction of the exchange interaction by rapid spin-flip scatter

ing of the conduction electrons(1 9 ); however, even if this 

suggestion is subAeOl1ently confirmed the discussion in the 

following sections will not be invalidated. 

6.04.2 Q.l1adrupolar relaxation It is proposed to continue 

the discussion of the 209Bi linewidth by looking in detail at 

the temperature dependence. This has been replotted for 1 OO'}£ Ri 

in fig. 6.9. At low temperatures there is a distinct flattening 

and even a hint of a minimum. The linewidth tends asymptotically 

to a proportionality with absolute temperature as required by a 

modified Korringa prediction (usingfl(~) = 0.75 and allowing 

for K th ). The difference between experiment and the Korringa o er 

prediction is plotted as ~B and is seen to decrease rapidly with 
q 

increasing temperature. The direct T1 measurements of Rossini on 

bismuth were not sufficiently accurate to show up this effect 

unambiguously, althoueh there is a hint of such an extra 

contribution to the relaxation rate. 

The most likely source of this extra width is an 

electric quadrupole interaction. A nuclear spin I > t having 

an electric quadrupole moment Q, can relax by interaction with 

the fluctuating electric field gradient q, produced by the 

diffUSive motion of surrounding atoms. A simple computation 

shows that when nuclei have a substantial electric <"juadrupole 
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moment the relaxation rate produced by the fluctuations of the 

dipole-dipole interactjon is likely to be two orders of magnitude 

smaller than the quadrupolar induced rate. Similarly. thp 

relaxation rate produced by the pseudo-dipolar interaction is 

small. Normallv in liquids the frequencies of fluctuations of 

this type extend up to about 10 12 H z so that for nuclear spin 

precession frequencies of the order of 107 H z , one is clearly in 

the extreme narrowing regime. 

rate is given (Abragam(20» by 

For this cas~ the relaxation 

= ~ 2T + 3 {~b12 J(O) 
80 J2 (21-1 ) J 6.2 

where J(~) is the spectral density of the fluctuations of field 

gradient defined by 

J( ") SGO-iW"r·( ). ""' = e ~ 'l' d~ 
-00 

6.3 

tdt") = F(t-t) F{t) 6.4 

and here F(t) is a function of the second derivatives of the 

potential at the nucleus evaluated at time t. When g ("t) is 

evaluated in the normal correlation time approximation, 

the relaxation rate becomes 

2 
= ~ 21 + 3 {e~q} 't' c 

40 1 2 (21_1) n 

For spins I>t in non-metallic liquids 

relaxation has been known for some time(21) to be 

mechanism. In the cases where {eQq/h} was known 

reasonable values for the correlation time, ~ • c 

quadrupolar 

the dominant 

eqn. 6.6 gave 

For liquid 
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metals little work had been published up to 1967. At this time 

three groups published calculations of the quadrupolar rel:lx~tion 

rates in a number of liquid metals. 

Usin~ eqn. 6.6 Rossini et al~22) discusserl Tl results 

in liquid indium. They divided q, the electric field gradient, 

into a part (qi) due to ions and a part (qe) due to the effect 

of these ions on the conduction electrons. Considering liquid 

indium as a vibrating body-centred-cubic arrangement, they 

obtained an expression for the r.m.s. field gradient produced 

by deviations of r, 8 and ~ from the cubic values. Using the 

idea of the outer p-electrons as providing directional bonds an 

expression for qe was obtained, the value being large compared 

with that of qi. The correlation time was derived from 

diffusion data in terms of an r.m.s. jump distance. The value 

of the jump distance required to make the result (eqn. 6.6) agree 

with experiment was found to be a reasonable fit to that deduced 

from the width of the first peak in the radial distribution 

function. 

Borsa and Rigamonti(2J) subsequently calculated 

quadrupolar relaxation rates on a model of diffusing screened 

ionic charges. They assumed that an ionic effective point 

charge Ze produced a screened coulombic potential 

VCr) Ze = r exp(-~ r} 

where the screening constant ~ is related to the free electron s 

density of states 

eqn. 6.2 and 6.5, 

2 per unit volume by ~ s 

with a Sternheimer(24) 

Usinr,-

ionic antishielding 

factor r~ (see Appendix Ill), an expression 
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e 4 
Q 

2 NZ 2 ( 1 _ b' ... ) 2 

't12 
Dd 

f(o( d) 
s 

6.8 

was obtained. Here D is the diffusion coefficient, d the 

closest distance of approach, N is the ionic number density anrl 

f{x) = 

The essential difference between this treatment and that of 

Hossin; et al. is th:::t.t here q is assllmf'd to arise solely from 

charf','es enttrely external to the ion in qupstion, whereas thf' 

other model attributes the gradient largely to the conduction 

electrons in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus concerned. 

Perhaps the uncertainty inherent in these calclll~tions is shown 

hy the fact that both of the formulations f,'ave values of relaxation 

rates of the right order of magnitude to explain the experimental 

results available at the time. 

The third contribution to the theory of quadrupolar 

relaxation rates in liquid metals was more fundamental. 

the screened interatomic potential of amplitude A, 

cos(2kFr) 
VCr) = A 

ShOll(25) . found the approximate result 

where 

fer) 

and 

= 

1'r 

75 

2I + 3 

I 2 (2I-l) 

Using 

6.9 

6.10 

6.11 
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G(r) = 6. 12 

with g(r) the ranial diRtribution funct;on. Sholl llRPci ap 

a] mORt-nelltral-a tom antishielding factor (1 - (f .&-.f ) which he 
e..1 • 

evaluated by fi tting his calculated field g-radi0nt q = Aqo (1 - ~ ..-+' ) 
8.1..1. • 

to the measured quacirupole coupling constnnt ill the solid metal 

(for the particular cases of indium anci galljum). 

The three approaches are basically very simjlar. 

Sholl is the most fundamental, but it involves evaluation of' 

some very complicated inteF,rals. His treatment of the electronic 

contribution to the electric field gradient is to include its 

effect in a modified antishielding factor whilst ROBsini approaches 

the same problem by considering separately directional covalent 

bonding. Borsa(26) maintains that his expression 6.8, can be 

shown to be analogous to Sholl's formalism, but he neglected to 

account for any local electronic contribution to the electric 

field gradient. 

6.04.J Results for pure bidmuth Whatever theory haR 

heen developed to discuss quactrupolar relaxation in liquid metals 

the relaxation rate is always shown to be proportional to (l/D), 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Although there are other 

temperature dependent terms in the expressions it is from D that 

the major temperature dependence arises. There is much discussion 

at the present time about the exact form of the temperature 

dependence of D (for details see Nachtrieb(27 » but for the 

purposes of this discussion an Arrhenius form will be assumed. 

This form, D = DOexp(-Q/RT), has been shown to describe the 

experimental diffusion data for nearly all pure liquid metals, 

with Q ~ JRT , by Saxton and Sherby(28). It is thus reasonable 
m 
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to expect 

exp(JT IT) m 6. 1 J 

or In [( 1 IT, ) qJ = JT IT 
ID 

+ constant 6. 111 

i.e. a r:raph of In [( liT, )q] or In[~Bq] versus liT should be 

a straiF,ht line wi th erarlient 'V JT . 
m Fir,-ure 6.10 shows a semi-

logarithmic plot of ~B af,"ainst '/T. q A strai~ht line will 

indeed fit the data but the experimental uncertainty is so larr:e 

that the only conclusion one can draw is that in the temperature 

range investigated 

In (6 B ) oC C T IT 
q m 

where the constant C lies between J and 4.5. Thus one can say 

that the temperature dependence of (l/T,)q agrees with that 

predicted by eqn. 6.14, but is no real test of its validity. 

It is tempting to check the applicability of the three 

approaches by calculating the magnitude of the relaxh0ibn rate 

expected in pure liquid bismuth. However this exercise is not 

very profitable in view of the larRe uncertainties in several of 

the quantities involved. Nevertheless Borsa(2J) has attempted 

to evaluate (1/T1)q from eqn. 6.8 using an antishielding factor 

of ,.,., 1 00, a distance of closest approach of 0.24 nm (determined 

from Sharrah et al.) and a diffusion coefficient from the 

literature (GearZynSky(29). He obtained a value 17.2 x 10) -1 s 

at 578 K, with an uncertainty which was not stated but may be as 

high as a factor of 3 in either direction. 

to an extra linewidth of 4.4 x 10-4 tesla. 

value,6B , at 578K is 0.25 x 10-4 tesla. 
q 

This is equivalent 

The observed extra 

Allowance for any 

electronic effects by introduction of a modified (1 - ~_) increases 

the discrepancy. 
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It is apparent 

then, that the linewidth results obtained in pure bismuth can 

be explained on the basis of two contribution!";. 

(i) Spin-latt.ir:e relaxation throllE;h the contrlct interRction. 

I~valuation of this term via the KorrinFa relatjon js complicat~rl. 

in this case, by the effect of 'other' Kni~ht shift contributions. 

The data sug~est that these 'other' contributions have a 

mar,nitude of ~ -O.3JKs. 

(ii) Spin-lattice relaxation throll~h a quadrupolar inter~cti.on. 

This is only appreciable at lower temperatures and its observation 

was only possible because measurements could be made in the sllper-
I 

cooled region. The tp.mperature dependence of the quadruno]nr 

rate is in qualitative agreement with that predicted theoretically 

on the basis of diffusinr,- ions. Its absolute ma~nitudp is far 

smaller than is predicted by eqn. 6.8; the intrinsically more 

satisfactory theory of Sholl has not been tested in this respect 

for bismuth but for indium and gallium it gives results within 

a factor of 2 or 3 of those observed. 

6.04.5 Relaxation in liquid alloys Before discussinF, 

more fully the results obtained for the 209Bi linewidth in the 

Pb-Ri sYRtem, it is proposed to detail the basic assumptions that 

will be made, and have been made in the above discussion of pure 

bismuth. 

The whole of the discussion rests on the validity of' 

the Korringa relation. As discussed earlier, the validity of 

this relation has been proven many times over for pure liquid 

metals. In an alloy system, however, the problem is more 

difficult. What is needed is a set of data where the measured 
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Knight shift is known to be the s-state contact contribution 

only (suggesting light elements), and where the measured 

relaxa tion time is the contact part only (non-quadrupoJ ar nne 1 pi ) • 

Such mea~H1rements are not at present aVrd lable. Perhaps thpn 

it would suffice to look at linewidths instead of relaxation 

rates, a~ we have done in pure bismuth. This incorporates a 

second assumption, the equality of Tl and T
2

• 

All theories of relaxation show that in the liCJuid 

phase T2 = T 1 , yet up till 1965 the experimental results on 

liquid sodium showed that the ratio T
1
/T

2
>1. This discrenancy 

was eliminated by Hanabusa(30
) who showed that in molten sodium, 

T2 was very sensitive to 'solid surface' effects and therefore 

to the state of oxidation of the particles. By careful 

distillation and reduction using hydrogen gas he was able to 

get results for T1 and T2 that agreed within the experimental 

uncertainty. Such contamination problems are unlikely to be 

as severe for other metals as they are in the highly reactive 

alkalis and the assumption Tl = T2 is unchallenged in pure 

liquid metals. However, in molten sodium - thallium alloys 

(another highly reactive system) Hanabusa obtained small diffp.r~nce~ 

between T1 and T2 but with the quoted experimental uncertaintjes 

these differences are not considered to be indicative of a hreak-

down of Tl = T2 in alloys. 

Liquid sodium shows a very large change in the Knight 

shift on adding thallium. This change, via the Korringa relation 

2 in the simple form T1TK = constant, predicts a decrease in the 

relaxation rate upon addition of Tl but experimental values show 

a small increase occurs. Hanabusa(30 ) corrected his relaxation 
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rates for 'solid surface' effects and ~lladrupolar relaxation 

(assumed to be independent of concentration) but w~c; Ati 11 ;mahle 

to rit the experjmental data to the Korrinffa relation. He 

concluded, after considering many possible relaxation mechanisms, 

that the Korrinffa relation should be modified on alloyinf,' throllr-lt 

the terms 

= 6.15 

where c is the atomic concentration of solute, and f is a conRtant 

rlepending- on the alloy system, which for Na - Tl' alloys is 3.7. 

Thus Hanabusa maintains that he has experimental evidence for 

a modification of the KorrinF,a relation in alloys. This is 

indeed likely, because .fr(0l) must be' expected to depend on solute 

concentration since, in general, this will chanee the electron 

densi ty and hence the strength of the electron - electron inter-

actions. 

There is, however, another possibility here that would 

not exist were I = t for 23Na - the possibility of an increased 

quadrupolar rate on alloying. Hanabusa dismissed this possibility 

summarily but it is apparent that his Na - 16% Tl sample shows a 

definite minimum in the relaxation rate as a function of 

temperature. This sur:gests that the quadrupolar relaxation 

rate has increased on alloying, but without more detailed 

observations across the whole of the concentration range it is 

difficult to draw any firm conclusions. Another consideration 

suggesting that the quadrupolar explanation is more likely is 

that in the system In - Ga which has been investigated across the 

whole concentration range the 115In resonance shows a different 

width variation from the 69Ga . It will be shown later that 
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this difference is readily explicable on the basis of enhanced 

quadrupolar relaxation in alloys. 

From this hrief discussjon of the situation we are 

forced to two conclusions. 

The assumption Tl = T2 is valid in pure liquid metals 

and in li~uid alloys. 
') 

(ii) There is doubt as to whether T 1TK'- is independent of 

concentration in liquid alloys and it seemR intuitively sensible 

to expectJt{«) to be modified somewhat on alloying. 

The position at the time of writinR' is such that without 

clarification by further experiment, a discussion of relaxation 

2 rates in liquid alloys can only proceed by assuming that T1TK = 
constant. This is implicit in all the following discussion. 

6.04.6 209Ri linewidths in liquid alloys - Identification 

of guadrupolar component There are a number of 

reports of relaxation rates in liquid alloy systems where 

quadrupolar relaxation is possible. The results of these are 

summarised in fig. 6.11. This is not intended to contain all 

the linewidth (and relaxation rate) data but it does contain thA 

results of the more reliable and complete investigations. In 

this figure, all the data have been converted (where necessary) 

to linewidths and the Korringa prediction is shown dotted. 

Too much importance should not be attached to the absolute 

magnitudes because in most cases the results have been taken 

from published figures; however the trends in the variations 

have been retained. It is perhaps worth noting that the effects 

shown for Na and Ga would not be detectable using wide-line 

continuous wave n.m.r. because they represent such small chan~es 
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to small linewidths. 

Tn the Pb - Ri system the 209Ri linewidth shows a 

definite maximum at approximately 50% Ri. Firrure 6.12 shows 

the 209 Ri width as a function of concentrqtion to~eth~r with 

the KorrioFa prediction. The difference between the KorrinF,a 

value (calculated on the basis of the measured KniF,ht shift 

chanp;e) and the observed value is plotted as ~ 11 in the same 
q 

figure. This contribution Roes thrOl1f,'h ~ sharp mi"lxirnum i"lt 1)0';." 

The-CH' rel'JlJlts ar~ flurprisinp,-ly l'Jimilar to thosE" of' Sty.10s(1) in 

(26) 11) 
the In - ILL systf'!m, and to those of Llorsa on the In 

resonance in the In - Ga sys tern. (The In - Hr,- sys tern behaves 

atypically as it does in many other respects.) Thus there is 

somethinp; rather striking to explain in these alloy Rvstpms. 

In 1'1 (':. 
• ;.tOt) 6.13 the temperature dcpnndpflcc of the III 

width for Ph - 60'fo Hi is shown, ar,-ain wi th the Korrinrra predictioll 

= () • 16 

and the difference, ~B q • Following an arp,-ulPent similar to that 

employed for pure bismuth In(AR ) has been plotted in fip;. 6.14 
q 

against reCiprocal temperature. The result is a surprisingly 

good straight line with gradient 2.3 T , and it is maintained 
m 

that this is very strong evidence for the suggestion that the 

increased width on alloying is due to an increased effectiveness 

of quadrupo1ar relaxation. There seems little doubt that the 

results obtained in this alloy conform to eqn. 6.14 and therefore 

to quadrupo1ar relaxation induced by ionic diffusion i.e. fig. 6.12 

indicates that by alloying Ei with Pb the quadrupolar relaxation 

rate has been increased by approximately an order of magnitude. 

It was found that such a good straight line could not be obtained 
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if the Korringa equality (eqn. 6.16) was not assumed; even a 

10% change in the Korringa product between metal and alloy W~lllrt 

produce a sip;ni:ficant deviation from lin~arity. 

If' the observed effect is indeed due to an enhanced 

quadrupolar rate it would be expected to occur for all quadrupolar 

nuclei in all liquid alloys. It would, of' course, occur to 

differing extents becrulse of' the basic differences in the strenpth 

of the interaction for di:fferent nuclei in di:fferent environments. 

In particular the interaction depends on the nuclear spin and 

quadrupole moment and on the Sternheimer antishielding factor 

(as well as on the diffusion coefficient and the radial distribu-

tion function). On the basis of eqn. 6.6, Table 6.1 has been 

constructed to show the relative magnitudes of the quadrupolar 

relaxation rates nredicted for nuclei in a common environment. 

It is interesting to compare these predictions with the experi-

mental 'extra' widths ~B plotted in fig. 6.15. 
q 

Firstly 209Bi, as predicted, shows a larger ef'fect 

than 115In in In - Ri, and 115In shows a 1areer effect than 69Ga 

in In - Ga. The I observed' ~B are difficult to assess accurately 
q 

but they certainly do not disagree with the predicted ra~ios 4 : 1 

for Ri I In and 4 : 1 for In : Ga. Of course these ratios could 

be affected if the liquid alloys are not ideally substitutional, 

when dif:ferences in partial structure factors could affect di:fferent 

nuclei in different ways. It does not appear to be necessary 

to call on any drastic effect of this sort to explain the 

observations. 

Secondly, it would seem from the comparison of 209Bi 

widths in Pb - Ri and in In - Bi at closely similar temperatures, 



Nucleus 

20 98i 

115In 

69Ga 

2)Na 

(a) 

(b) 

I (~ ( ;:t ) (1 _); • .J(h) 2J +-2_ e 2Q 2 ( 1 _ 11'.0) 2 e 
I 2 (21_1) 

9/2 -0.4 80(±20)(c) 80 

9/2 0.8 20(±5) 20 

3/2 0.2) 8(±2) 4.5 

)/2 O. 1 4.5(!0.5) 0.) 

Varian Associates, n.m.r. Table, 5th Edition. 

Taken from a survey of the literature. The 

uncertainties are the mean deviation from the mean 

of the available theoretical estimates, references 

to which are contained in Appendix Ill. 

(c) For details of the method used to estimate too for 

Bi see Appendix Ill. 
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that solute-solvent valence difference is an import~nt factor 

in the increase of the field F,radient wi th incre~sp of 5011111' 

~oncentrfltj on. Thi~ c(lncllJ~ion ApP p i1.r'" to h~ supported hv tI"" 

measurements of' Moulson(J1) on the Sh - Hi svstem, wllf're thprf.' ie; 

no valence diff'erpnce, and within an uncertainty of "" O.H x 10-'1 

tesla no maximum in the linewidth; however these measllrements 

were made at 800 K where the effect would in any case be smaller. 

The presence of a maximum in Ga - In shows clearly that valence 

difference is not the only factor, but a really meanin~~ll 

i f th b d 115I . dth . , compar son 0 e 0 serve n W1 S l.n era - In and in Ri - Tn 

is prevented by the wide difference between the temperatures used. 

It is, therefore, maintained that the aF,reement between exppriment 

and the relative magnitudes predicted on the basis of quarlrupolar 

effects is stronff additional evidence that the increased widtll 

is indeed due to an enhanced quadrupolar rate, 

6.04.7 209Ri linewidths in liquid alloys - Origin of the 

enhanced quadrupolar component It has been 

pointed out in the last section that valence differences cannot 

be the source of the whole of the linewidth increase in these 

alloy systems. Other possible sources of the increase are now 

examined. 

StYles(1) suggested that the maximum in the 209ni 

width at In- 50% Bi was due to an enhanced quadrupolar interaction 

caused by preferential bonding between unlike atoms with a life-

time of an InBi grouping of about lfs - a relic of the solid 
un.Li.ke l'1 

intermetallic compound. Such a suggestion is untenanle in 

general since, in the Pb - Bi system for instance, no intermetallic 

compounds exist in the solid phase. Moreover the fact that the 

tempera ture dependence in In - 50% Bi gave an ac ti va tion enern 
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of ,....;1.8Tm (shown dottp<i in fiF.. 0.14). r'1ther than 2.JT
m 

may have been a result of the uncert~inty in the modulation 

correction used. Thus it is possihle evpn in this c~se that a 

normal diffusion activated process without any preferential 

hon~inR may be adequate to explain the observations; the 

posRible existpJ1ce of' such hondinr.- will not be consj d~rpd fllrt.her. 

Another possibility, tentatively sUf,'f,'ested hy Horsa (26) 

for In - Ga, is that the diffusion coef'f'icient could paf'S throup:h 

a minimum half way across the concentration ranr.-e • There seems 

no reason to snnpose eitllP-r that this would occur r.onsistently 

in all three systems discussed, or that the required order or 

map:nitude change in n is to be expected. Moreover, althour.-h 

no diffusion measurements are available, ArPi(8) haR 

the visco!'i i ty coef'Ii cien t 7 for the Ph - Ri sys tern and this shows 

an almost monotonic increase from Ri to Pb. Since 0 is inversely 

proportional to 7 (see for instance Saxton and Sherhy(28)), this 

trenrl is far too !'ima1l in maf,'nitude, And has the wron~ concentrat-

ion dependence, to explain the observations. This possibility 

will also be discarded, thereforp. 

It is clear, then, that attention must be concentrated 

2 on the factor q • In principle it is possible to extend the 

theory o:f Sholl to alloys by including partial structure factors. 

This would produce an extremely involved expression and in 

addition care would be nece!'isary to ensure that the ensemhle 

averaf':'inf':' was done at the correct staf':'p of the computation. 

This latter point has been misserl by Ronera et al!2h); in extend-

inR their expression 6.8 to alloys they merely added the separate 

2 contributions to q Each of these contains an ensemble average, 
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ana in essence therefore they assumeri th~t 
? 

C'! 1 
') 

+ n?)'~ 

In order to riiSCllSS the possible effect of' a110yinp,- upon the 

mean square field grarlient a very crude moriel will thus be u~p(l. 

lly this means it is possih1e to show simfl1y, why an enhanCCIJH-'llt 

of' the quadrupolar rate mip,-ht be expected in alloys with a 

maximum at ahout 50~. Tt will he assllm0rl that the only jlllPortant 

contrihution to the mean square field ~rarlient comes from near0st 

neighhours and that the ions other than nearest neiF,hhours have 

the same effect in the alloy as they do in the pure lirl1l"i cl nle ta] . 

I"or simplici ty a model wi th twelve nearest neip;hhourc; wiJ 1 bp 

assumed (this is reasonable for most liquid metals, but is perhaps 

not so f,'ood for bismuth) the nei~hbours twing arranf~ed on an 

-r.c.c. lattice. These ions (represented by point charp;ps) 

vibrate and diffuse causing an electric field gradient, f1uctuatjn~ 

about zero, at the central nucleus. It is the non-zero mean 

square value of this field gradient that causes the Cjuadrupole 

relaxation in pure liquid metals. If one of the surrounding 

point charges Z, is replaced by a different charee Z", tJl''m in 

addition to the fluctuations already disrll~sed there will be a 

further field gradient due to just a single charge (Z - Z') in 

one of the nearest neighbour positions. Similarly if more 

impurities are considered, different field p;radients are possible. 

Figure 6.1b shows schematical1y the situation for a random 

substitutiona1 model. 

This fi~lre represents a series of ranrtom pulses of 

heights determined by the number or impurities in the nearest 

neighbour positions, and length determined by the time an impurity 

Rpends in the nearest neir,-hbour position. FollowinR an early 
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discussion of dif'fllsinp,- vacancies (Blopmbergen(3 2 ), the probability 

of' one impurity heinp, in a nearest neiphhour position is c:lenoted 

J> l' of two impllri ties is denoted P2 .•.•.•.. • The correspondinr,

:field (r,radients are Ql' q2··· ..... where Q2' for instance, can take 

a series of values depending on the relative positions of' the 

two impurity atoms. Ner:lecting the small :fluctuations dlle to 

the motions of' like ion!"! the correlatjon function i~ r:iven by 

12 

F(t) F(t - 't") = {L P i [q i ] 2 J ex p ( - 't'/ 1;' c ) 

i=O 

and the quadrupolar rate by, 

:3 21 + 'J 

40 r 2 (2T_1) 

P. 
:t 

6.17 

In fact only terms i = 1 -.11 contribute to thp Sl1l"1fl1Ation hecause 

in this approximation no field gradient is produced by a nearest 

neighbour shell completely filled with either host or impurity. 

The evaluation of the field gradient from a distribution of 

charges randomly pla'ced on f.c.c. lattice is not a trivial 
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problem. The field grRdi~nt produced is R J hy 3 tensor with 

in ~pneral 5 ind~pendent coeffjcients. The tensor must be 

dja~onRlised to ~ive the field ~radient components ~10n~ th~ 

principal axe~ of the ~y~tpm, and all thrpp dia~nna] ~]pmpnts 

entpr into the ~ffective field gradient 

= 

where 7 is the asymmetry parameter difined by Vx x' - v , . __ .Y.L . 

V 7. Z' 

This has been nef,'lected in all the forep;oinf,' beCallSf' in /"PTlPn'tJ 

7 «1 (typically 0.05 for nallillm(25 ». A full pvallJ;)tion nf 

the field f,'radipnt would be a very complicated problem, not 

warranted by the crudeness of the model. As an approximation, 

the (100) direction has been taken to b~ a principal axis and 

the summation (for all possible configurations of impurity ions 

in near neiF,hbour positions) gives 

1 1 

where x : c, the concentration of' impuri ties, y - 1 - c and the 

constants 

Al = All = 6 

A2 = A10 = 84 
"-

A
J = A9 = 270 

A4 = A8 = 560 

A5 = A7 = 1380 

and A6 = 840. I.f the quantity inside the square bracket of' 

eqn. 6.19 is evaluated then the curve of f'ig. 6.17 is obtained 

i.e. this crude model succeeds in predicting a maximum at c = 0.5. 



Th~ shape 

of' th,.. curve rloes not 

RPrep quantitatively 

with the observed 

df'pendence and the 

predicted proportion-

nlity of' the ppak 
0·8 

O-G 
i~ not complet~ly 

0·4 
borne out in practice 

either. However it 

is easy to see how 

A B 
the model could be o-e 0-4 O·G 0·6 

extended so as to 

yield a maximum even 

when host and impurity ions carry the same charge; account could 

be taken of an ionic size difrerence, and hence of a difference 

in distance of nearest approach (the lattice points bein~ effect

ively displaced inwards or outwards when occupied by an impurity). 

The calculation carries throu~h in a completely analogous fashion, 

so that the occurrence of the maximum is independent of the 

particular feature by which the two types of ion differ. 

6.04.8 Conclusions It has been shown for pure bismuth 

that there is a temperature dependent quadrupolar contribution to 

the linewidth. The variation of this 'extra' width with temp-

orature follow~ a relation. 

where C ~ :l. 

ClC exp (-C T IT) 
m 

6.20 

This type of temperature variation was shown to 



hp dllP. to A.n ionic djf'f'll~jon activatfHi process. Previous 

experimenterR }lad attrihuted such 'extra' widths to a l111arirllpnlA.T' 

mecllanism hut the experimental data left douht a.s to the ortr:in 

of the eff'ect. C]~rk(31) mainta.in~ that in li~uirl indium, 

antimony A.nd lnSh the '~xtra' relaxation rate (i.e. width) could 

he proport i.on<1.1 to thp a bsolll te tpmpern t1Jrf> "'Tld expJ a i nq thi q in 

terms of scatterin~ of' the conduction electrons on the Fermi 

surface. Such effects had heen considered by Mitchell(J4) for 

flloch electrons, and did proriuce a small 1l11;:trirllf"olar rate 

pronortional to temperature. From the temperature dependence 

in pure bismuth it is deduced that Fprmi surface scatterinF, is 

not an important mechanism. 

The temperature dependence of the 'extra' width in 

liquid alloys ha"! also been shown to decrease with increasinp, 

temperature as described by eqn. 6.20 with C = 2.3, and the p,ood 

straip,ht line obtained sUF.F,esteri that any modification of the 

Korrin~a relation on alloying was not p,reater than 10% for the 

liquid Pb - Bi system. 

Further, the 'peaking' of the 209Bi linewidth about 

50% was discussed in terms of a crude diffusin~ impurity ion 

model which gave qualitative agreement with the observations. 

Tho relAtive map,nitudes of' this ef'f'ect in a series of' liquid 

alloys was shown to be in accord with that expected f'or a 

quadrupolar interation. 

In order to substantiate these conclusions on the 

alloy linewidths, further experimental results are required. 

An interesting possible experiment is a complete systematic 

investir:ation of the Cd - Sn, In - Sn and Sb - Sn systems. In 
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the first system both nuclei have I = t and would be expected 

to show no maximum And follow, rouphly, the Korringa prediction. 

The second system should plve a maxinmm "for the 115 Tn nl1r.lf'uR 

.... . f tL 119, nn" no rn:1.X1mUITI or lIe . ~n. The final system is perhaps ttle 

most attractive possibility because the existence of the isotoPP5 

121fib and 12JSb should allow accurate separation of the qua<lru-

polar relaxation rates, and, in addition, a larF,e interaction 

would he expecterl. With the availahility o~ these data a more 

detailed and complete understanding of' relaxation processes in 

liquid alloys is anticipated. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

SYNOPSIS 

The experimental and theoretical situation in liquid 

metal physics 'It the berrinnine of' this work was discussed in 

Chapter 1. It was shown that the free-electron theory seemed 

adequate f'or a discussion of most electronic properties of liquid 

metals and that changes in these properties on freezing indicated 

a departure f'rom free-electron ideas. The Knight shi:ft data 

appeared to contradict information derived from other electronic 

properties althouGh some suggestions had been made to explain 

the discrepancy. In addition the variation of the Knight shift 

with temperature and with alloying had in general been treated 

from, on the one hand, the Faber pseudopotential approach and, 

on the otller hand, the Friedel scattering theory. It was hoped 

that the work involved in the thesis might cast some light on the 

general position of the Knight shift in liquid metal physics and 

enable a consistent approach to be used ill discussing shifts in 

alloys. 

We have seen that the absolute value of K in a metal 

(solid or liquid) can be calculated to a good approximation on 

the basis of' a zero-order pseudopotential technique. The 

expression given by Holland has been extended to take account 

of non-constancy of the assumed pseudowavefunction over an ion 

core and in general excellent agreement with experiment obtained. 

This calculation is based on a single O.P.W. and a free-electron 

situation. We note that Holland has shown that, for the 
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evaluation of the electron density at a nuclear site, using 

linear combinations of O.l'.W.'s the expression for P
F 

reduces 

to that obtained f'or a single V.P.W. The approach is thus 

general and this .fact sug[;ests that P
F 

will not be sensitive to 

band structure eff'ects and theref'ore will be constant with 

temperature. The extension of his scheme to take account of 

non-constancy does introduce some temperature dependence hut we 

have' seen that this is a very small e.ff'ect. We have, then, an 

explanation of' why the Knight shift is constant with temperature 

i'or many metals. In addition, the calculation suggests that 

any larGe observed cllan~es in K with temperatu~e are due to 

chanGes in ~p rather than in the factor PF • Of course, the 

situation is not quite as simple as this sugGests because relativ

istic core i'unctions are not generally available (and we have 

shown that they are necessary for heavier elements) and core

polarisation and orbital contributions to the observed shift 

cause difficulties. However, in general the Knight shift is 

better understood than seemed the case at the beGinning of the work. 

Perhaps the only notable exception to the aGreement 

between the calculated value of K and the observed value is that 

of mercury. We can take refur,-e here in the fact that Hr,- show:'J 

a number of anomalous properties and has b~~en the subject of much 

discussion in the literature. In General the prof'fered explan-

ation of' the stranr,-e properties of' lIe- has been a low density of 

states at the Fermi surface. From the results of' Chapter 4 it 

soems that tIle real explanation is more complicated than this for 

if;o{EF ) were considerably below the free-electron value a much 

larr,-er discrepancy between the calculated value of' K and the 

observed value would occur. In this context it seems that the 
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J\night shift may well be interpreted as an indi ca t ion 01' lvllf'tllC'r 

X is free-electron like or not. 
p 

Certainly X should be sensitive 
p 

to any deviation :frolJl free-electron behaviour and the J:ni{'h t 

shi:ft ou~ht to be n. sensitive test. This presents a :furtller 

cOJilplica tion in tll0. discussion of alloys and in the pr(>sent \"(Jrl~ 

the l'ree-eleciron expression forX has heen assunlp.d to apply. 
p 

Durinr,- the course of this work the strange situation 

has arisen where the ahsolute value of K is determined by tIle 

term to zero-order in the pseudopotential whilst any change (\vi th 

temperature or alloying) is dominated by the term to l'irst-order 

in the pseudopotential. As far as temperature effects are 

concerned the first-order term has been directly shown to contain 

the dominantternperature dependence. The evidence in the case 

of alloyinC is less direct. For reasons discussed in Chapter 5 

(notably tlle uncertainty in U(K) and the lack of precise knowledge 

of the partial structure factors) the li'aber expression has not 

been used to evaluate tlle dependence of K on solute concentration. 

The coarser, though similar, method of li'riedel has been used and 

has eiven encouraging results if the somewhat empirical Flynn-tYl'e 

phase shifts are used. This method evaluates the 'screening' 

efl'ects just as does the Faber expression and therefore, indirectly, 

supports the sUITgestion that first-order effects dominate the 

concentration dependence of K. In essence, then, little really 

useful progress has been made when discussing alloying effects 

but we Can conclude that with improved energy dependent pseudo-

potentials and partial structure factors an explanation may be 

available. Nearly-free-electron ideas are adequate within the 

existing uncertainties, not the least of which is the variation 

of the core-polarisation Knight shift with alloyine. 
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1/ i th rer;arc1 to the particular Cilse of' lead, tlw advert t 

of' liquid alloy results has eliminated the discrepancies bpth"cf'n 

thpory and expcrluent {~iving a particularly illustriltivp 

<Iel'Jonstratiou of' thE' rolative simplicity or the liq1lid sLltf'. 

In cnll~iiderj II{~ i,cH'I tIll' d i1'ferences arose a (lUalitativc discussiofl 

III tc'rJII[., or ()v(~J'lapj)ln{: 1)<l.n<l5 was given, but no (!u;tnti taLiv(: work 

is possible> at thc moment. It is however possible to conclude 

that susceptibility effects are much more important in the solid 

than in the liquid and .far lIIore detailed investieation of solid 

solutions is necessary before an understanding wi~l be availahle. 

The investigation of the Pb - Bl system has cleared 

part of the situation and in addition has illustrated a certain 

lack of' definite knowledge. 

Korrinea relation in alloys; 

The latter point concerns the 

the conclusions of' Chapter 6 sUR~est 

avenues for f~rther research and an understandine of' how the 

Korrinea relation is modified on alloyinff must be obtained before 

really conclusive disCllssions of linewidths in alloys are possiblo. 

The first point above concerns the sensitivity of the l\nir;ht shirt 

to local order. It now seems that K is perhaps not as sensitive 

to the state of local order as was supposed at the beginning of 

this work. Certainly it is not sensitive to any changes in 

local order that may exist in the Pb - Bi system and in addi tion 

does not appear to be sensitive to local order in the noble 

metal-tin systems. 

We must conclude, therefore, that the detailed 

dependence of the Knight shift on solute concentration in binary 

liquid alloys is not fully understood at the present althoueh 

there are siens that an understanding may be available with 

improved 'input' functions. The situation in pure liquid metals 
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is far better understood. The Knir,-ht shift value and its 

temperature dependence has been explained and with the advent: 

of improved core functions, pseudopotentials and structure 

factors it seems likely that even better agreement with experi

mental results will be available. 



APPENDIX I 

The tables given are numbered ,so as to indicate the 

figures to which they refer. 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 

The temperature dependence of the Knight shift K 

and the line width H of 207pb in pure lead 

Conditions 

207pb 

Solid state 

BO = 1.4 tesla 

207pb 

Liquid state 

·Temp. (K) 

292 

.32.3 

362 

391 

433 

454 

487 

520 

546 

565 

558 

588 

62.3 

675 

722 

781 

IK/K (c,(,) 

o 

0.25 (:10 • 1
5

) 

0.75(:!0.1 5 ) 

0.7.3(:!0.l
S

) 

1.0S(:!0.l S ) 

1.24(:!0.1 6 ) 

1.49(:!0.09) 

1.66(!0.1
5

) 

2.01(=0.1 5 ) 

2.01(=0.1
5

) 

2 • .3
9

(=0.2
5

) 

2 • .30 (=0.1 0 ) 

1. 76 (±0.2
5

) 

1.6,3(=0.1 0 ) 

1 • .38 (=0.26 ) 

0.7 1 (=0.26 ) 

4 ABx10 (tesla) 

.3.95 (!0.1 0 ) 

4·.30 (±0.1
7

) 

4.44 (!-0.09) 

4.56(:0.1 2 ) 

5. 2
3

(!-0.2
9

) 

5. 0 0 (=0 • .30 ) 

5. 2 4(=0.24 ) 

5. 0 0 (!-0.2
3 ) 

4.76(=0.20 ) 

4.76(=0.1 4 ) 

4.9(=0 • .3) 

!).0(to.4) 

5.0(=0.7) 

4.5(:!0.5) 

5.6(!-0.5) 

5.0(=0 • .3) 



Table 3.3 

Relative change of the Knight shift with concentration 

of solute in Pb-Ag alloys 

Nucleus Conditions Co~cn. (At.%) tK/K(%) 
• 
207pb BO = 1.4 tesla 1 +0.08(tO.32 ) 

T = 625 K 2.5 +0.28(%0.32 ) 

T = 675 K 5 +0.41(±0.1 6 ) 

Table 3.4 

Relative change of the Knight shift with concentration 

of solute in Pb-Cd alloys 

Nucleus Conditions Concn • (At .«]b) t K/K(%) 

2 0 7pb DO = 1.4 tesla 5 -0.41 ( .:to. 10 ) 

T = 625 K 10 -0.65(%0.20 ) 

28 -0.74 (tO• 1S ) 

28 -5.3(.:1'.2) 

Table 3.5 

Relative change of the Knight shift with concentration 

of solute in Pb-h alloys 

Nucleus Conditions n. ( , ) Cone At.1Jb IK/K(%) 

20 7 pb BO = 1.4 tesla 5 +0.08(.:t0.32 ) 

T = 625 K 10 -0.14(.:t0 • 16 ) 

15 .0.14 (.:to. 16 ) 



Table 3.6 

Relative change of the Knight shift with the concentration 

of solute in Pb-Sb alloys 

Nucleus Con.ditions n. ( . ) Conc At. 'fa IK/K(%) 
----- - ...... _--_. 

207pb BO = 1.4 tesla 5 0.41(:!:0.1 4 ) 

T = 625 K 10 1.07(10 .30 ) 

17.5 1.4(:0.0
7

) 

K(%) 
121Sb 5 0.657(10.001) 

10 0.655(io.002) 

17.5 0.651(:0.001) 

Table 3.2 

Relative chanee of the Knight shift with the concentration 

of solute in Pb-Au alloys 

Nucleus Conditions Concn • (At.~~) 6'K/K(,%) 

207 
Pb DO = 1.4 tesla 5 O.74(!O.2~) 

:J 

T = 625 K 10 1·'5(±O.40) 

15 :2 • 140 ( :0 .. ~~) 

Table 3.8 

Helative change of the Knight shift lvlth the concentration 

of solute in Pb-He alloys 

Nucleus Conditions Concn • (At.~{,) 'K/K(%) 

20 7 pb BO = 1.4 tesla 5 -1.00 (±O.20 ) 

T = 62.5 K 10 -1.22 (:0.40 ) 

20 -4.30(~O.20) 



Table 3.9 

Helative chance o:f the I\nieht shi:ft 'vith the concentration 

of' solute in Ph-Tl alloys 

Nucleus Conditions n. ( . ) Cone AT.7o tK/K (';0) 

BO = 1 .4 tesla 5 -1 .24 (±C'. 16 ) 

T = 625 K 10 -2.h6(:!:O.2
5

) 

20 -4.SS(:!:o.40 ) 

Table 3.10 

RelativA change of the Knieht shi:ft with the concAntration 

of solute in Pb-Bi alloys 

Nucleus Conditions 

BO = 1.4 tesla 5 

10 

18 

2 0 9Bi 5 

10 

18 

1.0(±0.J) 

1.8(!0.3) 

J.2(~0.lS) 

-4. 3J
(±O.2J ) 

-h.4 1(±0.06) 

-4.5 S(±O.07) 



Table J.12 

The temperature dependence of the KniGht shift 

and lincwid th in Pb - 18% Ei 

Nucleus T(K) iK/K( ~~) ~nxl04(tesla) 

207pb 293 -3. 10 (±O.30 ) 28. Jl(±1.0) 

Solid state 358 -1.90 (±O.60 ) 2h.o(:!O.5) 

RO = 1.4 tesla 433 -1.30(±O~25) 24.0(±O.9) 

453 -1.1 0 (±O.70 ) 18.2(±1.6) 

473 -° . .57 (:0.1 7 ) 11.0(±1.4) 

493 +0.08(±0.44) 7.6(±1.0) 

Liquid state 573 3.72 (:0.1 0 ) 5.2(:0.2) 

623 2.98 (:!0.1.5) 4.9(:!O.4) 

673 2.72 (:!0.1 6 ) S.2(:!o.4) 

726 2.22 (:0.26 ) 4 • .5(:0 • .5) 

577 -11.30 (10.1 0 ) 

Liquid state 620 -11.90 (±0.1 0 ) 

680 .12.2.5(±0.1 0 ) 

718 -12.5
5

(±0.1 0 ) 

765 .12.90 (±0.20 ) 



, r, r,' 
"L I J 'b 

:,'j 0 1 J <I s tat n 

no = 1.4 tesla 

Liquid state 

'l"ahle 3.13 

and li.newirlth in Pb - 20°; Tl I 

T(K) 

293 

'I "5 

519 

567 

600 

791 

'K/I( (J~) 

-O.50 (!O·Jo ) 

- 0 • 57 ( ! 0 • " 0 ) 

-1.2o(!o.6o) 

... l.07(±O.Zl) 

-0.82(:tO.l~O) 

-.5. 00 (:0.20 ) 

-5.7.5(!O.40 ) 

-.5.7.5(!O·Jo ) 

-6.50 (±0.20 ) 

h( , ~nx10 tesla) 

H) • .5 U: 1 .0) 

10.5(:1.0) 

8.6(:tl.0) 

5.0(:tO.5) 

5. 0 (:t1.0) 

5.0(!0.8) 

7.0(:t0.8) 



Table 6.2 

Helative change of' the Knicht shif't of' 

207 PI} and 209ni in Pb - Bi alloys 

Nucleus. Conditions Composition 

207pb T = 62.5 K 100~~ Pb 

BO = 1.4450 tesla Pb - .5% Bi 

Pb - 1 o~i) TIi (n/Y) ~ re.L 
= 1.1237217 Pb - 181~ Ri 

Pb - 23~ Ei 

Pb - 30%Bi 

Pb - .50% Bi 

Pb - 60'"10 Bi , 

Pb - 7010 Bi 

209Bi (D/Y)ref' Pb - .5% Ei 

= 1.1461.5609 Pb - 10%Bi 

Pb - 18% Bi 

Pb - 231~ Bi 

Pb - 30% Bi 

Pb - 50%Bi 

Pb - 60% Bi 

Pb - 70% Bi 

Pb - 80% Bi 

Pb - 90%Bi 

100% Bi 

o 

0.9.5(±0.02) 

1.6.5(:0.OJ) 

J.1 0 (:0.06) 

4.40 (:0.09 ) 

6.80 (±0.1 2 ) 

1J·JO(±0·JO) 

15. 20 (±0.30 ) 

18.00 (:0.20 ) 

-11.70 (:!:O.20 ) 

-11.82 (±0.08) 

-11.95(!0.0lj.) 

-10.8
7

(!0.1.5) 

-10.72 (:0.1 0 ) 

-8.60 (!0.01~) 

-7. 48 (:O.Ol~) 

-.5 • .5 8 (:0.04 ) 

-3. 2
3

(:0.04 ) 

-2.1 0 (!0.04) 

0 



Table 6.3 

Fractional change in 209Bi lCni~ht shift with temEerature 

Composition Conditions T(K) S" K/K «;~) 

100% Ui BO = 0.5750 tesla 457 1.43 (::'0.°7 ) 

465 1.39{!O.o3) 

474 1.36 (±O.O3) 

483 1.32 (±O.07) 

501 1.1 8 {!O'07) 

523 O.85 (±0.OS) 

573 0.5 1(±0.07) 

587 0.33 (±0'04) 

619 0"5(!0'07) 

644 -0.22(±0.04) 

694 ... 0.59 (:°'°7) 

753 -1.1 8 (±0.07) 

Pb -80% Ei BO = 0.5750 tesla 476 -2.80 {!0'09) 

503 -2.42 (:t0.OS ) 

521 -2.42 (±0.1 2 ) 

563 -2.86 (!0'03) 

619 -3. 21(±0.08) 

687 -3.75 (:t0.04 ) 

767 -4.32 (±0'08) 

••• continued ••• 



Tahle 6.3 continned 

Composition Conditions T(K) 'K/K (~(~) 

Pb - 60% Di DO = 0.5750 tesla 357 -5. 8
7 (1'0,00:-) 

.) . 

375 -5,95 (10.03 ) 

394 -6,10 (!O, 0 q) 

428 -6,46 (1'0.°7 ) 

473 -6,46 (10,06 ) 

518 -6,75(10,07 ) 

570 -7,1 2 (!O,07) 

678 -7. 80 (10,°7 ) 

722 -8,1 0 (1'0,°7 ) 

773 -8,52(!0.07) 

Pb-18%Di BO = 1.2500 tesla 578 -11.3 (!0'07) 

622 -12.0 (:0.04 ) 

673 -12.3 (±0.04) 

717 -12.6 (%0·°4) 

765 -13.0 (:'0,1 0 ) 



Table 6.4 

Fractional change in the 207pb Knieht shift 

Sample 

Pb - 60% Bi 

Ph - 1 8,/,0 Ei 

""i th temporature in some Pb - Di alloys 

Conditions 

BO = 1.hooo tesla 

BO = 1.2500 tesla 

T(K) 

438 

483 

558 

627 

573 

623 

673 

725 

, K/K(~~) 

1 6.8 ( !o • , 0 ) 

16.2(:0.1 5 ) 

lS.6(:tO.30 ) 

15. 0 (:tO·'7) 

3. 62 (±O.07) 

2.8S (:t0.1 6 ) 

2.6
J

{±0.1 S) 

2.1 h (±O.2h ) 



Table 6.5 

20913i linewidths in a series of' rb - Ri alloys 

Conditions Composition Temperature 4 .1Bx10 (tesla) 

B 

° = '.4450 tesla Pb 

l-1odula tion (p - p) Pb - 5% Bi 623 l~ • 56 ( :to • 3 1 ) 

6 -h = 3. x 10 tesla Pb - , O~~ Bi 585 4.6lj(!O.6 5 ) 

" 623 I • • l~, (! 0 • 35 ) 

Pb - '8~~ Di 623 4 • .5,(±O·'O) 

Pb - 23% Bi 623 5.00(~0.07) 

Pb - 30?~ Ei 5'2 4.98(:~0·'O) 

" 623 4.8.5(:0"7) 

Pb - 50~~ Bi 43' 6 • 60 ( ± 0 • " 2 ) 

" 623 5.92 (:0.07 ) 

Pb - 60cfo Bi 423 6.32 (:0.'2) 

11 623 .5. 6.5(:0.'5) 

Pb - 70% Bi 444 6,O6 (±0·'5) 

" 623 .5 • l~ .5 ( ! 0 • 04 ) 

Pb - 80'% Bi 506 5 • , 6 t to • 1 5 ) 

" 623 5.3,(:0"0) 

Pb - 90% Bi 538 1~.89(!0.06) 

•• 623 5. 4 1(:0.24 ) 

Bi 565 4.66 (!0.1 5 ) 

" 623 S.o6(±0.1 S) 



· Table 6.6 

209Bi linewidth, concentration dependence at 

625 K and 0.5750 tesla 

Composition ~BX104 tesla 

Ph 

Ph - 18% Bi 4.5
3

(±0.2,) 

Pb - 30% Bi 4.95(~0.10) 

Ph - 50% Bi 5.7
3

(±0.1 2 ) 

Ph - 60% Bi 5.71 (!0.1 2 ) 

Ph - 70% Bi 5. 6 1(±0.1 2 ) 

Ph - 80% Di 5. 4 ,(±0.1 2 ) 

Bi 4.77(:0.08 ) 



Table 6.7(a) 

Variation of the 209Bi linewidth with temperature 

in a series of Pb - Bi alloys 

Sample Conditions Tempera ture (K) 4 6Bxl0 (tesla) 

1 OO~~ Bi BO = 0.5750 tesla 458 4.33 
(±0.1 4 ) 

465 . 4.4 1 (:0.1 0 ) 

474 4.3 1 (±0.1 2 ) 

483 l~. 3
0 

(:to.05 ) 

501 4.3 1 (:-0.1 2 ) 

523 4.36 (:-0.1 5) 

573 4.57 (:to.1 2 ) 

645 5·°7 (:-0.1 2 ) 

753 5.74 (fO. 1
2

) 

Pb - 80'% Bi BO = 0.5750 tesla 476 5.53 (iO.1 5 ) 

503 5. 05 (±0.04) 

521 5. 2
5 

(:to.06 ) 

563 5. 24 (±0.1 2 ) 

620 5.4 1 (:0.06 ) 

688 5. 68 (:to.1 4 ) 

768 5.92 (:to.1 5 ) 

Pb - 60% Bi Bo = 0.5750 tesla 357 7. 6
5 

(±0.24 ) 

375 7·°6 (fO.1 5 ) 

395 6.80 (:0.1 0 ) 

427 6.2 1 (~0.20) 

473 5.90 (:to. 20 ) 

518 5.54 (:to.OS) 

• • • continued ••• 



Table 6.7(a) continued 

Sample Conditions Temperature (K) 4 ABx10 (tesla) 

570 5.56 (±0·'5) 

6'3 5.72 (fO.0
7

) 

677 5. 84 (±0.2
5

) 

721 6.06 (:0·'3) 

773 6.02 (±0.30 ) 

Pb - 18% Bi BO = 1.2500 tesla 577 4.5 1 (iO.1 S ) 

620 4.5 1 (:to·'0) 

680 5. 02 (:!:0.2
5

) 

718 5. 2
3 (±0.22) 

765 5. 4
5 (±0.4

S
) 



Table 6.7(b) 

209Bi linewidth variation with magnetic field 

COlllposition DO (tesla) 4 A Dx 1 0 (t e s 1 a ) 

Pb - 60]£ IH 0.3210 6. 31~ (±O.2
3

) 

o .l~ 753 6.35 
(±0.1 6 ) 

438 K O. 8l~ 1 0 6.23 (±O. 15) 

1.0005 6.20 (~0.15) 

1 • 1894 6.30 (±0.23 ) 

1.4530 G.1 8 (:to. 14) 

100% Bi 0.3210 4.46 (~0.12) 

0.8400 4.41 (:to.1 7 ) 

570 K 0.9970 4.32 (:0.09 ) 

1.1893 4.34 (!0'03) 

1.4520 4.43 (:0.06 ) 



APPENDIX 11 

1 2 Evaluation of the terms b n , e nk and e nk of Chapter 4. 

The evaluation of these terms was performed using the 

University of Warwick Elliott 4100 computer and the radial 

functions needed were obtained from Herman F. and Skillman S. 

Atomic Structure Calculations, Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey, 1963. 

The program to evaluate b etc. is given below; firstly 
n 

in block diagram form and then fully; the language used was 

ALGOL 60. 

ex = "f(o) 

b = J d3!: V (!:) n 

e1 
nk = -f d 3!: "f* (!:) i(!s.!:) 

2 -t JdJ!:r*(E)(~.!:)2 e nk = 



I START 

t 
Read in the data 

in matrix form 

Calc. the values 

r ~ and r 2 'o/ 
for 9' and e 2 

Perform Simpson's 

rule to evaluate 

~----~PRINT individual 

sums :i.e. for each 
1 2 

b n , e nk and e nk batch of data 

~-- then ---~ .!! count ___ <..Y 

I 
else 

~ 
Total the individual 

sums of Simpsons PRINT 

~ 
Read the data for 

the calc. of ()( 

i 
Evaluate alpha 

by division 

I 
Calculate the terms 

2 <gln)2, (b )2 0( 9 n' n 
PRINT 

etc. required 

l 
I END I of progra m 



& JOB; PH/R007/01; 

& ALGOL; 

LIBRARY 

ALGOL 

& LIST; 

KNIGHT SHIFT PROGRAM TO EVALUATE OVERLAP INTEGRALS 

"BEGIN" "REAL" COUNT,ST1,ST2,STJ,SA1,SA2,SAJ,SB1,SB2,SBJ,SC1, 

SC2,SCJ,SF1,SF2,SFJ,Sl,S2,SJ,M,H,X,P,R, 

Al,AB,BB,T1T1,AT2,BT2; 

"REAL" "ARRAY" XP [1 :2,1: 11] ,R2,R1 ,OV1 ,OV2,OV) [1: 11] J 

"INTEGER" I,J,K,Y,N; 

"COMMENT" We have M for 0.885J41J8 divided by the 

cube root of the atomic number. Y is 

the number of Simpsons to be done for the 

orbital minus one. N is the number of 

S-states of the atom. Data cards start 

by giving M, Y and N, the X for one 

Simpson followed by P values, then the 

step H. Repeat for all Simpsons. Then 

one card with X of 0.01 and the P value 

for all S-states to calc. alpha; 

"READ" M,Y,N; 

COUNT:=O; ST1:=O; ST2:=0; STJ:=O; 

RESTART: "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "DO" 

"BEGIN" "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 11 "DO" "READ" XP [I,J]; 

"END" ; "READ" H-, 

SA1:=0; SA2:=0; SAJ:=O; SB1:=0; SB2:=0; SB):=O; 

SC1:=0; SC2:=O: SCJ:=O; SF1:=0; SF2:=0; SFJ:=O. 

Sl:=O, S2:=0; S):=O; 



"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 11 "DO" 

"BEGIN" 

" .l!;ND" ; 

R2 [J] :=(XP[l ,J] )xM; 

R 1 (J] : = ( R2 [ J] ) xM ; 

OV1 [J] :=R1 [J] x{XP[2,J] ); 

OV2 (J] :=OVl [J] x{R2 [J] ); 

OV3[J] :=OV2 [J]x{R2[J] ); 

"FOR" K:=2 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 10 "DO" 

"BEGIN" 

"END"; 

SA1:=SA1 + OV1[KJ; 

SA2:=SA2 + OV2[K]; 

SA3:=SA3 + OV3[K]; 

"FOR" K:=3 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 9 "DO" 

"BEGIN" 

"END"; 

SB1:=SBl + OV1[K]; 

SB2:=SB2 + OV2[KJ; 

SB3:=SB3 + OVJ(K], 

SCl :=OVl [lJ + OVl [llJ ; 

SC2: =OV2 [1] + OV2 [11J ; 

SC): =OV) (1) + OV3 [11] ; 

Sl:=(SA1)x4 +(SB1)x2 + SC1; 

S2:=(SA2)x4 +(SB2)x2 + SC2; 

SJ:=(sAJ)x4 +(SBJ)x2 + SCJ, 

SFlz={(Sl)xH)/3; 

SF2:={{S2)xH)/3; 

SF3:={{SJ)xH)/J; 

"PRINT" FREEPOINT(5), 
~ , 
SF1= , 

~ , / 'SF SAMELINE, SF1, SF2=, SF2, SFJ=, ); 



& RUN; 

& END; 

STl : =STl + SF1; 

ST2:=ST2 + SF2; 

STJ;=STJ + SFJ; 

COUNT:=COUNT + 1; 

"IF" COUNT "LE" Y "THEN" "GO TO" RESTART; 

"COMMENT" 

"PRINT" 

We have calculated the values of the 

overlap integrals and those are given by 

ST1, ST2, STJ, they are not yet normalised; 

FREEPOINT( S), / STl = " 

SAMELINE, ST1, /ST2=', ST2, 
.. , 

STJ= , STJ; 

"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 

"BEGIN" "READ" X, P; 

"PRINT" 

"END" ; 

BB:=(ST1)t2; 

R:=MxX; 

Al:=(P!R)x(1!(4xJ.1418)t{1!2»; 

AB:=(Al)x(ST1); 

AT2:=(Al )x(STJ); 

FREEPOINT(S), .. A 1 = " 

~ AB-_ " ,/ , SAMELINE, Al, AB, AT2=, AT2; 

T1T1 :=(ST2)t2; 

BT2:=(ST1)x(STJ); 

"PRINT" FREEPOINT (S ), / BB= " 

SAMELINE, BB, / Tl Tl = " Tl Tl, ~ BT2= " BT2; 

"END" OF PROGRAM; 

Data Cards 



APPENDIX III 

Sternheimer Antishielding Factors 

The Sternheimer antishielding factor is introduced 

because the core electrons modify the nuclear quadrupole moment 

and thus alter the quadrupole coupling with an external electric 

field gradient i.e. for an external field gradient Vkl and an 

induced quadrupole moment ~~l the total energy of the system 

is 

= 

Sternheimer has obtained numerical values of ¥ by using a first 

order perturbation technique to solve the Schr6dinger equation. 

These calculations have not been performed for all 

metals and, importantly, have very rarely been performed for 

almost neutral atoms, authors' prefering to do the calculations 

for fully ionised atoms. It is thus necessary to il.Lterpolate 

from the values in the literature and the interpolation procedure 

adopted is illustrated in the figure. 

The shaded areas in this figure represent transition 

element groups, the dots are calculated values (taken from the 

literature) for fully ionised atoms. The two heavy lines give 

the approximate dependence of Sternheimer factors on Z for (I) 

elements before the transition set in each row of the periodic 

table and (11) elements after the transition set. The value 

for bismuth is based on the value in the literature for BiJ + and 

is deduced via ratios, determined from data where the calculation 
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has been performed for all ionisation states. 

The: ratio of fUll} ionised 1.26 and ionised 
,..."." 

(n-l 

the ratio of fUll)" ionised 1.9 ~ 

(n-2 ionised 

for details see Clementi below 
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THE CALCULATION OF KNIGHT SHIFTS 

J.HEIGHWAY, E. F. W.SEYMOUR and G.A.STYLES 
University of Warwick. Coventry. England 

Abstract: Holland has recently pointed out that values of Knight shifts may be very 
simply calculated to zero order in the pseudopotential. His results are calcu
lated with the approximation that the pseudowavefunction for a conduction electron 
at the Fermi level does not vary appreciably over an ion core. This approximation 
is now removed and a correction to the shift evaluated for sodium. thereby improv
ing agreement with experiment. This correction gives rise to a dependence of sol
vent shifts on solute concentration in alloys; the effect is less important for alkali 
metals as solvents than it is for copper and silver (Watson et al.. 1968). 

Holland [1] has recently pointed out that values of Knight shifts for pure 
metals may be very simply calculated to zero order in the pseudopotential. 
His results are obtained with the approximation that the pseudowavefunction 
for a conduction electron at the Fermi level does not vary appreciably over 
an ion core; this approximation is not essential and indeed Holland (private 
communication) has discussed the effect of its removal. The calculation 
without the approximation proceeds in the follOwing way. The wavefunction 
I/I(r) for a conduction electron can be expressed in terms of the pseudowave
function cp(r) as 

I/I(r) = C{cp(r) - ~ I/In(r-Rj) Jd3rl/l~(r-Rj) cp(r)} (1) 
j,n 

where C is a normalization constant and I/In(r-Rj) is the nth core state of 
the jth ion. The integral occurring in this expression can be approximated 
as 

(2) 

where 

1 
and cp(r) has been taken to be V-"2 exp(i k· r) where V is the volume of the 
metal; the terms in eq. (2) arise from a series expansion of cp(r) about Rj; 
the first term only was retained by Holland [1]. Substitution of (2) into (1) 
and neglect of all terms containing powers of k higher than ~ leads even
tually to 

(3) 

Colloque Amp~re XV, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 196~ 
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where 
_ ! ~ 8(2) _ -.!.. ~ (8(1)* 8(1) + 2b 8(2)) 

() - L..I n an an n n n n ' ')' n f-' n 

an = 1/In(R
j

), the amplitude of the nth core function at the nucleus, 

f3 = 1 - ~ ~ b~ bn 

')' = 1 - ~ bn(ln ' 
n 

and n is the atomic volume. It will be noted that the new correction term () 
is quadratic in k, the term linear in k being identically zero. 

Eq. (3) with k = kF can be used in evaluating the Knight shift. The quan
tity () represents a correction to Holland's expression for the shift itself; 
its dependence on kF and on n introduces contributions to the change in 
shift on melting, to its temperature coefficient and to its change on alloy
ing. The contribution to the change with electron-to-atom ratio of the type 
of effect we are concerned with here was first considered by Watson et al. 
[2]; they showed that the effect could explain the greater part of the ob
served changes in the shifts of copper and silver on alloying. We now con
sider the question of the magnitudes of thf' other effects we have mentioned, 
and evaluate them for the caseof sodium. 

Core state wavefunctions for sodium were taken from Tubis [3]. U~mg 
n = 37.9 A3 and kF = 0.91 A-1 we find () = -0.22. Of this the term in 82Y(l2S 
contributes by far the greater part; indeed a rough estimate of Ii can be ob
tained from this term alone (or in general for the corresponding term evalu
ated for the outermost core s-state), yielding 

28~~ 2 2 
Ii "'" - -b- "'" i k F r 2S ' (4) 

2S 
T where r2S is the mean square radius of the 2S core function. The resultant 

correction to the Knight shift as calculated by Holland improves the agree
ment between his result and experimental somewhat; his result of 0.12-0.13% 
(the uncertainty ariSing from lack of precise knowledge of the electron spin 
susceptibility) becomes 0.10-0.11%, compared with the experimental value 
of 0.11%. 

The contribution, tJ(/K, to the fractional change in shift on melting is 
readily evaluated from the known increase in atomic volume (2.5%) and the 
free-electron relation kF a: n- 1/ 3. We find tJ(/K ~ +3.0 x 10- 3, this 
again arising largely from the factor * within 82S(2)a2S; this result re
presents only a small part of the observed change of +22 x 10- 3 (McGarvey 
and Gutowsky [4]). 

In a similar way the contribution to the temperature coefficient 
(1/K) (dK/dT) can be obtained from the expansion coefficient; for solid so
dium we find +2.5 x 10- 5 deg-1C and for liquid sodium +3.5x 10- 5 deg- 1C , 
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compared with an observed value of about +20 x 10- 5 deg-1C for both solid 
and liquid (McGarvey and Gutowsky [4 ]). 

The effect of increasing the electron-to-atom ratio by adding an atomic 
fraction c of Z-valent solute is found from dkF/dc = !<Z - l)(kF c-o) to be 
(l/K)(dK/dc) = -0.19(Z-1), neglecting volume changes. For mercury and 
cadmium as solutes in sodium, therefore, the contribution is -0.19, com
pared with observed values of -0.59 and -0.92, respectively (Kellington and 
Titman [5]). 

Thus the contributions to changes in K due to change of state, tempera
ture and electron-to-atom ratio are all smaller than the observed effects 
for sodium, though the last at least is not negligible. It is concluded that 
the dominant contributions to these changes must in this case arise from 
the first order term in the pseudopotential (Lackman-Cyrot [6J, Watabe and 
Tanaka [7], and Faber [8]), but evaluation of this term will not be attempted 
here because the local pseudopotentials and model potentials currently avail
able are not adequate for the purpose. That the contributions we have consid
ered appear to be of less importance for sodium than for copper and silver 
may be due to the smaller size of the sodium ion compared with that of the 
sodium unit cell (and therefore with kF1), than is the case for the other two 
metals. 

Detailed calculations for the other alkali metals have not yet been com
pleted, but it seems clear that in all cases the contribution to t:;.]{ on melting 
is positive, that to (l/K)(dK/dT) is positive, and that to (l/K)(dK/dc) is nega
ti ve for solutes with valence greater than unity. Since the observed effects 
do not always conform to these rules, e.g. (l/K)(dK/d T) for cesium Is 
negative (an estimate from eq. (4) gives a value of about +5 x 10- 5 deg- 1C), 
it is concluded that the effect here considered Is not the most important one 
for the alkali metal series as a whole. 

We are indebted to Dr. B. W. Holland for many helpful discussions, to 
The Science Research Council for a research grant and a maintenance award 
(J. H.), and to Imperial Chemical Industries for the provision of a fellow
ship (G. A. S.). 
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF IMPURITIES IN LIQUID LEAD 
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The 207Pb Knight shift has been measured in eight binary lead-base liquid alloy systems. The results 
differ radically from the corresponding results in the solid state. 

No completely satisfactory explanation of the 
variation r (= dK/K de) of the solvent Knight shift 
K with solute concentration e is available even 
for dilute alloys. However Blandin et a1. [1], on 
the basis of a free electron model, accounted 
semiquantitatively for the values of r of mono
valent solvents through oscillations of electron 
charge density around impurity atoms. The 
oscillations were described by phase shifts TfZ for 
electrons at the Fermi surface, calculated by 
representing impurities by square-well potentials. 
Such a scheme is less successful for polyvalent 
solvents [2]. Rigney and Flynn [3] suggested an 

282 

alternative choice of phase shifts based on the 
idea that the s-wave content of the displaced 
charge cannot cause the total s-electron content 
of the solute cell to exceed two. This led to a 
qualitatively correct description of the dependence 
of r on solute-solvent valence difference for 
solvents of all valences. To obtain quantitative 
agreement Flynn called on a scaling factor typi
cally between 0.25 and 1 attributed to electron
electron interactions. However, the factor re
quired for lead in solid lead alloys at room tem
perature [4] is about -0.08. To distinguish be
tween the occurrence of a factor so different from 
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Fig. 1. Fractional change of 207pb Knight shift with 
solute concentration at 6250 K. The data for tin are 

taken from [5). 
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unity and the possible effect of the ignored band 
structure in the solid, measurements of r have 
been made in liquid lead alloys where we believe 
the free electron basis to be more appropriate. 

Fig. 1 shows OK/Kfor 207pb at 14 kG as a 
function of solute concentration in several liquid 
alloys. The results are strikingly different from 
those in the solid at room temperature, the sign 
of r having reversed and its magnitude increased 
in almost every case. In order to compare the 
values of r with the theoretical expression [1] 

r = I; {AZ sin2 TlZ + BZ sin 271z} 
l 

we have calculated values of the coefficients AZ 
and BZ from the experimental radial distribution 
function [6] for pure liquid lead. The values ob
tained are Aa = - 0.04, Bo = - 0.20, A1 = - 0.24, 
B~ = + 0.49. For a tetravalent solvent the model 
[3 J requires Tlo = 0 for solutes which leave the 
s-electron content of a cell equal to two, so that 
111 = br x (valence difference) if higher order 
partial waves are neglected. We consider here 
the predictions for p-wave scattering only, for 
the Simplest cases viz. Hg, TI and Bi, omitting 

'the more complex cases of monovalent solutes 
(where s-wave scattering enters) and solutes not 
in the same row of the periodic table as lead 
(since differing core structures are not described 
by phase shifts derived solely from valence dif
ferences). The calculated r values, with experi
mental values in brackets, are: Hg, - 0.60( - 0.18); 
Tl, -0.48(-0.24); Bi, +0.36(+0.18). Thus a 
scaling factor of +0.3 to +0.5, rather than -0.08, 
seems to be required - a factor of the same sign 
and order as those required for solvents of other 
valences. Further, since the change in the radial 
distribution function on melting is far from suffi
cient to explain the differences between the resulte 
for the solid at room temperature and those for 
the liquid, we suggest that the results in the solid 
are affected by its band structure. 

We have investigated how the differences in 
behaviour of solid and liquid arise, by following 
the variation with temperature of OK/K for 207Pb 
in pure lead and in a typical alloy, Pb-18%Bi. The 
change from negative to positive r is a progres
sive one, occurring partially as the temperature 
of the solid is increased, and partially on melting. 
There is no feature of this theory which would 
account for such a large temperature coefficient 
of r in the solid. By contrast there is no further 
change in r with temperature in the liquid state. 
This relative simplicity of the behaviour in the 
liquid reinforces our view that the free-electron
based considerations used here are more ap
propriately applied to the liquid state than the 
solid. 

We wish to acknowledge the receipt of a re
search grant and a maintenance award (J.H.) 
from the Science Research Council. 
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